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ABSTRACT 

The electron paramagnetic resonance (E.P.R.) and photosensitivity 

of silver chloride and silver bromide doped with a number of transition 

metal ions" has been investigated. ~~e valent state, lattice position and 

site symmetry of the impurities are discussed in relation to the E.P.R. 

spectra and the chemical properties of the ions. 

The E.P.R. spectra of trivalent chromiQm in AgCl and AgBr are 

analysed. The principal spectrum at 95K in both halides has orthorhombic 

symmetry with axes in the < 109> directions. Subsidiary spectra are also 

observed with tetragonal and orthorhombic symmetries. The possible 

arrangements of the two charge compensating silver ion vacancies around 

the trivalent ion are discussed. The principal spectrum is shown to be 

consistent with a centre in which the Cr3+ ion is associated with a 

nearest and a next nearest cation vacancy. The lines joining the 

vacancies to the Cr3+ ion are at an angle of 1350
• Other centres are 

proposed to explain the subsidiary spectra. 

The Cr3+ resonances are studied at temperatures up to 500K. The 

broadening of the fine structure lines at high temperatures is used to 

. determine the activation energy for vacancy motion around the C~ ion in 

each of the centres observed. A set of lines which increase in intensity 

as the sample is warmed above room temperature is assigned to the Cr3+ 

ion associated with a single next nearest c~tiop vacancy. 

The spin Hamiltonian parameters of the spectra of Cr3+ in the 

chloride and the bromide are compared. The substitutional incorporation 



of the Cr3+ ion is contrasted with the interstitial incorporation of the 

Fe3+ ion which has a similar radius. 

A dewar and cavity for use at 4.2K are described. The E.P.R. 

spectra of ytterbium, erbium and dysprosium in AgCl are presented. The 

resonances are assigned to the trivalent state of these ions and the 

ground states are derived from the experimental g-values. The symmetries 

of the spectra are used to derive the probable arrangements of vacancies 

about the rare earth ions. 

Preliminary investigations of the E.P.R. and optical properties 

of the remaining rare earths and the 4d and 5d series ions in AgCI are 

presented. The rare earths other than europium are thought to be present 

only in the trivalent state in AgCI. The stable valent state is discussed 

in relation to the chemical properties of the rare earths. 

The E.P.R. and electrical measurements available to date on the 

lattice site and vacancy association of transition ions in AgCI and AgBr 

are summarised. The results are used to show that association with nearest 

neighbour vacancies is most likely for ions which are relatively large 

compared with the Ag+ ion. Small impurity ions are shown to be more likely 

to be associated with next nearest cation vacancies. 

/ 
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Chapter One General Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

The silver halides have been in use as photographic materials for 

more than a century. The photographic process is based on the reduction 

of the silver halide to silver and halogen on exposure to light. 

Photographic film usually takes the form of an emulsion in which silver 

halide microcrystals are embedded in gelatin. The techniques of 

preparation and processing of emulsions are highly developed and complex. 

Mees and James(26) include in their book details of some of the complicated 

chemical processes involved. Gelatin is a naturally occurring material 

with numerous impurities and the halide microcrystals are in random 

orientations in the gelatin and water matrix. Emulsions are, therefore, 

difficult systems to control and study chemically or by electron 

paramagnetic resonanc~ (E.P.R.). 

Bulk silver halide crystals provide a comparatively simple system 

for a study of the foundations of the photographic process. The detailed 

mechanism by which silver colloid is formed on exposure to light is not 

fully understood, although several theories have been proposed(1,2,3). 

E.P.R. became a useful investigating tool when it was realised that silver 

colloid was not formed in the volume of pure silver halide crystals on 

(4) (5) 2+ exposure to light • In 1958 Tucker\ studied the E.P.R. of ~u in 

AgCl and observed that Cu+ sensitized the Agel for silver colloid 

formation. Palma et al(6,7) later successfully showed by E.P.R. that 

cu+ was converted to Cu2+ on exposure to light. Subsequently E.P.R. 

studies of Fe3+ (8,9), Eu2+ (10), sUlphur(11,12), se~- and Te~- (13) and 
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- (14) o have shown that these impurities can act as hole traps when the 

silver halide is exposed to light at certain temperatures. Electron 

trapping at room temperature by impurities in silver halide has not been 

observed directly. However, E.P.R. studies of the double doped system 

2+ 3+ 3+ AgCl:Fe :V show that V can act as an electron trap on exposure of 

the crystals below 140K()4). Hohne and Stasiw fOQ~d that those Ni2+ 

ions which are not associated with a vacancy can act as electron traps 

on irradiation at 20K (40). 

1.2 Physical and chemical properties of the silver halides 

The silver halides have continued to be the major photographic 

materials because of the unique combination of physical and chemical 

properties which they possess. Measurements of the lattice parameter 

as a function of temperature(15) show that the dominant defects in 

AgCl and AgBr at room temperature are of the Frenkel type (a silver 

ion vacancy and an interstitial silver ion). The ionic conductivity of 

the silver halides at room temperature is high due to the very mobile 

interstitial silver ions (Ag:). Ionic conductivity measurements in 
~ 

AgCl give an activation energy for formation of a Frenkel pair of 

1.3:t O.leV. and an activation energy for Ag: migration of about O.leV 
l. 

at room temperature(16). The interstitial silver ion mobility is 

2.5 x 10-8 m~-ls-l at 300K(22). 

Raynes and SChOCkley(17) have measured the electronic conductivity 

of silver halides at 300K using pulsed electric fields to displace the 

silver colloid formed by exposure. They found an electr~n mobility of 

The electron lifetime could be increased from 
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2 to 10jAs Qy careful annealing of the sample. The Electrons were found 

to travel 2 x 109 lattice constants before being trapped. The results 

indicate that dislocations ape the major electron trapping centres. 

Hole currents are difficult to detect in the silver halides. 

Early work(18,19) showed that holes could be injected into the silver 

halides when they were placed in halogen atmospheres. Mitchell (2) 

deduced from this work that positive holes are more mobile than silver 

interstitials and are not trapped by silver ion vac~~cies at room 

temperature. Malinowski and co-workers, using very pure silver halides, 

have detected the movement of photo-produced holes. Pulsed fields were 

used to displace the holes after exposure to light and their presence 

was detected by the destruction of a layer of silver deposited on the 

surface. Their results are summarised in reference (3). The photo

-4 2 -1 -1 
holes were found to have drift mobilities of 1 x 10 m-V sand 

lifetimes between 5 and 20}As. 

The optical absorption of the silver halides is strong at 

wavelengths shorter than 40Onm. The absorption has a long wavelength 

tail extending to 425nm in Agel and to 500nm in AgBr. Irradiation with 

visible light in this tail produces electrons and holes with high 

efficiency in the conduction and valence bands. Brow.n(20) has studied 

the structure of the band edge. Theoretical calculations(2l) confirm 

that ,indirect phonon-assisted transitions from maxima in the valence 

band not at k = 0 to the minimum in the conduction band at k = 0 account 

for the absorption edge. 

The formation of silver colloid in the silver halides may be 

contrasted with F centre fo~tion in the alkali halides(22). The 
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alkali halj.des are transparent to visible light. Irradiation "lith 

u. V. or shorter wavelengths results in colourat:.on of the alkali 

halides due to electrons trapped at halide ion vacancies (F centres). 

The lattice structure of both types of halide is face-centred cubic, but 

the dominant defect in the alkali halides is a Schottky defect (a 

cation vacancy and an anion vacancy). The Schottky defects are much 

less mobile than Ag:, having 
~ 

order of O.75eV j,n NaCI (16) • 

acti vatior, energies for migration of the 

Ionic conductivities in the alkali halides 

are, therefore, several orders of magnitude lower than in AgCl. 

Electron currents are hard to detect in the alkali halides because the 

point defects (halide iOll vacancies) can act as electron ~raps, forming 

F centres. The alkali metals are more electropositive than silver and 

are, therefore, less likely to be reduced and form metallic precipitates. 

The more covalent nature of the silver halides as compared to the 

alkali halides is reflected in their lower melting points (AgCl:728K~ 

NaCl:1074K) and the relative ease with which impurities may be added to 

the silver halides. 

One final important property of the silver halides is their 

ability to be developed chemically. After short exposures of emulsions, 

invisible, stable latent images are formed with quantum efficiencies of 

very nearly unity. These small groups of silver atoms act as catalysts 

for the reduction of the silver halide Qy chemical reducing agents. 

Provided that the emulsion is not over-developed, only those micro-

crystals in which a latent image is present will be reduced to silver 

and thus made visible. The development process results in the 

conversion of perhaps 4 atoms of silver to an entire microcrystal of 

about 109 silver atoms. 
. 

Development of bulk cyrstals is, at present, 

only possible in the surface regions, since the developer cannot penetrate 

the interior of the c:rvstRl R • 
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1.3 The photographic process in the bulk of the halide 

The absorption of light in the silver halide lattice gives rise 

to an electron and a positive hole. The photo-electron is able to drift 

for considerable distances before being trapped. The original theory 

for the fate of the electron and the formation of silver colloid proposed 

by Gurney and Mott(l) is still the subject of discussion. The trapped 

electron is stabilized by the arrival of a mobile silver interstitial 

ion and a silver atom is formed. The process is then repeated until a 

stable group of silver atoms has formed, provided that the AgO is not 

converted to Ag+ by the arrival of a photo-hole. 

Electronic conductivity measurements(17) and decoration of dis-

10cations(2) show that the sites for electron trapping and formation of 

silver colloid are dislocations. Seitz(22) discusses a mechanism of 

trapping at dislocation jogs such that each AgO formed has a charge of 

+e/
2 

to attract the next electron. 

Gurney and Mott(l) were aware that, if the positive holes were more 

mobile than the silver interstitials, then recombination of electrons and 

holes was possible at the electron traps. Later experiments showed that 

the holes were the more mobile speci~s, and Mitchell(2) suggested 

processes to overcome the problem of electron and hole recombination. 

He proposed that an interstitial silver ion is first absorbed at or near 

the trapping site which thereby acqui~es a positive charge to attract 

and trap an electron. The electron-lifetime experiments of Brady and 

Hamilton(23) have shown that, in fact, the initial electron traps are 

shallow and are only stabilized by the later arrival of an'Ag~ ion. 
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Malinowski's recent work on the fate of the photo-excited 

holes(3,24,25) suggests that, even in the purest available silver 

hali.d.es, the holes are trapped in the lattice within a few microseconds 

of their creation and that the probability for recombination of electrons 

and holes is low. The holes are thought to be temporarily trapped, 

possibly at impurity cation sites, and the traps become neutral and 

permanent when a silver ion vacancy is formed. Malinowski(3) argues 

that the neutral hole complexes can diffuse and destroy the latent image 

unless sensitizing impurities are present. 

1.4 The latent image and silver colloid 

The latent image is thought to be a group of silver atoms of such 

a size that they efficiently catalyse subsequent reduction of the 

surrounding silver halide to silver by a developing agent. Mees and 

James(26) review the theories of formation and nature of the latent image. 

Experiments(26) have shown that motion of electrons and Ag: are involved 
~ 

in the build-up of the image. Low exposures show that a group of only 

three or four silver atoms is sufficient to form a latent image speck 

which is stable over a long period of time. This stable group is 

thought to form in stages. The nature of the less stable intermediate 

(2,26) 
groups has been discussed by Mitchell and others , but direct 

evidence for their structure is not available. 

The exposures used to investigate the impurities discussed in this 

thesis are high and produce visible darkening, or print-out, in sensitized 

materials. The optical absorption bands of the silver formed in bulk 

crystals after very low exposures(27) and after high exposures(28) are 
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very similar. The absorption is in a broad band with a peak between 

550 and 6oOnm. . (29) . 
Rohloff calculated the absorption curves predicted 

Qy the Mie theory for spherical silver metal particles. Comparison with 

the experimental curves(4,28) indicated a pa~ticle size of 6Onm. This 

particle size corresponds to a group of 1012 silver atoms, which is 

thought t~ be too high a number, particularly at low exposure levels. 

The absorption band may be selectively bleached with monochromatic 

light in the band(~2) and it is probable that a number of different sizes 

and shapes of silver colloids are involved in the visible image. The 

Mie theory is not applicable to such a situation. 

Direct information on the formation of the latent image and the 

nature of the silver colloid might be provided by electron spin resonance. 

Paramagnetic centres could be formed during the blild-up of the latent 

image (for example, Ag~, Ag;). Silver rrletal colloids could give rise 

to conduction electron resonance, in spite of the large spin-orbit 

coupling of silver and consequent short conduction electron relaxation 

time, provided that their radius was small enough for the electron 

levels to 0e quantised(30). Holland(30) suggests a radius of IOnm to 

be sufficiently small. Resonances have been seen in heavily exposed 

silver halides(3l ). The lines observed did not have the characteristic 

tempevature dependence of paramagnetic species, but their interpretation 

is not clear. 

An attempt was made in this laboratory to form high concentrations 

of silver colloid particles. Silver chloride ~as placed in a tube with 

a fine bore lower section. The halide was heated until mol ten and 
• 

allowed to fall in droplets through a stream of reducing gas (nitrogen 

or hydrogen) onto a glass plate. Many of the beads of silver chloride 
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formed were coloured pink, purple or black owing to the presence of 

silver metal. Numerous intense resonances were observed in a proportion 

of these particles at room temperature. The resonant lines were 

usually broad and had a range of g values above g = 2. On cooling the 

specimens the resonant intensity in most of the lines first increased 

and then decreased. The temperature dependence, line widths and line 

shapes are typical of a system which is coupled anti-ferromagnetically 

below a certain temperature (for example, MhO, FeO, Mn02). It is 

thought that the resonances observed were most probably due to small 

areas of partly oxidised impurities such as iron and manganese. Iron 

was detected chemically in two of the samples giving resonances. The 

temperatures for transitions to the paramagnetic behaviour were in the 

region lOOK to 150K, which indicates a high degree of exchange coupling. 

Strong exchange coupling is not expected between the silver species 

(~o, Ag+) which may be present at high densities as a result of the 

reduction process. 

1.5 Silver halide emulsions 

In emulsions the silver halide is present as small crystals 

about IOnm across andl~ thick suspended in a gelatin matrix. The 

gelatin acts as a halogen acceptor and plays an important part in chemical 

development(26). The absorption of light in the microcrystals will 

give rise to electrons and holes as in the bulk material. The 

electron and hole trapping mechanisms may differ from those in the bulk 

crystals. In the emulsion crystals one in four' of the host ions lies 

6 
on the surface, whereas only one in 10 will be on the surface of a . 

(26) 
macroscopic crystal • 
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The surface of the emulsion grain can, therefore, be expected 

to play a much more important part in the process than the surface of 

a large crystal. Simple gelatin-based emulsions were made following 

a method given by Mueller(32). Copper, eUropium and gadolinium 

chlorides were added to the starting materials. ~ese impurities were 

found to produce no effect on the optical sensitivity of the 

emulsions. It can be concluded that the hole trapping in the emulsions 

is dominated by surface effects. Significantly. the rare earth doped 

emulsions darkened more quickly on exposure to X-rays than the undoped 

material. The heavy elements probably increase the X-ray absorption of 

the emulsions. 

The latent image formation in emulsions may be very similar to 

the fonnation in the bulk, although the preferred sites may differ. 

The efficiency of emulsions for silver atom formation is almost 100%. 

Absorption of 3 or 4 quanta of light in one microcrystal gives rise 

to a single group of silver atoms. The means by which the electrons 

are trapped at one site per grain, on average, remains a problem(26). 

A recent theory is based on the surface charge layer that exists in 

the miCrocrystals(33). The sign of the charge depends on the 

concentration of divalent cation impurities. For a concentration of a 

few p.p.m. the surface charge is expected to be negative. The photo-

holes are, therefore, quickly attracted to the surface and absorbed by 

the gelatin. The photo-electrons are repelled by the surface and wander 

in the crystal lattice until they find a sensitivity speck, possibly 

Ag S, where the sign of the surface charge is reversed locally. 
2 
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1.6 E.P.R. and the silver halides 

E.P.R. has produced valuable evidence on the role of the 

sensitizers + 2+ 2+ 
Cu , Fe and Eu , which act as hole traps in the silver 

In addition to information relevant to the 

photographic process, E.P.R. reveals the site symmetry of paramagnetic 

impurities dissolved in the lattice. 111e positions of the charge 

compensating vacanqies can be deduced from the site symmetry. The 

activation energy for motion of the vacancy around the impurity can be 

found from the broadening of lines seen at room temperature. The 

binding energy of the impurity-vacancy complex can be estimated from 

the relative numbers of associated and unassociated impurity ions as 

a function of temperature. Manganese has been studied in ~gCI and 

AgBr(35) byE.P.R. and is shown to be incorporated substitutionally in 

association with a next nearest cation vacancy. Resonances from 

n1ckel(36) and cobalt(37) in silver halides have been seen at low 

temperatures. ~+ has been studied in AgCl()8) and is incorporated 

substitutionally in association with a next nearest cation vacancy below 

room temperature. 

A review of the paramagnetic properties of the iron transition 

series in the alkali halides has been PUblished(39). No similar 

review has been made of paramagnetic impurities in the silver halides. 

Very_little work has been published on the rare earths in monovalent 

lattices. 
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Chapter Two The Theory of Electron Paramagnetic Resonance 

2.1 The resonance phenomenon 

Resonance has been observed from a large number of paramagnetic 

ions in many different host materials and several reviews of the 

. (1-4) (4-9) exper1mental results and the theory have been made. This 

chapter will outline those aspects of the theory which are relevant to 

the, paramagnetic resonance results described later in the thesis. 

An isolated ion with a total angular momentum ~'h possessasan 

associated magnetic moment -gL@~ where gL is the Lande g-factor (given 

~y equation (5)), ~ is the Bohr magneton, and h ~ ~ where h is 

Planck's constant. When the ion is placed in a steady magnetic field B~ 

the magnetic moment will precess about B with an angular velocity 

~= gh~B. If a rotating magnetic field of magnitude Bl is applied 

perpendicular to B so that it rotates about B in the same sense and with 

the same frequency,GJ~, as the magnetic moment, it will exert a constant 

couple on the magnetic moment. In the frame rotating at (,.)\0. the magnetic 

moment precesses about Bl with an angular velocity WI = 9'tt, B t and an 

alternating component of magnetic moment is produced in the direction of 

B. The magnetic ion can, therefore, exchange energy with the oscillating 

field. In practice the rotating magnetic field is obtained from a 

linearly polarised radio-frequency magnetic field, oscillating at right 

angles to B, which may be resolved into two circularily polarised fields 

rotating in opposite senses. 

The resonance is detected by placing the sample in a region of 
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in the sample from an applied field Bl cos (..),:1; is given by 

p = WXII~2 dV 
s 2jJ-oJ 1 s 

~ is the imaginary part of the susceptibility of the sample and V is 
s 

the sample volume. The power absorbed in the cavity at resonance is 

given by 

Q is the quality factor of the cavity and V is 
o c 

cavity. For detection of the resonance the ratio 
p 

p S = )("Qoll, where 'ft is the filling 
c 

filling factor must be large. 

SBidVs 
factor 2 

SBldVc 

the volume of the 
p 

s p- must be large. 
c 

, and so Q and the o 

In quantum terms the ion with total angular momentum ~hhas energy 

levels mJg(iB in a magnetic field B where m
J 

is the magnetic quantum 

number. g is the effective g-factor or the spectroscopic splitting 

factor of the ion and will be equal to gL only when the surroundings of 

the ion have a negligible effect on the ion. The r.f. magnetic field 

can induce magnetic dipole transitions between those levels for which 

the selection rule .6mJ = ':t 1 applies. 

given by h»o = g~B 

The frequency required, )} , is 
o 

(1) 

so that the quantum of microwave energy is equal to the separation 

between the magnetic energy levels. 

The probability for absorption of energy by the ion from the r.f. 

field at the resonant frequency~o is equal to the probability for 

d
' . . (8) 

stimulate em1SS10n • The net amount of energy taken from the r.f. 

field is governed by the population difference between the two levels 

since spontaneous emission can be neglected at microwave frequencies. 
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In thermal equilibrium the population n. of a level with energy E. is 
- ~ l 

given by the Bol.tzmann distribution function 

-E 
ni 01.. exp ( k~ ) 

so that the difference LID between the number of ions (n
l

) in the lower o 

state and the nv~ber (n2 ) in the higher state is given by 

~n o = 

-hv 
. ( 0) 1 - exp kT 

(nl + n2 ) . -hv 

1 + exp( kTo) 

(2) 

For h»« kT, which is a good approximation down to about 4K, equation 

(2) becomes 

fln 
o 

hv 
o 

kT 

and the resonant intensity is proportional to liT' At thermal equilibrium 

nl > n2 and energy is taken from the r.f. field and the population of the 

upper level will be increased. When the populations of the two states 

become equal, no more power is absorbed and saturation occurs, For an 

ion in a crystal field there are paths by which the ion can relax from 

the higher to the lower energy state wjthout giving a quantum of energy 

,to the microwave field. As a result, saturation of the absorption and 

the associated distortion of the absorption line does not usually occur 

-for low values of Bl , 

2.2- The free ion 

The properties of a paramagnetic ion in a crystal are derived by 

first considering the energy levels of the free ion, On.lY the unfilled 

electron shel1~ which gives rise to the paramagnetic properties of the 



ion, is considered. The Hamiltonian of the f'r-ee ion in a magnetic 

field will have the form (4) 

H = He + a LS + H ss + Hz + H N + HI (4) 

The terms are arranged in descending order of magnitude and represent 

the following interactions (approximate magnitudes are given in 

parentheses(lO»: 

( 5 -1 He 10 em ): the coulombic interaction of the electrons with the 

nucleus and with each other. 

( 2 -1 HIs 10 em ): the interaction between the spin and orbital magnetic 

moments of the electrons. 

( 
-1 

HSS 1 cm ): the spin-spin interaction between the electrons. 

( -1 Hz 1 em ): the effect of the external field on the electrons. 

( 
-2 -1 

~ 10 em ): the interaction of the magnetic moment of the 

nucleus with the net magnetic moment of the electrons, and the 

electrostatic quadrupole interaction of the nucleus and the electrons. 

F~(10-3 cm-l ): the effect of the external magnetic field on the 

nucleus. 

The last term is usually neglected. In the Russell-Saunders coupling 

scheme the terms He and HSS are combined and split the free ion 

electronic configurations (for example. 3d3, 4f2) into levels characterised 

by the total orbital angular momentum and the total spin momentum of the 

electrons (for example. 3d3, 4F; 1~f3. 41 ). The level (or term) which 

lies lowest in energy can be found using Hund's rules(8). 

HIs will couple the magnetic moment vectors ~ and ~ into a total 

magnetic quantum number ~., ~ is formed by the vector aqdition of L and 

S. For a shell less than half filled with electrons the lowest state 
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has J of magnitude L - S, and for a more than half-full shell J = L + S 

will have the lowest energy. The ground state of the ion has 2J + 1 

degenerate magnetic levels which will be split in an external magnetic 

field. Resonance may be observed between the levels with the 

selection rule LlJ = 1: 1. The g-factor is given by the Lande expression 

1 + J(J + 1) - L(L + 1) + S(S + 1) 
2J(J + 1) 

2.3 The crystal field 

The effect of the crystal field around the ion in a lattice is 

now considered. The interaction of the ion and the field may be larger 

than Hc. These strong fields occur when there is large covalent or 

chemical bonding between the ion and the ligands. Hund's rules no 

longer apply, the orbital motion of'the electrons is quenched, and 

the electron spins line up in their strong field configurations(7). Low 

spin states result as seen in the cyanides of the iron group (for 

example, K)Fe(CN)6 (4» and usually in the 4d and 5d ions. 

Intermediate crystal fields giving interactions less than HC 

but larger than HIs are more co~~on in the iron group. Hund's rules 

apply but L and S are not combined to a vector!!.. The ligand ions 

reduce the degeneracy of the various d orbitals (d 2 2' d 2 2' dxy 
3z -r x -y 

etc.). In a qualitative description the energy of those orbits where the 

electron cloud passes near the negative ligands is raised. The orbits 

which do not app~ach near the negative ligands are reduced in energy. 

The electrons will occupy these orbits in order of increasing energy. 
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Electron-electron repulsion will remove fUrther degeneracy of the orbits 

when two or more "electrons are present and trip~et (t
2

), doublet (e) 

and singlet orbital levels will form in a general cUbic field. 

In rare-earth complexes the crystal field effect is usually less 

than He and HIS. The 4f electrons lie well inside the ionCll ) and the 

crystal field effects are shielded by the full 5s and 5p shells. The 

crystal field is .considered as a perturbation on the spin-orbit coupled 

J states. 

Group theory provides a powerful method for determining how the 

crystal field will split the (2J + 1) degenerate states. The symmetry 

group of the field surrounding the paramagnetic ion is first determined. 

All the symmetry operations of this group must commute with the 

Hamiltonian of the system since these operations do not alter the system. 

Any finite symmetry group has a finite number of irreducible representa-

tions. The number of irreducible representations is essentially 

equivalent to the number of different types of symmetry operators in 

the group(ll). Each representation C&.n be written as a matrix of a 

,certain order or dimension. 

For a particular symmetr~represented"by a symmetry group S, each 

energy level of the Hamiltonian belongs to a particular irreducible 

representation of S. The wave-functiofill of the energy level transform 

in the same way as the matrices of the representation to which it 

belongs and the degeneracy of the level is given by the dimension of 

the representation. The relation between the site symmetry and the 

level structure was established by Bethe(12) and his notation is used 
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in this thesis. Reviews of group theory methods and character tables for 

the crystal point groups are given by Heine(13) and Knox and Gold (14) 

Two useful theorems derived by Kramers(l5) and Jahn a.nd Teller(16) 

simplify the analysis of the effects of the crystal field. Kramers 

theorem, a. resu.l t of time reversal symmetry , states that if a system 

with an odd number of electrons is placed in a crystal field, the 

degeneracy of the system cannot be less than two. A crystal field CaQDot 

remove the spin degeneracy of a Kramers ion, whereas it can for a non-

Kramers ion. The Jahn-Teller theorem states that non-linear complexes 

of non-Kramers ions with orbitally degenerate ground states will distort 

so as to remove the orbital degeneracy. 

For a non-Kramers ion in a general cubic field (4, 6 or 8 coordinated) 

the cubic 0 group applies and singlet Crl , r 2), doublet (r
3

) and triplet 

Cf4, ~5) levels can arise. For a Kramers ion time reversal symmetry adds 

an additional operator. 

The double cubic group 0+ applies and doublet (~6~7) and quartet 

~8) levels are formed. Abragarnand Bleaney(9) tabulate the wave

functions appropriate to these levels for each value of J. Lower 

symmetry fields are usually treated as a perturbation on the general cubic 

field. or on a general trigonal field. 

2.4 Calculation of the crystal field potential 

The crystal field potenti~ surrounding the ion is usually calculated 

using a point charge model in which the ligands are assumed to be static 
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and the electrons are localised on the ions. In certain cases where 

considerable covalent bonding is present this model is poor and con-

figuration interaction or molecular orbital methods are introduced. 

For the study of ions in silver halides, the point charge model should 

be fairly satisfactory as the bonding is ~xpected to be predominantly 

ionic in .character. The silver halides are; howeven, less ionic than 

the corresponding alkali halides. Evidence of covalent overlap of , 

orbitals has been found in the E.P.R. spectra of interstitial Fe?+ in 

AgCI(17) bUt the point charge model is still useful. The potential V is 

calculated by adding the'coulomb~c potentials of each ligand ion at a 

general position (x, y, z) with the origin of the coordinates at the 

paramagnetic ion. In E.P.R. work only the first neighbour shell is 

considered, although the effect of more distant neighbours has been 

taken into account in calculations of defect energies(18). The crystal 

field effects on the 4f electrons in rare earth ions may be altered from 

the point charge model by distortions of the outer-electron shells(19). 

In general such effects have be,en ignored. 

The electric field surrounding tl:~ paramagnetic ion will obey 

!aplace's equation and so may be expanded as a series of spherical 

harmonics (20) 

(6) 

where yn are spherical harmonics, Am are coefficients depending on the 
n n 

nature of the surroundings and mE;;n. It should be noted that the 

sPherical harmonics with m odd are imaginary whereas the potential must 

be real. ~he article by Hutchings(21) defines combinations of the ~ 

into real tesseral harmonics and also clarifies the different notations 

and expansions used in the literature. 
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The matrix elements of the perturbing Hamiltonian with the free ion 

wave functions have to be found so that the secular equation may be 

formed. The solutions of this equation give the energy levels and wave

functions of the ion. The matrix elements will include a term 

<Ym*l-eV:I'Im> in which the free ion wave-functjon Ym may be expa.Tlded 

in spherical harmonics 

The rules for multiplication of spherical harmonics show that for 3d 

electrons (n = 2) terms in the crystal field expansion with n > 4 will 

give zero matrix elements. For l~f electrons terms with n> 6 can be 

ignored. The term with n = 0 gives only a constant factor and is ignored. 

Terms with n odd do hot occur when there is a centre of symmetry and 

parity conservation shows that the odd terms can only connect states of 

different configurations and ~re usually ignored in E.P.R. work (they 

do affect optical spectra). Additional Simplification arises in dealing 

with the Cr3+ ion since this has an orbital singlet ground state with 

S = 3/
2 

and only terms with n ~ 3 will give non-zero matrix elements. 

-2.5 Operator equivalent methods 

The matrix elements ~¥m*l-e~IVm:> can be calculated directly 

. . (11,12) d 
using the cartesian equivalents of the harmon1c expans10ns an 

the-chosen free ion wave-functions. The evaluation can be made 

. . (20, 22, 23) Th 
considerably simpler by the use of operator equ1valents • e 

coordinates x, y and z throughout the cartesian expression of the crystal 

field potential are replaced by appropriate angular momentum operators • . 
These are Sx, Sy and Sz for spin only ground states (for example, C? in 
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octahedral field) and Jx, Jy and Jz for the rare eCi.~rth . lons. The 

substitution is not completely simple because x, y and z commute whereas 

Sx, Sy and Sz do not. As a result, for example, xy is replaced by 

SxSy + SySx (22) 
2 The matrix elements are then calculated using the 

well-known propertj.es of these operators. 

(22) 
Stevens has shown that the operator equivalents give matrix: 

elements proportional to those of the original potential functions, and 

that the constant of proportionality is the same for all operators of the 

same order acting on a single J state. The constants are found by 

calculating the matrix element for a chosen simple case in cartesian 

form. The elements are integrals over r, 9 and ¢ and involve a radial 

integral of the type J [fer )J2 r nr 2dr. The radial integral cannot 
o 

usually be evaluated since the radial part of the electronic wavefunction 

fer) is not well known. The unknown factor is usually expressed as 

<rn> where <rn> = 1" [f(r)]2 r nr 2dr. The values of the proportio~ality 
o 

constants 0<, j3 and lS' for second, fourth and sixth order terms are tabulated 

for 4f electrons by Elliott and Stevens(23) and for 3d electrons by 

Bleaney and Stevens(4). 

A form which is frequently used for the contribution of the crystal 

field to the total Hamiltonian is 

(8) 

where Om are the operators tabulated by Hutchings(21) and Low(6) and by 
n 

others. Bm are the experimentally determined constants and are related 
n 

to the Am given above by Am < rn> == Bm. In the study of transition 
n. n n 

series ions only terms with n ~ 4 are needed and the sUDstitutions 

B~=~. B~= E and B~ = I§OF are usually made. 
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2.6 The spin Hamiltonian 

In the majority of cases, and particularly those where the crystal 

field has less than cubic symmetry, an orbital singlet ground state is 

formed. The excited orbital states are usually of the order of 100 cm-l 

higher in energy. At room temperature and below only the ground state 

will be appreciably populated.' The spin Hamiltonian is introduced to 

ex~ress, in a convenient, shorthand form, those quantities which can be 

derived from a paramagnetic resonance experiment. Hsdescribes only the 

ground orb~tal level(4,10}. Th t 1 f' Id 't t' R i dd d t • e crys a ~e ~n erac ~on _~ s a e 0 

the total Hamiltonian of equation (4) and those interactions which do not 

split the ground-state are ignored. The spin Hamiltonian has the general 

form: 

The degeneracy of the state is expressed by means of an effective spin S. 

There are(2S + 1) dege~erate spin states IM)where M takes integral values 

between S and -So H operates on these levels. 
s 

Where S occurs 

subsequently in this chapter it is the effective spin. He and HSS of 

equation (4) are accounted for in deriving the free ion configurations. 

HIs is used to derive the spin-orbit coupled scheme which holds for the 

rare-earth ions. For the 3d ions HLS gives zero contribution in the ground 

state since <L)= 0 for an orbital singlet (4) • The Zeeman interaction 

is usually the largest of the remaining terms. HZ has the general form 

(10) 

which reduces to 

(11) 

for an orbital singlet. The g-factor is a tensor which may not have a 
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value exactly equal to the free electron value of 2.0023 because the 

crystal field can mix excited levels with the ground state. The off 

diagonal terms .in the g-tensor ( ~y', &yz. etc.) are zero if the site has 

reflection symmetry and have been shoml to have negligible effects for 

8 = ~ states(24). In orthorhombic symmetry the Zeeman term reduces to 

(12) 

Equation (12) is used for both 3d and 4f ions where (23 + 1) is 

the degeneracy of the state. The eigenstates of the 4f ions are not 

pure spin states but are formed by a combination of spin and orbital 

magnetic moments. The spin Hamiltonian operates on the (2J + 1) 

degenerate states I J > where J takes integral values from +J to -J. z z 

The wave-functions are usually combinations of several IJz> states and 

the g-values vary greatly from 2. The excited states of 4f ions may 

not be widely separated from the ground state and resonance from excited 

states haD been observed(25). However, at the low temperatures required 

to observe resonance, only the lowest level is significantly populated. 

The crystal field interaction takes the form described in 

section 2.4. For example, in a general cubic field: 

(13) 

The contribution for a 3d ion with 8<5/2 in an orthorhombic field is 

o 0 2 2 
= B2 02 + B2 02 ' which is usually written as 

(14) 

HN represents the magnetic and quadrupole nu?lear interactions. 

The quadrupole effects only arise when the nuclear sp.in is greater than 

A and can be most clearly detected in forbidden hyperfine lines. These 
2 
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were not distinguished in the systems studied and the effect will be 

ignored. The magnetic interaction between the nuclear spin and the 

electron spin is expressed in the form ~ = £.A.!, which reduces to 

A S I + A S I + A S I xxx yyy zzz (15) 

in orthorhombic symmetry. 

2.1 The spin Hamiltonian and the ground state 

The properties of the ground state are det~rmined by setting up 

the secular equation of H with suitable wave-functions for the ion. 
s 

Usually az is the largest term and By and HN are treated by perturbation 

theory. 

For example, in the case of C? (3d3) the appropriate spin 

Hamiltonian in orthorhombic symmetry is 

Hs = g~.~ + D[S~ - 3s(S + l)J + E[S~ - S~] (16) 

The matrix formed using the spin states I ~), I !), l-!) and I-~ > can be 

solved for BUZ, and solutions for BUX and BUY can be found using the 

transformations of Jones et al(26). For a general direction of B the 

above spin states are no longer eigenstates of HZ and off-diagonal terms 

of g~.§. arise. For B >D,E perturbation theory can be used to find the 

energy levels, and hence the resonant fields, provided that B only occurs 

in diagonal terms. The matrix is made diagonal in HZ by either chosing 

new basis states that are eigenstates of HZ(8) or by rotation of the 

coordinates of H' so that the new Z axis is parallel to the external 
s 

field B, not the crystal field Z axis (see Appendix r ). 
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If the nucleus has a magnetic moment then the hyperfine 

interaction is treated in the same ...,lay by pertuj:,bation theory. 

Bleaney(27) gives a complete expression for the energies of the hyper

fine transitions in a field of axial symmetry •. 

For the rare earth ions a similar approach is used to fll1d the 

energy levels of the spin Hamiltonian although the calculation is more 

complex since crystal field terms up to B~ are needed and J can have 

val ues up to ~. Lea, Leask and Wolf (LLW) (28) have determined the 

eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of all the trivalent 4f ions in 4, 6 and 

8 fold cubic coordination. The general cubic field is given in 

equation (13) and for tetrahedral fields 

For octahedral fields 

B +' .J.. Ze 
2 < r~" (.!, 4 = 16 5 /',... 

R 

1 Ze
2 6 

= + 18 -7- < r > ~ 
R 

2 
B .2~<6>v 6 = 64 7 r (J 

R 

The eigenvalues are plotted by LLW as a function of a parameter x 

defined by 

x 
1 - IXI 

(18) 

where -1 < x < 1 and F(4) and F(6) are common factors within each JO 

state. The energy levels (and eigenfunctions in the case of~8 states) 

depe~d on x and hence upon the ratio of the fourth to the sixth degree 

crystal terms. For x = 0 B4 is zero and for x = 1 B6 is zero. 

energies are plotted in.terms of a scale W whe~e W is defined b.Y 

B
4
F(4) Wx 

B6F(6) = W(l - Ixl) 

The 

(19) 
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The sign of x is determined by the ratio of B4/B6 since LLvl show that 

F(6) and F(4) are both positive for all JI S • The Sign of x can be seen 

in (17) to change in going from 4-fold (and 8-fold) to 6-fold coordination. 

The actual value of x for a given coordination will vary according to the 

values of J3 and c and these are tabulated by LLW. The sign of W will 

depend on B6, since (1 - Ixl) is always positive for Ix/<l, and hence 

the sign of W depends only on 0 since the multiplying factors in B6 are 

always positive. 

Tetragonal and lower symmetry fields are treated as a perturbation 

on the cubic field states and may mix excited states with the ground 

state as discussed in Chapter Five. 

2.8 Relaxation processes 

It was shown in section 2.1 that. saturation of the resonance line 

will occur unless there are relaxation process~s present. In dilute 

systems where the paramagnetic ions are dissolved in a diamagnetic host 

material, the dominant relaxation mechanism is one in which the ions in 

the excited state can give up a quantum of energy to the lattice. The 

spin-lattice relaxation time is characterised by T1 • The population 

difference (6n) at time t between the upper and lower states is given by 

where An is the equilibrium value of ,6. n. 
o 

(20) 

K~oning(29) described a mechanism for the coupli~of the spins to 

the lattice which gives good agreement with experimental results. Thermal 
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vibrations of the lattice will give rise to a continuous range of phonon 

frequencies up to a maximum corresponding to the Debye temperature of the 

solid. The lattice waves modulate the crystal electric field surrounding 

the paramagnetic ion and by means of the spin-orbit coupling the lattice 

waves influence the spin magnetic moment. The ion may relax by giving 

up a single phonon of the appropriate energy to the lattice (direct 

process) or by absorbing a phonon of frequency Vl and emitting a phonon 

of frequency 1.>2 such that 'V 2 -))1 = 'V where V is the resonant o 0 

frequency (Raman process). The direct process ls more probable since it 

requires only one phonon of the correct energy and usually dominates at 

temperatures of 4K since there are few phonons present. At higher 

temperatures the Raman process is more important since it can involve 

phonons of a range of frequencies and there are large numbers of phonons 

present. 

KrOning(29) and Van Vleck(30 ) have estimated values for Tl . The 

analysis for Kramers and non-Kramers ions is not the same since the 

crystal electric field cannot directly affect a Kramers doublet(15) and 

the spins and the lattice can only be c01lpled by means of excited levels. 

For. gPB < kT the direct process gives 

4 
.>,.2 T ))0 

<s4 
for Kramers ions (21) 

where A is the spin-orbit coupling parameter, <5 is the separation of the 

ground and first excited orbital levels, T is the absolute temperature 

and V is the, resonant frequency. For non-Kramers ions 
o 

! 0<.. T·i !<alvlb>12 (22) 
Tl 0 

where <aIVlb) is the matrix element of the crystal field potential V with 

the two spin states a and b. 



Orbach(3
1

) has discussed the two-phonon processes in detail and 

he considered the situation where the energy equivalent to the Debye 

phonon frequency, keD' is greater than, the separation~of the two lowest 

excited states. Phonons of energies of the order of ~are preferentially 

absorbed or emitted by the spin system. The ion can then relax via a 

transition to the excited orbital level (Orbach process). For 

temperatures where these two phonon processes are likely, Orbach finds 

for Kramers ions: 

ken> L\ Tl 0<.. exp(~) (Orbach process) 

'. -- -.. ~-.-. - \. 

k6n<D. TIO( . T -9 (Raman process) 

and for non-Kramers ions: 

ken> A Tl eX exp(~) (Orbach process) 

ken < 6. Tl of.. T -7 (Raman process) 

It is assumed that the time taken for energy to be passed from 

the lattice to the external thermal rese~oir is much shorter than the 

spin-lattice relaxation time so that lattice heating from a build up of 

phonons (phonon bottleneck) does not occur. 

For a Kramers ion such as Cr3+ for which a cubic field gives a 
. 

singlet orbital ground state well separated from the higher states, 

equation (21) shows that the relaxation times should be long. Resonance 

is expected to be observed at room temperature. In Ti3+, however, the 

lowest orbital doublet is only split by fields of less than cubic 

symmetry and 0 is small. The spin-lattice relaxation times are short 

and low temperatures are usually required for the observation of a 
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resonance. For the rare-earths the spin-orbit coupling parameter Ais 

large and orbital magnetic moment is present in the ground states 

(except for Eu
2
+ and Gd3+). The ions are strongly coupled to the 

lattice and have short spin-lattice relaxation times. 

Spin-spin relaxation occurs when the paramagnetic ions are suf-

ficiently close for the magnetic field of one magnetic ion to affect a 

nearby ion. The relaxation times are not dependent on temperature. This 

mechanism is not expected to be important in the dilute systems studied 

in Agel and AgBr. 

2.9 Line width and line shape 

Paramagnetic resonance is usually observed using a fixed frequency 

r.f. field and varying the static magnetic field. In general, resonant 

absorption takes place over a range of magnetic fields on either side of 

the magnetic field value which fulfills the resonant condition (equation (1)) 

The line width may be dominated by one of a number of different 

mechanisms. The lifetime (~t) of the excited electronic state is 

associated with a band width (6E) of the energy level by the uncertainty 

principle 

The uncertainty in the energy will give rise to a line width of 

1 
l::,. v = 2't1'~t 

The line width in field units may be obtained from (23) by means of the 

resonant condition (1). 
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1 
2116t (24) 

Strictly speaking, fill = (d B ) 1::.. aB 
0» .. ).l and d)) can be large, for example, 

when the magnetic field is not parallel to a prinCipal axis. The line 

width in field units is not then directly related to the true frequency 

width. 

If the limited lifetime of the excited state is the major source 

of line width then a homogeneously broadened line is produced. The 

absorption line shape is Lorentzian and the derivative curve recorded by 

the spectrometer will have the form(32 ) 

I 
Y (B) 

I 

I B - B 
16 Ym (1...b.B 0) 

2 pp 
(25) 

Ym is the derivative amplitude, 6B is the peak-to-peak line width and pp 

B is the resonant field. o 

In the early paramagnetic resonance work concentrated samples were 

used and spin-spin interactions were important contributions to the line 

width and relaxation times. The line is broadened because the local 

magnetic field of each ion is the sum of the external field and that of 

the surrounding magnetic dipoles in random orientations. Resonance 

occurs over a range of eXternal fields when the local field at each ion 

obeys the resonance condition (1). If the surrounding ions are unlike the 

resonant ion, an inhomogeneous line shape results. Similar neighbouring 

ions can give rise to spin-spin relaxation. Van Vleck(33) and Pryce and 

Stevens(34) have studied the dipolar interactions between identical ions. 

They also show that in highly concentrated systems cooper~tive or exchange 

interactions are important and can give rise to line widths smaller than 
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those expected from dipolar broadening alone. For the majority of the 

impurities studied in the silver halides the dilution is such that the 

dipolar interactions will be negligible in comparison with the ~ther 

(8) 
broadening mechanisms present. Orton shows that for concentrations 

below 0.1% the dipolar interaction can be expectec'l. to contribute less 

than 0.1 rrfl' to the line width. 

Random strains or local variations in the crystal lattice, and 

random arrangements of other magnetic ions in the structure, can give 

rise to inhomogeneous broadening. The associated line shape is usually 

Gaussian. The Gaussian derivative curve has the folJ.owing form(32) 

yl (B) 
1.. B-B 

e 2 y ~ (.1. t:.B 0) exp 
2 pp [ 

B-B 2J 
-~ (1. 6.B 0) 

2 pp 

where the symbols are interpreted as fo~ equation (24). 

An important source of broadening in the silver halides arises from 
, 

the nuclear magnetic moments of the adjacent ions. These magnetic 

moments ma7 be oriented in a finite number of ways with respect to the 

external magnetic field. The superposition of the resonance lines 

corresponding to each of the possible internal fields gives rise to a 

broadened line. The line shape is approximately Gaussian when the structure 

due to a number of orientations of nuclear moments is not resolved. In 

AgCI:Fe3+ this line broadening is resolved into ligand hyperfine structure{l7) 

In AgCI:Cr3+ and AgBr:Cr3+ unresolved interaction with the halogen ions 

probably accounts for the line widths of 1.2rrfl' and 5rrfl'. These values 
. 3+ 

contrast with the line width of 0.075rrfl' observed in MgO:Cr where the 

neighbouring 02- ions have zero nuclear moment(35). 
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The Lorentzian and Gaussian derivative curves may be i tl conven en y 

distinguished by co~parison with the table of amplitudes at multiples of 

~pp from the centre of the line (Bo) given by Poole(32). The Lorentzian 

curve is sharper at the centre than the Gaussian3 but the amplitude of 

the Lorentzian falls off much less quickly beyond the half arnpli tude points. 

2.10 The appearance of the spectrum 

The combination of the calculated energy levels, as discussed in 

section 2.7, and the selection rules gives the resonant lines which will 

be seen. The considerations of sections 2.8 and 2.9 will govern the 

temperatures at which a resonance can be observed, and the expected line 

width. For S > ~ the crystal field can split the spin states into doublets 

and fine structure is seen. 2S lines are observed for a given lattice site 

at a general orientation to the external field. The transition 

probabilities are not equal for each of the magnetic dipole transitions 

involved. The intensity of the transition 1m> to I m-l > is given by 

Bleaney(27) and for an S = ~ ion three lines are expected with intensities 

in the ratio 3:4:3. 

The hyperfine transitions have the selection ruletlm = 0, where m 

is the nuclear magnetic quantum number. Each electronic spin transition 

is split into (21 + 1) components by the (21 + 1) possible orientations of 

the ~uclear magnetic moment. Since all the orientations are equally 

likely, the lines are of equal intensity. 

The fine structure splittings are 

D 
where h)) = gpB , to first order of B' 
000 

equal and symmetrical about Bo' 

To first order the hyperfine 



transitions are also equally spaced about the fine structure line 

positions corresponding to I = O. Second and higher order terms in 

general shift the lines to lower fields. The corrections are larger at 

lower fields and when the external field is not parallel to the principal 

axes of the site. 

R?~e-earth Kramers ions in axial or lower symmetry have doubly 

degenerate states (S = ~). The crystal field terms cannot be determined 

from the ground state resonance. Excited state resonances and optical 

m spectra are required to determine the B values. g-values varying widely 
n 

from 2 and with large anistropies are found because of the orbital 

contribution to the wave functions. 
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Chapter Three Experimental Methods 

3.1 Sample preparation 

3.1.1 Synthesis of AgCI and AgBr 

The photosensitivity and the E.P.R. of silver halide crystals are 

very sensitive to low levels of impurities. For example, the optical 

density of the silver colloid produced on exposure to blue light increases 

by a factor of 10
2 

if 2ppm of Cu+ are present(l). The E.P.R. system used 

at room temperature could detect a concentration of O.lppm of the common 

paramagnetic impurities (iron and manganese) present in a typical AgC~. sample 

PUre AgCl was prepared from silver and chlorine in vacuo by a method 

similar to that-described by MalinOWski(2). A diagram of the apparatus is 

shown in fig. 3.1. The chlorine was prepared by electrolysis of NaCl 

solution with platinum electrodes. The gas was passed into a container 

held in a dry ice-acetone bath, and liquified. This procedure removed any 

contaminating gases of lower boiling point, such as 02 and CO2 , 

Pure silver was prepared by repeated electrolysis of silver through 

"Analar" silver nitrate solutions (fig. 3.1a). Sintered glass filters 

were placed at the base of the anode and at the centre of the cell to 

prevent insoluble deposits from the anode silver reaching the cathode. 

Silver, and the other noble metals (Cu, Au, Hg)" have very positive standard 

electrode potentials (S.E.P.) as compared to other common,metals. For 
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example, the S.E.P.'s of Ag, Cu and Fe are +0.8v,+0.35V and -0.44v 

respectively measured against a standard hydrog~n electrode(3). Provided 

that low voltages are used all those metals of S.E.P. about 0.4 volts more 

negative than silver are not expected to be deposited at the cathode. 

The current densities were kept correspondingly low to prevent appreciable 

solution polarisation which would cause the effective cathode potential to 

rise. Typical values of the voltage across the solution and the current 

density were 5V and 25mA/cm3. 

The initial electrolysis was carried out through dilute AgN03 

solution because the solution quickly became contaminated. Repeated 

electrolysis was then carried out through saturated AgN0
3 

solutions which 

refine the silver more effectively. Thermodynamic considerations(3) show 

that 

where E o 
standard electrode potential in volts. 

E = effective electrode potential in volts. 

[Mz+ J. is the molar concentration of the ~+ ion expressed in gram 

molecular weights per litre. 

T = absolute temperature. taken as 298K. 

F Faraday's constant. R = gas constant. 

As AgN03 is very soluble, a molar concentration of 10 or more could be 

obtained. The silver potential became mure positive by 0.06:v whilst the 

potentials of the dilute impurities present in the original solution at. 

t " b about 0 3~T Electrolysis was repeated say, 10ppm became more nega ~ve Y • 'v. 

three Or four times in fresh solutions. . . --
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The liquified chlorine was placed in the container A (fig. 3.1b) 

which had a heating coil around it and was initially in a dry ice-acetone 

bath. By means of the taps B and C and by warming the liquid chlorine, 

the system was flushed through with chlorine. The silver in D was then 

heated to 720 - 760K under vacuum. Chlorine gas was then allowed into 

the vessel E and reacted with the silver to form molten silver chloride. 

This passed slowly through the narrow portions of the silica tubes where 

a certain amount of organic material was filtered out. The silver chloride 

was removed from the final container after cooling the system to room 

temperature in chlorine. 

A similar method was used to prepare silver bromide. Bromine gas 

was not prepared as there is no simple electrolytic preparation of the 

gas, which is only semi-volatile at room temperature. The commercially 

supplied material was also stored in glass phials, not in metal cylinders 

as in the case of chlorine, and was, therefore, less likely to contain 
, 

metallic impurities. To provide sufficient gas for the reaction, the 

bromine was heated to 350K in a water bath. No drying reagent was used 

and the upper part of the furnace vessel and gas transfer tube were warmed 

with a heating coil to prevent condensation of the bromine. The silver 

reacted very much more quickly with the bromine (~! hour) than with the 

chlorine (~4 hours). 

The silver chloride prepared was colourless and usually showed 

negligible volume darkenability when exposed to light and represented a 

considerable improvement over typical commercial material. The silver 

bromide samples were a clear yellow colour and also showed no bulk 

sensitivity to light. E.P.R. tests for Fe, Mn and Cu after annealing in 

nitrogen and halogen atmospheres compared favourably with readily available 
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commercial materials. Manganese was detected in some samples, but at 

levels of less than lppm, in contrast to 5ppm of Mn present in B.D.H. 

'Optran' material. The samples were annealed in vacuo and then in a 

halogen atmosphere and tested for sensitivity to light after each anneal. 

An increase in the volume sensitivity after ap~ealing in N2 would indicate 

the presence of sensitizing impurities such as copper(l). No such 

increase was detected and the overall cation impurity levels are bel:'.eved 

to be below lppm. These pure samples were used for tests of light 

sensitivity and some E.P.R. work. However, when high levels of impurity: 

were to be added to the samples, commercial material was used. 

3.1.2 Doping of samples 

Several methods were used to introduce the required cation impurity 

into the silver halide. The most effective method with a large number of 

impurities was ~o dip a strip of the metal into the molten silver halide 

for a few seconds in the appropriate halogen atmosphere. This method was 

generally successful, even for metals which oxidised readily, provided 

that care was taken to exclude air by maintaining a steady flow of halogen 

gas over the sample. With some of the rare earths, for example cerium, 

neodymium and samarium, the temperature of the molten halide had to be 

held only just over the melting point to prevent spontaneous combustion 

of the dopant material. 

Where the metal. was unobtainable, or was very unstable in air (for 

example europium),. doping was achieved by the addition of the metal 

The metal halide to the molten silver halide under a halogen atmos~ere. 

halide could also be added by diffusiori into the silver halide at 
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temperatures just below the melting point. This method was not used, 

except in the case of thin film samples because it was slow and often 

gave uneven doping. In some cases the chloride reduced to the metal and 

failed to diffuse. 

With metals which did not appear to dissolve easHy in the molten 

halide (for example cerium and samarium) a current was passed through the 

halide while doping was taking place. The metal dopant was connected to 

the positive terminal of a low voltage supply and a silver metal electrode 

to the negative terminal. Pa~sing a current of O.lA for a few seconds was 

found to increase the amount of metal dissolving. in the silver halide and 

was particularly useful in the case of large impurity ions. 

As described, doping in the presence of excess halogen was found 

most succAssful. The heavily doped material was diluted with pure halide. 

The valent state of the impurity ion was then, when required, reduced by 
, 

annealing at temperatu~s just below the melting point in nitrogen or in 

vacuo. When reduction of the impurity ion was difficult, the sample was 

placed in contact with metallic silver to encourage diffusion of electrons 

into the sample. 

3.1.3 Crystal growth 

Crystals were grown using the Bridgman-Stockbarger method. The 

silver halide was placed in a pyrex tube of external diameter lcm. The 

tubes were made with conical ends to encourage the crystal to grow from a 

single'point. They were evacuated to lO-5mm Hg while bei~g heated to about 

500K to remove water "vapour and were sealed with a glass hook. In cases 
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where doping was difficult, halogen gas was then allowed into the tube at 

a pressure below one atmosphere and the boule was sealed. Growth of the 

crystal under a halogen atmosphere usually maintained a higher concentra

tion of dopant in the final crystal than growth in vacuo. 

The sample tube was attached to a short length of copper wire 

which was suspended by a cotton thread wound on an axle. A belt and 

pulley system driven by a Velodyne Was used to obtajn a constant velocity 

drive which could be set to any value within an order of magnitude range. 

The flexible drive system was used to prevent vibration from the motor 

being transferred to the sample and furnace. The furnace was placed on 

the floor and the Velodyne on a bench a short distance from the furnace. 

After melting in the hot zone of the furnace, the sample was lowered at 

a rate of 4 - 6mm per hour. 

The furnace was designed to provide an 8cm region where the 

temperature was above the melting point of the halide, followed by a 

sharp temperature drop of lOOK in lcm over the melting point, and then a 

region where the temperature fell gradually to room temperature. Thic 

was achieved by using a single silica tube of 13mm O.D. wound with two 

Nichrome coils separated by 5mm (fig. 3.2). The furnace was contained in 

a syndanio box to reduce the effects of air currents. The absence of 

thermally insulating packing ensured that a sharp temperature gradient 

could be set up. The sample tube was only slightly smaller than the 

furnace tube and both were narrow so that the temperature profile across 

the tube was quite flat. The two furnac~ windings were supplied through 

variable auto-transformers from an "Advance'" constant voltage supply to 

minimize the effects of mains voltage fluctuations. 
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Crystal growth was carried out at night when vibrations and 

fluctuations in ambient temperature were at a minimum. The steep temp

erature gradient and the relatively high rate at which the sample passed 

through it made electronic temperature control of the fUrnace unnecessary. 

3.1.4 Crystal orientation 

The silver halides do not cleave at room temperature and mechanical 

cutting can cause damage to the crystals. In order to reduce the damage 

the crystals were cut by a string chemical saw using dilute sodium 

thiosulphate (hypo) solution. A nyl?n thread was passed back and forth 

over the crystal and through the hypo solution by means of a motor whose 

direction was reversed automatically approximately every 30 sees. The 

speed of the motor and the tension in the thread could be adjusted. 

The crystals were polished on soft cloths soaked in dilute hypo 

and washed for 2 - 3 minutes in hypo solution, distilled water, dilute 

HCl to remove any metallic or sulphur deposits, and finally in distilled 

water again. X-rays of wavelength about IR penetrate less than O.lmm 

below the surface(4) and so the quality of the X-ray pictures obtained 

depended critically on careful preparation of the surface. Poor quality 

crystals could be identified from the grain boundaries revealed by 

etching in hypo solution. 

The nature of the polished plane was determined from Laue back

reflection X-ray photographs(5). Exposure times of half an hour were 

used with a Phillips 3cm camera and X-ray set run at 40kV,and 15mA. The 

prominent lines of spots on the film are produced by planes in the same 

zone in the crystal. These zones were measured using a Greninger chart 
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and were plotted on a stereogram with a Wulff net. The angles between 

the zone axes, which can be considered equivalent to planes in the case 

of these cubic crystals, were measured. Indices were assigned to the 

faces by comparison of the angles with those between prominent faces of 

cubic crystals. 

The crystal was then turned so that a required face was directed 

towards the X-ray beam and was re-polished. FUrther X-ray photographs 

were taken and their self-consistency was used to establish the single 

crystal nature of the specimen. Usually {lao} and {110} faces were 

prepared so that the crystal could be mounted on these faces and 

rotated in these planes. The simplification of the E.P.R. spectrum 

when the magnetic field was aligned with an axis of low indices and the 900 

repetition of the spectrum in the {100} plane provided a precise means 

of final alignment. 

3.1.5 Other samples 

For some optical sensitivity and resolution work thin crystal 

sheets were prepared as described by Clark and Mitchell(6). A thick 

stainless steel slab was heated at one end with bunsen burners. Molten 

halide was placed between two silica sheets separated by glass spacers. 

The sheets were moved slowly down the slab by a metal bridge attached to 

a rotating screw thread. After cooling, the silica sheets were soaked in 

dilute HCl solution until the halide could be removed from the glass. 

Etching showed single crystal areas about 0.5cm across. The dopant 

added to the melt was often partly removed by zone refin~ng during this 

preparation. Diffusion doping was used afterwards to restore the required 

impurity level. 
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In a photographic film the silver halide is in the form of an 

emulsion in which microcrystals of the halide are held in gelatin. The 

present studies of silver halide E.P.R. were carried out on bulk samples. 

These have the advantages over the emulsions that single crystals rather 

than randomly oriented microcrystals are used and that volume effects 

will certainly dominate over surface effects. However, it might be 

argued that an investigation of emulsions would be more relevant to the 

photographic process. A normal water-based emulsion is inconvenient as 

it reduces the Q-factor of the microwave cavity because of the molecular 

absorption by water at microwave frequencies. A non-water based 

emulsion was successfully prepared using glycerol. Both AgN03 and KGI 

dissolve in gIYCerol(7). AgN03 was dissolved in fresh dry glycerol by 

warming the mixture very gently. KGI was dissolved in another beaker of 

glycerol and the contents of the two beakers were then mixed. A thick 

precipitate of AgGl formed gradually. The emulsion was sensitive to 

light, but time did not permit fUrther experiments to be made on this 

system. 

3.2 The Decca E.P.R. spectrometer 

3.2.1 Microwave system and cavity 

E.P.R. measurements were made using a DeccaXI spectrometer 

operating in the simple detection mode. The standard cavity and 

associated dewar were used in the temperature range 573K to 95K· This 

is an X-band (9270 MHz) reflection system in which the signal kylstron 

may be phase-locked via a reference oscillator to a quartz crystal 
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frequency standard to reduce klystron F.M. nOise. A harmonic generator 

provides a 9300 MHz signal from the 30 ~Hz frequency standard. The beat 

frequency between this and the signal klystron is compared in phase with 

a reference voltage controlled oscillator operating at about 30 MHz. 

Any phase difference is used to provide the necessary change in klystron 

reflector voltage. 

In the simple detection mode high frequency field modulation at 

100 KHz is used to reduce crystal noise. Phase sensitive detection at 

100 KHz is also used to reduce the bandwidth and, hence, the noise of the 

detecting system. Modulation coils are fixed in the cavity walls on either 

side of the sample beneath glass sheets plated with a thin layer of gold 

which is transparent to 100 KHz but not to microwave frequencies. 

The rectangular cavity operates in the TEI02'mode with the sample 

placed at its centre. The cavity is tuned to the klystron by reducing 

the reflected signal to zero using the variable coupling and tuning 

controls provided. For maximum sensitivity the cavity must remain tuned 

to the klystron while the spectrum is sw~pt. The E.P.R. signals 

investigated were, in general, well above the noise level of the system 

and so the klystron was usually locked directly to the cavity while 

sweeping a spectrum, although this rendered the klystron frequency 

phase-lock inoperative. The direct cavity lock provided a larger range 

of klystron frequencies (9270 Z 10 MHz) than the alternative cavity

corrected phase-lock which did not override the klystron phase-lock to 

the reference oscillator. 

11 '. The quoted sensitivity of the system is 4 x 10 Sp1ns per O.lmT 

linewidth at ImW microwave power and one second time constant. 



The Decca gas flow system and automatic temperature controller 

provided continuou~ly variable te~peratures in the range 573K to 95K to 

within ±2 K. A device was constructed to provide a continuous supply of 

nitrogen gas at the high flow rates required for several hours. Gas 

cylinders were found inconvenient as they did not last sufficiently long. 

Liquid nitrogen prepared in the Department of Physics was readily 

available. Electric coil heaters were placed in the liquid nitrogen 

dewars and the gas which boiled off was used to operate the low 

temperature system in the usual way. The voltage across the heaters was 

altered to provide the required gas flow rate. 

3.2.2 Newport 11" magnet 

The Newport lY' magnet provided automatic field sweeps at a number 

of different rates. An integrating magnetometer provided a signal 

accurately proportional to the field change from the start of the sweep. 

The signal was used to "drive the Y axis of the pen recorder. The field 

was calibrated by a proton resonance magnetometer and a frequency 

standard provided a range of marker pips appropriate to fields from 0.2T 

to 0.6T at various intervals down to ImT. 50Hz field modulation coils 

were also provided for visual display of resonances on an oscilloscope. 

The quoted homogeneity of the field, using pole pieces spaced 3 inches 
6 \ 3 

apart, was a few parts in 10 over a volume of 1.Ocm • 

3.2.3 Sample support 

Samples were attached by "Durofix" to one end of a'silica rod, the 

other end of which was attached to a goniometer graduated in degrees. This 



arrangement enabled the sample to be rotated about a vertical axis in the 

cavity. A modifir.ation to the sample mount was made (fig. 3.3) so that 

small angle rotations about a horizontal axis were possible. The sample 

was attached to a small P.T.F.E. platform which was supported by a fine 

horizontal silica rod set in a P.T.F.E. support veld in the end of a 

silica tube. Two nylon cords, which were attached to the platform, passed 

around the support and through the silica tube to a horizontal axle above 

the goniometer table. The height of the axle was adjustable so that the 

tension in the cords could be maintained over the range of temperatures 

used. The axle was turned by means of a 20:1 reduction gear. This 

arrangement provided a convenient method of fine adjustment of the plane 

of rotation of the sample. The setting was checked by observation of the 

E.P.R. spectrum. 

3.3 The low temperature E.P.R. system 

3.3.1 Cavity and microwave system 

To enable measurements to be made at temperatures below 95K a 

dewar and cavity were constructed. The system was designed to be compatible 

with the Decca spectrometer described in section 3.2.1. From considerations 

of size, weight and ease of construction, a single mode rectangular TE 101 

cavi~y was used. This was milled from two pieces of brass screwed 

t th h in f · 3 4 As the cut was made across the currents oge er as s own ~g... 

in the cavity wall(8), the high conductivity joint which is required if the 

cavity ~is to be maintained was achieved by placing thin copper shims 

between the sections. The inside of the cavity was gold plated to 
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improve the surface conductivity and reduce the cavity baclqsround signal. 

The cavity was tuned to the frequency of the klystron by making its lower 

end from a standard moveable waveguide short circuit component (fig.3.4A). 

The cavity was offset by about 4mm from the stainless steel wave

gUide(9) to allow for the introduction of the samples (fig. 3.5). The 

samples lvere placed in thin-walled silic~ tubes attached by "Durofix" to a 

P.T.F.E. screw which was fixed into the end of a long stainless steel tube. 

The upper end of the cavity was formed from a thin (O.2mm) copper 

sheet bolted-to the body of -the cavity by means of a flange on the wave-

guide. A bole of 4mm diameter in the copper sheet was located between the 

centres of the cavity and the waveguide (fig.3.4C). This arrangement gave 

optimum coupling between the waveguide and the cavity. A capacitive 

variable coupling arrangement provided small changes in coupling coefficient. 

A small rectangular piece ·of copper sheet set in a P.T.F.E. support was 

moved over the coupling hole, about 2mm above it. and gave a 

sufficiently large variation of coupling coefficient (fig. 3.4B). 

However. in some later experiments, this device was thought to be vibrating 

at low temperatures and causing unacceptably large variations in reflection 

coefficient. It was, therefore. removed and a slide-screw tuner placed 

in the waveguide outside the dewar system to cancel out any small changes -

in reflected signal from the frequency tuned cavity at zero field 

(fig. 3.7). 

Since the cavity was to be used with 100KHz modulation. and the 

walls were thick. the. modulation coils were placed on either side of the 

sample in a P.T.F.E. support inside the cavity. The coils were 

constructed from five turms of 35 S.W.G. silk covered copper wire. The 
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coils were placed in a region of small or zero cavity electric field and 

perpendicular to this field in order that they should have the minimum 

effect on the cavity Q-factor and would not act as microwave probes(8,10). 

The leads to the coils were passed through small holes in the cavity 

walls placed to givf' minimum interference with the wall currents. The 

~ads were oriented so that they were not parallel to the electric field 

or,.otherwise, they would couple strongly to the microwave field(lO). In 

spite of the above precautions, considerable problems were encountered 

with microwave leakage through the coil leads which altered the cavity 

Q and gave rise to changes in the resonant cavity frequency if the wires 

were in any way free to move. These problems were largely eliminated by 

fixing the leads rigidly to a sandwich of mica and copper sheet on the 

outside wall of the cavity (fig. 3.4D). The sandwich acted as a short 

circuit at microwave frequencies but not at 100KHz. The low impedance 

modulation coils were matched to the higher impedance of the Decca 100KHz 

supply by means of a tuned air cored transformer coil. In use the 

modulation depth near the sample was calculated to be 0.2 - 0.3mT using 

the usual expression for a pair of Lorentz coils. 

The cavity Q was measured directly on a test bench using a 

klystron with 50Hz modulation to display the cavity resonance at 

9270 MHz on an oscillosqope. With the modulation coils and sample in 

place the Q-factor was about 1,000 at room temperature. In view of the 

number of holes and joins in the cavity, the Q-factor was not expected 

to increase at low temperature as a result of.the increased conductivity 

qf the walls. The spin sensitivity at 4.2K was estimated by recording 

the spectrum from a sample of coke which had been calibrated by comparison 

with weighed samples of D.P.P.H. in the Decca cavity at room temperature. 

The low temperature system could detect about 1015 spins per mT linewidth 
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at 4.2K with a O.ls time constant. At h°gh ° 1 mlcrowave power and high 

100 KHz amplifier levels a background signal proportional to both the 

steady and 100 KHz magnetic fields made detection of small resonance 

lines at low fields difficult. 

3.3.2 Cooling arrangements 

The 3" magnet gap enabled glass to be used for part of the system. 

The outer liquid nitrogen dewar was double-walled silvered glass, with 

an unsilvered portion for observation of the liquid level. In the 

original design the lower sections of the inner liquid helium bath and 

cavity jacket were made of glass so that the sample could be illuminated 

directly from the front of the magnet through windows in the cavity. 

The limited space available meant that the helium resevoir had to be 

made of metal. The different metals. used (copper and stainless steel) 

and the glass to metal seals involved created numerous vacuum leaks which 

could not be overcome. The liquid helium dewar was, therefore, finally 

constructed entirely of thin walled stainless steel by the Oxford 

Instrument Co. Ltd. The entire waveguide and sample section was isolated 

from the liquid helium by a further stainless steel tube. The lowest 

section of the inner tube, which surrounded the cavity, had to be slightly 

larger than the section above the cavity and the parts were joined with a 
( 

demountable Woods metal seal to allow easy access to the cavity (fig. 3.6). 

Liquid helium condensed in the dewar within 20 minutes of slow 

cooling from 77K using ~ litre of liquid helium. In use, the boil-off 

rate was approximately ~ litre of liquid helium per hour ~d the system 

could hold about l~ litres of the liquid. It was found necessary to fill 
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the entire waveguide and cavity section with helium gas to bring the 

sample temperature down to 4.2K. If this space remained evacuated the 

sample temperature was about 18K. 

The sample could be changed after warming the system to 77K. 

Excess hel;i.um pressure was then maintained in the sample section while 

the sample was changed, and successfully prevented icing up at 77K. At 

temperatures below this, however, even with considerable excess helium 

gas pressure, it was found impossible to prevent oxygen entering and 

freezing in the system. Fig. 3.7 shows the dewar and vacuum systems. A 

combination of rotary and diffusion pumps was used to evacuate the dewars 

to 10-5 Torr or less. A second rotary pump was used for rough evacuation 

and flushing with helium gas of the sample section and the helium well 

before use. All the inner dewars and sections were filled with helium 

gas to expedite the initial cooling to 77K with liquid nitrogen. 

The sample and cavity temperature was measured using a gold and 

0.03% iron with chromal thermocouple. This was calibrated by direct 

immersion in liquid helium and in nitrogen and by interpolation in the 

interval. The thermocouple voltage was measured with a "Comark" mul timeter. 

3.4 Optical measurements 

The silver halide crystals were exposed using a projector with a 

100 W quartz-iodine bulb and gelatin and .glass colour filters. The 

projector was used for illuminating samples in the Decca cavity, via the 

cavity windows, with suitable lenses. A silica rod was placed inside the 
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stainless steel sample support tube in the liquid helium system and acted 

as a light guide for illUmination of the samples (fig. 3.8). 

Other optical sensitivity and optical absorption measurements 

were made using a Perkin-Elmer Model 450 double beam spectrophotometer. 

A dewar was also used with the spectrophotometer to cool the sample to 

90K and 20K with liquid nitrogen and helium. Exposure of these samples 

was also carried out with the projector or a mercury lamp while they were 

in the Perkin-Elmer sample holder. Typical illumination intensities were 

1017 photons/cm
2 

sec. estimated using a Hilger Schwarz thermopile and 

Keithley electrometer. 

Irradiation of samples with wavelengths below the band edge of 

Agel (42Onm) produceg high surface colouration since the light is 

strongly absorbed by the material. Light absorption in the bulk of the 

samples can be achieved by using wavelengths in the long wavelength tail 

of ~he band edge(l). Jrradiation was, therefore, carried out using a 

Barr and Stroud 450 - 500nm band pass filter or a Grubb Parsons filter 

which passed 434 ± 7nm wavelengths. 
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Chapter Four Chromium in AgCl and Agar 

4.1 Introduction 

Se~eral members of the iron transition series have been studied 

as impurities in the silver halides. E.P.R. measurements have been made 

_2+ (1) lVJn2+ (2) F 3+ (3,4) C 2+ (5) on V-, , e , 0 , 

Chromium was chosen for this study as it is most likely to give E.P.R. in 

the trivalent state and would provide information on the surroundings and 

behaviour of a trivalent ion in a monovalent lattice. The only trivalent 

ion studied previously by E.P.R. in the silver halides is Fe3+ (3,4). 

Fe3+ is incorporated in the lattice in an interstitial position and is 

surrounded, at low temperatures, by four Ag+ vacancies at the corners of 

a tetrahedron (provided that the trivalent state is not produced at low 

temperatures). Cr3+ is a 3d3 ion with a zero nuclear spin in 90% of the 

isotopes. In an octahedral field of intermediate strength the ground 

state is a singlet orbital level l~ith four-fold spin degeneracy. The 

spectrum is expected to be reasonably simple and detectable at room 

temperature. 

Chromium has been studied in AgCl and AgBr by optical absorption(ll), 

thermal depolarization currents (T.D.C.)(12), dielectric 10ss(13) and 

ionic c9nductivity measurements(ll). Th3se papers conClude that the 

Cr2+" and Cr3+ ions are incorporated substitutionally in the halide 

lattice and that the Cr3+ ion is associated with two vacancies at low 

temperatures. Annealing in vacuo produces Cr
2
+ and annealing in an halogen 

atmospllere produces Cr3+. Busse has observed the E.P.R. of cr3+ in AgCl 

but was not able to analyse it(ll). 



The incorporation, vacancy association and photolytic behaviour 

of divalent and trivalent chromium will be discussed. The system rray be 

compared with AgCI:y2+/V3+ and AgCI:Fe2+/Fe3+ which have already been 

investigated(I,4). 

4.2 Experimental details 

Chromium doped silver halide was prepared from chromium metal and 

the molten halide as described in section 3.1.2. The single crystals 

were generally grown in vacuo. The AgBr:Cr crystals were more sensitive 

to conditions of growth than AgCI:Cr and some were grown in a bromine 

atmosphere. Those grown in vacuo were a clear yellow (AgCl:Cr) or 

yellow-green (AgBr:Cr) colour •. The crystals were heated to 580-630K in 

the appropriate halogen atmosphere to convert the ions to the trivalent 

state and ensure complete dispersal of the precipitates. They were cooled 

to room temperature over a period of 10-20 minutes. The crystals were 

then clear and orange to red-brown in colour. Samples were grown with 

concentrations of chromium in the following ranges: 

low-doped 5-l0ppm 

medium-doped "-/lOOppm 

high-doped 1,000-5,000ppm 

E.P.R. measurements were made in the temperature range 95K to 550K on 

crystals·oriented in {100} or {llO} planes. Samples were oriented using 

. Laue back reflection X-ray photographs and the symmetry properties of the 
2+ . 

spectrum. No E.P.R. was observed from the Cr state at room temperature, 

95K or 4.2K. 
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4.3 Experimental results for Agel 

4.3.1 The spectrum at 95K 

Figs. 4.1~ 4.2 and 4.3 show the spectra observed with the applied 

magnetic field B parallel to the < 100> ~ < no> and < Ill> directions in a 

medium-doped sample. There are more lines present than would be expected 

for a single S = ~ centre. As the sample was rotated all the extreme 

positions of the lines occurred at < 100> or < 110> directions, not at 

< 112> or < Ill> directions~ indicating that all centres involved have 

< 100> or < 110) principal axes. However, one line labelled Z (fig. 4.4) 

reached minimum and maximum fields at < 100> ± 40
• The line widths of 

some of the outer fine structure lines increased up to 5mT as the crystals 

were rotated away from B parallel to (#)<100). The line widths and the 

overlapping of the lines between 0.29 and 0.35T made it difficult to 

follow the movement of the lines as the sample was rotated. 

The same spectra were obtained in the low-doped samples. In the 

high-doped samples a broad central line appeared at g = 1.98 with a 

width of approximately 6mT and the outer lines decreased proportionately 

in size (fig. 4.5). 

4.3.2 The spectrum at room temperature and above 

Fig. 4.6 shows the spectrum at 300K with Bf<lOO). On warming from 

95K to )OOK the outer lines broadened and decreased in intensity while a 

central line at 0.3345T increased in intensity. The remaining central 

lines also decreased in intensity. Most of the outer, fine structure 
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~ines broadened abruptly and disappeared over the temperature range 

273K to 373K. However, a set of three lines (labelled L in fig. 4.1) 

decreased in intensity to zero without broadening between 150K and 300K. 

The intensity of the line at O.3345T increased up to 400K ffild then 

remained approximately constant within the experimental error. 

As the temperature was increased from 300K to 350K the majority 

1 of the lines decreased in intensity fas~er than the IT dependence of 

the Boltzmann factor. However, there is a set of fine structure lines 

which appear to increase in intensity relative to the other lines over 

this temperature range. These are shown (labelled S) on the low field 

side of g = 2 in fig. 4.7. The profusion of broad overlapping lines with 

BU<llO> made it impossible to distinguish any similar lines with the 

samples in that direction. 

Fig. 4.8 shows the spectrum at 383K with Bff<lOO>. The spectrum is 

now cubic. The total integrated intensity of the spectrum was estimated 

by graphical addition of the area under the derivative curve and ~ ,," "-
M. .... \t;p\~~.,.~ -tt..... <"'u ..... \~ "''::l ~ ~"'~ w 'do..~ o.. ...... (j... ~s ~ 

same as tha~ of the spectrum at 95K to within i 5%, once allowance is made 

for the Boltzmann factor. The low intensity lines due to residual Mn2+ 

impurity ions in a cubic environment can just be seen at 383K. 

The rate at which the sample was cooled to 95K was varied from a 

few minutes up to two hours but had no a~preciable effect on the spectrum. 

Nor did long anneals of the samples at 580-630K in chlorine affect the 

resonance. No change in the spectrum was detected after irradiation of 

the divalent or trivalent state. After storing in the dark for several 

months the intensity of the resonance in the outer fine structure lines 

decreased and a broad central line appeared. 
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4.4 Interpretation of the spectrum for AgCl 

4.4.1 A spin Hamiltonian for monoclinic symmetry 

The Cr3+ ion has a double excess positive charge over the silver 

halide lattice. It is expected to be locally charge compensated at 

sufficiently low temperatures. Kunze and ~uller(12), as discussed below, 

interpret their T.D.C. measurements by means of a centre with the Cr3+ 

ion in a cation site associated with a nearest cation vacancy and a next 

nearest cation vacancy arranged as shown in fig. 4.9. The local symmetry 

of this site is monoclinic. It has only a mirror plane of symmetry 

(crystal class m, Clh ). 

A resonant spectrum will always have three mutually perpendicular 

principal axes which corresponds to orthorhombic symmetry. However, the 

monoclinic symmetry of the Kunze and Muller centre will add a term in xy 

to the crystal field potential. In terms of the spherical harmonic 

expansion of the crystal field surrounding the paramagnetic ion (section 

2.4) this is the A;2 term given by Dieke(14). Stevens(15) gives the 

form of the potential appropriate to this 

-2 as V
2 

= 2xy. The operator equivalent of 

and hence the spin Hamiltonian is 

and it is Hermitian. 

term, in cartesian coordinates 

(xy) is (SXSy ~ SySX) (15,16) 

A calculation of the effect of this Hamiltonian on the energy 

levels of an S = ~ ion was undertaken in order to determine if the final 

term would have a detectable effect on the resonant lines. 
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The matrix appropriate to this Hamiltonian cannot be solved exactly 

as E(S! - S~) and K(SXSy + SySx) give off-diagonal terms with the usual 

base states which are diagonal 1I7ith respect to g;?:B S and z z 
2 1 

D(Sz - )S(S + 1». Approximate solutions may be found provided that 

D« g,BB and E,IKD which is a good approximation for AgCl: Cr3+. To find 

solutions for a general direction of B the Hamiltonian is first trans-

formed to be diagonal in gp:!2..§. so that the off-diagonal elements arc 

small compared to the diagonal elements. 

The relative energy levels, and hence the transition energies, 

have been calculated (see Appendix I). The calculation was restricted to 

angles varying within the three principal planes ZX, zy and XY. The 

expressions derived for the transitions, calculated to second order in 

~, agree with those given by Low(17) (with minor corrections) and by 

Henderson(18) for all angles within these planes if K is put equal to zero. 

For D, E ru1d K in field units the results are: 

ZY plane: (8 is the angle between the magnetic field and Z) 

[ 
2 2 -1 

B = Bo+ D(3cos 9 - 1) - 3E(1 - cos 82J 
6 r;( )2 . 2 2(\ K2. 2~ 
B~D+E sm6coso+ smdJ 

o 

6r; 222 2.2' 
B 0 + B ~D + E) sin gcos 8 + K sm 9 J 

3 
- 4Bo 

o 

KPSin2g - E(l + COS
2g)}2 + 4K

2
COS

2
gJ 

ZX plane: (g is the angle between the magnetic field and Z) 

:t::~~:!! B = Bo ;:: [D(3cos2e - 1) + 3E(1 - eos2e~ 

6 rl 2 2 2 2 2 J - B UD - E) sin geos e + K sin 9 
o 
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1 1 6 r; 2 . 2 2 2 ] +"2+-? -2 B = BO + 13 L(D - E) s~n e + K sin e 
o 

- 4~ ~Dsin2e + E(l + cos2e)}2 + 4K2cos2eJ 
o 

XY plane: (e is the angle between the magnetic field and X) 

B 

1 1 
+2~-2 B 

Bo +" [D ~ 3E(2cos
2

e - 1) - 3Ks1n2e] 

- ~ [ESin2e - K(2cos2e - 1)] 2 
o 

Bo + ~ [j!:sin2e - K(2cos2e _ 1 ~ 2 
o 

- 4~ [D + E(2cos
2e - 1) + KSin2@ 2 

o 

4.4.2 The principal spectrum at 95K 

There are three sets of lines with high intensity in the spectrum 

at BQ<lOO> all of which have similar temperature dependence. The behaviour 

of these lines as the orientation of the crystal was changed (fig. 4.10) 

suggests that they are produced by a centre of orthorhombic symmetry with 

axes in the directions < 100), 40 off <010) and 40 off <001). 

For the magnetic field parallel to the principal axes of the 

centre the transitions derived above reduce to: 

. ± 2+-')::t~ B B +2D 2 0 
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1 1 3E
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The full lines indicate the theoretical values and the circles the 
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The lines whlch reach extreme fields with the largest separation 

o 
at <100> :!: 4 are labelled Z. The Y lines extreme at <100> and the X 

lines at <100> :t4° (fig. 4.1). The terms in E and K appear only in 

third order for the ! ~~±~ transitions with ~lZ. D was calculated 

from the splitting of these lines and g was calculated from their mid-
z 

point. The centre of the fine structure lines with B/!X and B//Y did not 

differ greatly from that of the BffZ lines and so g was taken to be 

isotropic within the experimental accuracy. The term in K contributes in 

the same sense to the fine structure lines at B§X and B§Y and E was 

calculated and checked from the separation of these lines. The K term 

contributes only in second order to all the transitions. An upper liwit 

was set on K by determining the possible separation (1)0.5mT) of the 

centre of the fjne structure lines with B//X and Y, and that with B//Z. 

The separation was within the experimental error. 

The spectrum may be fitted to the Hamiltonian with 

g 1.980 ± 0.004 

IDI 37.5 :!: 0.2mT 
-4 -1 (3't6:!: 2) x 10 cm 

lEI 7.8:!: O.lmT (72"± 1) -4 -1 x 10 cm 

5.4 ± 0.2mT (50:!:. 2) 
-4 -1 

IK/ < .:;;; x 10 cm 

The line positions calculated using these parameters are shown in 

f · 4 1 4 2 and 4 3 At BH<lOO) the calculated pOSitions agree with J.gs. .,. • • 1/ 



the observed lines within the experimental error. At B//<llO) the fit of 

the centre lines is good but the fit of the outer lines is poor, although 

the general features are in agreement. The fine structure lines from 

centres with B at 45
0 

to Z and X or X and Y lie outside the centre region 

and are obscured by the number of overlapping, broad lines. The fine 

structure lines from centres with B at 450 to Z and Y lie in the central 

region, and are clearly present in the spectrum, but are not close to the 

calculated positions. The discrepancy may arise because of the increasing 

inaccuracy of the perturbation approach as the magnetic field is turn6d 

away from a principal axis. At B#<lll> the magnetic field is at the 

same orientation to each equivalent distortion of any particular centre. 

For the centres with <100> axes the first order fine structure splitting 

is zero. The spectrum simplifies considerably at B#<lll) (fig. 4.3) and 

the fit of calculated and observed lines is good near g = 2. 

A plot of the experimental line positions ~s 9 varies in a tlOO} 

plane over those angles where the lines can be clearly followed is shown 

in fig.4.10. Also shown are the calculated resonant fields for the D 

and E values given above and K = 5.4mT. 

The widths of the outer lines in the spectrum when B is not 

parallel to < 100> are unusual for this type of crystal. Tn identically 

prepared AgCI:V2+ and AgCl:Eu2+ samples the maximum lin~widths present 
, 

in well oriented samples at Bf<lIO) were ~OmT. The line widths in 

AgCI:cr3+ may be due to a degree of misalignment of grains within the . 
crystal. A very small misorientation of grains (2

0
) will give only a 

0.16mT increase in line width at BV<IOO> and an increase of 4mT at 

B//<llO>. cJ. bl local straJ."n around the cr3+ However, there may be consi era e 

ion leading to small differences in the local field at each ion. 
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4.4.3 The subsidiary spectra at 95K 

There are numerous lines in the spectrum at 95K with smaller 

intensity than the principal set. One set of these (labelled S.T. in 

figs. 4.1~ 4.2 and 4.3) may be fitted to a tetragonal spin Hamiltonian 

H 

where g 1.980 :!:" 0.002 

/DI = 54. 0 ±C>lmT = 

1s(s + 1)) 
3 

(4 ) -4-1 99 ± 1 x 10 cm 

The fit of the calculated and observed line positions as a function of 

angle in the {100] plane is shown in fig. 4.11. These centres account 

for approximately 5% of the total Cr3+ ions. 

With Bh<llO> a pair of lines can be clearly seen to reach maximum 

and minimum fields and also a pair of lines at intermediate fields 

extreme at this orientation. The lines are most probably from a centre 

of orthorhombic symmetry with axes Z<llO),' X<llO) and Y<OOl). At 

B#<llO> the outer pair of lines are from centres with ~#Z and the inner 

pair from centres with B#X. The positions of these lines give 

g 1.980 I 0.005 

IDI 46'.25 :t. 0.5mT 

lEI = 6.9:t O.lmT 

-4 -1 (426 t 0.5) x 10 cm 

-4 -1 (63.6 ±. 1) x 10 cm 

The calculated line positions for the subsidiary orthorhombic centre are 

h i fig 4 1 4 2 and 4'3 The other ll.'n·es from this centre at s own n s..,. • . 

BII<llO) and the lines at B//<lOO) cannot be clearly distinguished in the 

spectrum because they are broad or they overlap with other lines. This 

centre, if present~ accounts for about 10.% of the Cr3+ ions. 
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Fig. 4.11. The angular dependence of the subsidiary tetragonal centre 

in AgCl:Cr~+ in the f100} pl~e below B 
o 

The full lines indicate the theoretical values and the circles the 

experimental ones. 



No explanation has been found at present for the set of three lines 

labelled L in fig. 4.1. The lines, L, are seen at Bt!<lOO) and disappear 

without broadening as the temperature is l-larmed to 280K and re-appear on 

copling. No corresponding set of lines can be found at B,7<1l0> or 

B#<lll) nor are there any other similar lines at B#<lOO>. The separation 

of the outer pair of lines reaches a maximum at EW<lOO) and no part of the. 

lines can be seen to move to lower fields as the crystal is rotated 0ver 
o 

the 20 where the lines can be distinguished. It foHol-,s that <100) 

is a major axis of the site. However, the centre line is displaced to 

high field relative to B 
o 

hV 
(B = - where g = 1.980). For B parallel. o g~ .~ 

to a principal axis the centre :!:! transitions are displaced to low.field 

by second and third order correction terms. A low g-value (1.955) 

combined with large third order shifts to low field of the· ± ~-±! 

transitions would explain the positions of the L lines. These corrections 

3D3 
are of order 8B2 ' and a value of D ~ O.lT is required to'give the 

o 
2;5mT shift. However, the absence of lines at other orienta·tions and 

the temperature dependenc·e remain to be explained. 

4.4.4 Line broadening and activation energies 

As the temperature of the sample is raised above l80Kthe 

vacancies surrounding the cr3+ ion become increasingly mobile. Broadening 

of the outer fine structure lines occurs when a silver ion vacancy, or 

pair'of vacancies, jumps to a new position and alters the ~ocal crysta} 

field within the relaxation time of the excited spin state •. The increase 

in line width is related to the temperature T by 

1 1 CE
) 

(8~ 19·) - exp 
'( --(0 kT .... 

. '" .. 

where the line shape at low temperatures is assumed to be Loren"tzian so 
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that the width is related directly to~. E is the activation energy 

for the process involved and ~o is a constant. 

Fig. 4.12 shows the line width in excess of the' line width at 95K 

plotted against liT for those lines in the spectrum whose broadening can 

be clearl~ followed. The Y lines of the principal spectrum give a good 

straight line graph with 

E = 0.21"t. 0Jl4 eV a 

The Z lines at B/,I<lOO) give a higher activation energy probaplybecause . ". 
the broadening caused by vacancy motion is compensated by a narrowing 

as the component of asy~etry which gives the Z axis 40 away from < 100) 

is lost. 

The tetragonal centre lines give E = 0.41 t 0.04eV. a The 

subsidiary orthorhombic centre line with BfiZ at B~<llO> gives E 
a 

0.32 ± 0."04eV. 

The fraction p of Cr3+ ions assC'ciated with two vacancies ''las 

estimated at a number of different temperatures between 95K and 350K. It 

was assumed that all the ions were associated with vacancies at 95K. The 

intensity of the principal centre was determined from the i~ transition 

from the centre with BI/Y. The ±~ line with B.LZ was used for the 

tetragonal centre. Both these lines were displaced from the cubic line 

and did not broaden at high temperature. Watkins(19) uses the simple 

mass action law p _ C -Eb/kT 
2 - e 

(1 - p) . 
where C is a constant and Eb is the 

binding energy of the vacancy to the impurity. 3+ The results for AgCl:Cr 

could be approximately fitted to t.his law and, assuming that all the 
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centres have similar binding energies for the vacancy which leaves at 

the lower temperature, gives Eb ~ 0.18:!: 0.05eV. 

4.4.5 The spectrum at high temperatures 

At 300 K the lines from centres with low symmetry have decreased 

considerably jn intensity. The decrease is due to fast motion of the 

silver ion vacancies about the Cr3+ ion, or to the motion of the 

vacancies away from Cr3+ which can be detected in conductivity measure

ments (11). 

The principal orthorhombic spectrum now has 

g :::: 1.980 ± 0.005 

I D I 38.0 ± 0.5mT ( 4 ) -4-1 35 :!: 5 x 10 cm 

I I 8 (8 4 ) -4-1 E :::: .7:t.0.lntI' = 0.:1::1 xlO cm 

(K was not estimated.) E. has increased bylt%, and D by only 1.3%, 

over theil' values at 95K. 

The single cubic line present at temperatures above 400K is con

sidered to be due to isolated Cr3+ ions in cubic sites. Conductivity 

measurements show that all the vacancies present in the crystal are highly 

mobi+e at these temperatures. The fact that the intensity of the cubic 

line remains approximately constant from 400K to 550K suggests that there 

is not any undetected intensi~y in outside lin~s made very broad by fast 

motion of the silver ion vacancies around the Cr3+ ion. 



Example of 

9 vacancy 

------------ ---positions 

A, C 

I At B 

I A, e 

p.:5° ~ At m 

*450 
A, k 

90
0 

k, m 

*600 
k t a 

1200 . b J, 

k, h 

001 D 

---if---_._ 010 

Site symmetry 

j 
Probable 

Symmetry axes of 

axis of the Spin 

- - site - Hamil tonian 

Tetragonal,4/mm,C4h (100) 100 

Symmetry of_ 

the field on 

point-charge 

model 

Tetragonal 

Orthorhombic,2m, C-2v <110) (100,010,001) Tetragonal 

Monoclinic, m ,C1h - (110) (010,101,101) Orthorhombic 

Monoclinic, m ,C1h < 100) (010,100,001) Monoclinic 

Monoclinic, m ,C1h <100> (010,100,001) Monoclinic 

_ Orthorhombic,2m,C2v <100) (110,110,001) Orthorhombic 

Monoclinic, m ,C1h <112) (ff1, 110,112) Monoclinic 

Monoclinic, m ,C1h (110) (111,101,121) Monoclinic 

Orthorhombic,mmm,D2h <110> (110, 1To,001) Orthorhombic 

9 is the angle between the lines joining the Cr3+ ion to each of the 

vacancies. 

* These arrangements are unlikely because of the proximity of the vacancies 

----------------------

Fig. 4.13. The possible arrangements of two vacancies within the first two 

cation shells about a substitutional impurity ion. 



The set of lines which appear to increase 'in intensity above 

300K are tentatively assigned to a number of Cr3+ ions which have lost 

one of the two vacancies. Since these lines are well defined at 

B!I<lOO) and are at even spacings about B they are thought to arise from o 

a tetragonal centr€>o 

If this is so~ then g = 1.980:t 0.005 and I D I 18.0 :: 0.5mT 

( -4 -1 
166 ± 5) x 10 em at 300K. However, the lines may appear to increase in 

intensity because of a change in the overlap of the existing lines, or they 

may be from a centre which is present at low temperature and which remains 

associated to higher temperatures than the other centres. 

The broad'cubie line observed in highly-doped specimens and in 

old specimens is assigned to a proportion of precipitated CrC1
3 

phase. 

. 3+ 
E.P.R. from Cr in hydrated and anhydrous CrC1

3 
has been observed l'ljth 

line widths varying from 5 - 14mT in the anhydrous crystals and g-values 

of 1. 99 ( 20 ~ 21) • 

4.5 Experimental results for AgBr 

4.5Al The spectrum at 95K 

The spectra observed at BN<100> and B#<110) are shown in figs. 4.14 

and 4.15. The spread of the spectrum is very much larger than in 

AgCl:C? and there are resonances at zero field. The majority of the 

lines reach extreme positions at B#<lOO> and none extreme at BU<lll> or 

B#<211>. The large number of lines, particularly on the low field side 
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Fig. 4.14. The E.P.R. of Cr3+ in AgBr at 95K with B / / < 100 >. 
The line positions calculated using the spin Hamiltonian 

parameters given in the text are shown for the principal orthorhombic 

centre (P.O.), the subsidiary tetragonal centre (S.T.) and the 

subsidiary orthorhombic centre(S.O.). 

Several lines from the subsidiary orthorhombic centre are not shown . 
as they lie at fields either below zero or above 0.1 T • 
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Fig. 4.15. The E.P.R. of Cr3+ in AgBr at 95K with B 11<110>. 

The fine structure lines from the subsidiary orthorhombic 

centres (S.O.) with B II Z and B II X are labelled Z and X respectively. 



of g =2, made it difficult to follow the angular dependence of the 

o 
spectrum over more than 25 on either side of B#<lOO>. 

The line widths are large at all angles, typically about GmT. 

The line labelled L, where it could be followed, was not isotropic but 

moved slightly to higher field as the sample was rotated. 

4.5.2 The spectrum at room temperature and above 

As the sample was warmed above 95K the intensity of the outer 

lines gradually decre.ased and that of the central line at 0.333T increased. 

Between 290K and 400K the outer lines broadened. The line L moved to 

higher field between lOOK and 250K, obscuring the neighbouring lines 

(figs. 4.14, 4.16 and 4.17), and then decreased sharply in intensity 

without broadening between 240K and )OOK. The overall spread of the 

spectrum had decreased at )OOK so that the low field fine structure lines 

were clearly observed at room temperature (fig. 4.17). 

The spectrum reduced to a single cubic line at 0.332 ~ 0.005T of 

width 15mT at 430K. However, the total intensity of the spectrQ~ 

increased steadily up to 560K. The total intensity at 560K was'~s(~ t4% 
of that at 95K once allowance was made for the Boltzmann factor. 

Between 273K and 300K the central line at 0.332T increased in 

intensity and a set of lines appeared which increased in intens~ty when 

compared to the other lines ~resent. The set is labelled S in figs. 4.17 

and 4.18. 
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Fig. 4.16. The E.P.R. of Cr3+ in AgBr at 130K and 200K with B / / < 100> 

showing t~ movement with temperature of the line L. 
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Fig. 4.17. The E.P.R. of Cr3+in AgBr at 300K with B 11(100). 

The lines labelled S increase in intensity relative to the rest 

of the sprectrum as the temperature rises. 

The central isotropic line is labelled C • 
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Fig. 4.18. The E.P.R. of Cr3+ in AgBr above 300K with B / / < 100> • 

The lines labelled S increase in intensity relative to the rest 

of the spectrum as the temperature rises • 
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At all temperatures there were more lines present below g = 2 

than above. These extra lines are thought to be due to forbidden trans-

itions. 

4.6 Interpretation of the spectrum for AgBr 

4.6.1 The prinCipal spectrum at 95K 

A set of nine lines with high intensity at 95K extreme at B/1<lOO> 

and all have simflar temperature dependences. These lines have been 

fitted to the orthorhombic Hamiltonian 

H = g~B.S + D(S2 - 4s(S + 1)) + E(S2 _ S2) -- z 3 x y 

The large spread of the spectrum shows that 2D ~0.3T. ~ is not, therefore, 

a small quantity and perturbation theory will not give a satisfactory 

solution to the Hamiltonian. However, for the fine structure lines on 

the high field side of g = 2 corresponding to BlIZ and BUY, the second and 

higher order terms in ~ will be comparatively small. The positions of 

these lines, and the position of the cubic line at high temperatures, were 

used to estimate B , D and E. The g-value was assumed to be isotropic 
o 

within the experimental error as for AgCl:Cr3+. The position of the high 

field line from the centre with BHX was calculated as a check on the 

chosen values of D and E. 

The second and third order corrections tb all the lines at fields 

below B are significant (IntI' or more). Therefore, plots were made of the o 

energy levels of the system as B varied for B parallel to Z, X and Y 

using the estimated values of B , D and E. These energy level plots are 
, 0 
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exact, being calculated from the solutions of the matrix of the above 

Hamil tonian and the usual base states l:t ~ >-. and. I:!. i> (16). 

For BIIZ J 

E 
n 

For B//Y 

E 
n 

For B//X 

E 
n 

1 
.lB -t 
2 -

-~B t 

[CD + B)2 + 3E2Ji 
[CD - B)2 + 3E2ji 

[C-iC3E + D) + B)2 + ~CD _ E)~i 
[C-iC3E + D) - B)2 + ~CD _ E)~i 

where E , E and D are in field units. n 

Transitions occur at ~En = Bo where h~ = g~Bo' 

The energy levels are shown in fig. 4.19 together with the 

transitions. The theoretical transition fields taken from the graphs are 

also shown in fig. 4·.14. The constants used were 

g = 1.990 ± 0.003 

I D I = 0.1555 ± 0.0005T 

I E I = 0.022"± O.OOlT 

) -4-1 
(1443 ± 5 x 10 cm 

-4 -1 (20.4'!. 1) x 10 cm 

The principal centre accounts for about 70% of the total resonant intensity. 
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Fig. 4.19a. The relative energy levels of the principal orthorhombic 

centre in AgCl:Cr3+ with B II Z as the ext'emal field varies. The 

spin Hamiltonian parameters given in the text were used to calculate 

the levels.The transitions observed are shown ~y arrows • 
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4.6.2 The subsidiary spectra at 95K 

One set of low intensity lines observed at 95K was fitted to a spin·'~.·· 

Hamiltonian of tetragonal symmetry 
".. ..> :::?,,' 

.. 

H = g~.~ + D(S~ 3s(S + 1)) 

where g = 1.990 I 0.003 

IDI 0.1025:t O. 0002T ( ) -4-1 950 ± 2 x 10 cm 

The lines on the high field side of B can be fitted exactly to this 
. 0 

Hamiltonian using the expressions for the transition fields with B/!Z and 

BIZ correct to third order. These lines are shown in fig. 4.14. "The low 

field transitions are also shown, and were calculated from graphs showing 

the variation of the energy levels with B. At Bij<llO) the lines arising 

from centres with BlZ are clearly present. The resonant lines from centres 

with B at 450 to Z cannot be positively identifi~d and a perturbation 

calculation cannot be used to find the resonant fields as ~ is significantly . 
o 

large. The centre accounts for about 10% of the total intensity. 

There is a low intensity line which reaches a maximum field of 

o.ST at BU<lOO). Another line of similar intensity reaches a maximum field 

at 0.648T when B is parallel to < llO>. These .two lines and another near 

0.535T with BH<lOO) are tentatively assigned to an orthorhombic centre with 

<110), <001), <110) as the Z, Y and X axes respectively. The Hamiltonian 

is then 

H ~B.S. + D(S; - 3s(S + 1)) + E(S~ ~ 

and g 1. 990 :!: 0.003 

IDI = 0.158± O.OOlT 

IE I 0.1031: O.OOlT 

-4 -1 
(1470 ± 10) x 10 cm 

6 ) -4-1 (95 ± 10 x 10 em 
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The transitions for B//Z and X (at<llO» and B//Y (at<lOO» are 

shown on figs. 4.14 and 4.15. The lines from centres with other orienta-

tions cannot be readily identified as perturbation theory calculations of 

the fields are again not valid. This centre accounts for about 10% of the 

Cr3+ ions. 

4.6.3 Line broadening and activation energies 

As the temperature of the sample increases above 200K the outer 

lines of the spectrum start to broaden. This is interpreted as in AgCl:Cr3+. 

Jumping of-the vacancies around or away from the Cr3+ ion changes the 

symmetry of the site and reduces the lifetime of the resonant state. Fig. 

4.20 shows the excess line width (the observed line width minus the line 

width at 95K-150K) plotted against ~ for the two lines which are clearly 

separated from nearby lines at B//<lOO>. These are the high field ~<.-,>! 

transitions from those principal centres with the magnetic field parallel 

to Z and Y. The activation energy is the same for both lines. 

Ea = 0·35"t 0.03 eV 

4.6.4 The spectrum at high temperatures 

At 300K the intensity of the non-cubic centres has decreased and . 

the intensity of the isotropic line at 0.332OT has increased, allowing for 

th B Itzmann factor (fl."g 4 17) (The area under the derivative curves eo. • • 

was estimated directly to cor~ect for broadening of the outer lines.) As 

. (11) 
Ulrici has shown from conductivity measurements , the vacancies 

associated with the Cr3+ ion are moving into the lattice at these 

temperatures. 
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Fig. 4.20. The log. of the excess line width in AgBr:Cr3+ plotted 

against 1/T for the principal orthorhombic centre • 
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The overall spread of the principal orthorhombic centre has 

decreased considerably so that the low field lines are seen. The spectrQm 

may be fitted to the orthorhombic Hamiltonian with 

g = 1.990 ~ 0.003 

IDI 0.137 1: O.OOlT 

lEI 0.015 -.t O.OOIT ( ) -4-1 139:!: 9 x 10 cm 

\D\has decreased by about 15% from 95K, andlElhas decreased by about 3a%. 

Since the intensity of the spectrum increases up to 550K the 

apparently cubic spectrum at 430K is probably due to those cr3+ ions which 

are associated with one vacancy. If this vacancy jumps rapidly about the 

Cr3+ ion, the outside lines will be too broad to be detected and the central 

lines will overlap the cubic line by a motional narrowing effect. The Cr3+ 

ion is thought to be isolated at 550K. 

The set of lines labelled S in figs. 4.17 and 4.18 are assigned to 

a new centre of Cr3+ with one vacancy which becomes the major centre at 

temperatures above 350K. The lines at BU<lOO> may be fitted to an axial 

Hamiltonian with tetragonal symmetry. At )OOK 

g = 1.990 ~ 0.003 

I D I = 0.1205:!: 0.0005T 
-4 -1 = (1120 ~ 5) x 10 cm 

The fine structure lines from centres with B parallel to and perpendicular 

to the principal axis can be seen. The central "t~ transitions for centres 

with BiZ is resolved from the :central cubic line because of second order 

shifts to low field. The resonance probably arises from Cr3+ ions 

associated with a single next nearest cation vacancy. 
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4.7 Discussion of the surroundings of the Cr3+ ion 

4.7.1 Possible vacancy models 

There are numerous possible arrangements of the two vacancies which 

are expected to be associated with the Cr3+ ion at low temperatures. In 

view of'the previous work on vacancy association in silver chloride(2-8,22) 

it seems probable that the vacancies will lie within the first two cation 

shells surrounding the Cr3+ ion. 

The possible arrangements of two vacancies are listed in fig. 4.13. 

together with the symmetry of the resulting site and the probable crystal 

field axes. Arrangements where the vacancies are in adjacent positio~s 

are unlikely because of the mutual repulsion of the vacancies. 

The only two vacancy centre which will give a perfect tetragonal 

centre is that with both vacancies in next nearest cation sites in a line. 

The tetragonal centre is, therefore. considered to arise from this type 

of centre. The vacancies probably lie on opposite sides of the Cr3+ ion 

because of their mutual repulsion. A centre of this kind is suggested by 

Cheema(22) for V3+" in AgCl. 

There are several arrangements of two vacancies which might give an 

orthorhombic centre with <no, <,Ho> and <001) axes. A likely centre, 

because the two vacancies are well separated, is that with two nearest 

cation vacancies at 1800
• 

The centre which is most likely to give strong orthorhombic. or 

lower symmetry, with <100> axes is that suggested by Kunze and l\1uller(12) 
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None of the other centres are likely to give orthorhombic symmetry 

combined with <100> axes unless the vacancies are displaced considerably 

from the normal lattice sites. 

4.7.2 The Kunze and Muller model and a crystal field calculation 

. This model is shown in fig. 4.9. It has monoclinic s~nmetry 

(m,cJ.h) and gives rise to the term K(S S + S· S ) in the spin Hamiltonian. x y y-x 

In order to establish whether the principal spectrum observed can be 

assigned to this centre a crystal field calculation ,V"as undertaken. A 

simple point charge model was used following Watkins(19). The potentials 

found confirm the presence of the (xy) term, but can only be fitted to the 

usual form in D, E and K if the correct axes are chosen. These axes are 

shown on fig. 4.9. 

The spectrum observed in AgCI has two axes (Z, X) displaced by ± 4
0 

from the < 100> directions. The planar nature of the centre, and the 

mutual repulsion of the vacancies makes it probable that the off-axis 

components will arise within the plane of the two vacancies and the Cr3+ 

ion. The spectrum axis Z is therefore re-assigned to y' for the crystal 

model, and Y to Z', and X to X' • 

The analysis of the spectrum is not altered but new D, E values 

are required. These are: 

-4 -1 = 30.5 ± 0.2 mT = (281:t 2) x 10 em 

14.8 :!:. 0.1 ntI' 
-4 -1 

(137 ± 1) x 10 em 
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The crystal field calculation predicts (Appendix II) 

D = 

E = +k _e_ (3 + 72.J() 
32a3 K 

where k is an unknown constant relating the crystal field potential to 

the observed energy level splittings. a is the mean distance from the 

impurity ion to the halogens. JLa is the displacement towards the er3+ ion 

of the halide ion between the Cr3+ and the next nearest cation (N.N.C.) 

vacancy. \elisthe numerical charge on the electron. 

D 
The ratio of E may be used# in the case of AgCl, to calculate JLif 

the sign of E is taken to be o~posite to that of D. The experimental 

values for AgCl:cr3+ give 11. = 0.07. The value of K, predicted by this 

simple model .. does not depend on st but only onto li:? a is the displacemant 

of halide ions produced by the nearest cation vacancy. Thus the model 

will not provide confirmation that the E.P.R. results have been interpreted 

correctly. However# the ratio of ~ was used to investigate whether a 

reasonable value of ~ could be found using the maximum K value allowed by 

the spectrum (S.4mT). The value of ~ found is 0.11 which is a reasonable 

value and larger than "l. as might be expected. 

For AgBr:Cr3+ the accuracy of the E.P.R. results at X-band does 

not ~ermit an estimate of K. To obtain a positive value of ~ it was 

neces~ary to change the assignment of the axes of the spectrum, as for 
. 3+ 

AgC1:Cr • Z and Y were interchanged to give new values for D and E: 

I D'I 0.1107 -t O.OOIT 

= 0.0668 ± O.OOlT 

and then~ = 0.14. 
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Thls value of st~ although larger than for AgCl, is still reasonable 

and compatible with values suggested by Watkins(19) 

Fumi(23) for divalent impurities in NaCl. 

4.8 Discussion and comparison of AgCl and AgBr 

4.8.1 The centres observed 

and Bassani and 

All the spectra are assigned to trivalent chromium ions. The 

chemistry of chromium and the method of production by halogenation confirm 

that the trivalent state is the most probable. E.P.R. has been observed 

5+ 4+ 2+ + from Cr and Cr but only at 20K and below. The E.P.R. of Cr and Cr 

have also been observed but only at very low temperatures. No nuclear 

hyperfine structure was detected. 90.5% of chromium isotopes have zero 

nuclear spin. The remaining isotope (53cr ) has a nuclear spin of ~ and is 

expected to give four hyperfine lines each of intensity about 2% of the 

central line. The hyperfine separation is typically about 1.8mr(29) and 

is too small to be detected around the numerous central lines in AgCI and 

Ag'Br. 

Table 4.1 summarises the E.P.R. results in AgCl:cr3+ and AgBr:Cr3+. 

The number of centres observed is unusual in the silver halides. For the 

- 2+ 2+ 2+ 2+ 
majorj.ty of the divalent ions studied (Fe , Co , V , Eu ) only one 

centre is needed to explain 98% of the spectrum at 77K. A cubic resonance 

due to isolated ions is also seen in AgCI:Ni2+. Fe3+ gives only a single 

interstitial centre under these conditions at these temperatures(3,4). It 

seems likely that, when two vacancies are needed to neutralize a small 



Principal centre 
at 95K 

Tetragonal centre 
at 95K 

Subsidiary 
orthorhombic 
centre at 95K 

Principal centre at 
300K 

Tetragonal centre 
arising above 300K 

Activation energies 
Principal centre 
Tetragonal centre 
Orthorhombic centre 

(E ) 
a 

Binding energy (E ) 
of first vacancy €o Cr3+ 
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Table 4.1 

g 
D 
E 
K 

g 
D 

Approximate 
% of Cr3+ 

g 
D 
E 

Approximate 
% of cr3+ 

g 
D 
E 

g 
D 

AgCl:Cr3+ 

1.980 ± 0.004 
37.5 :!: 0.2mT 

7.8 t O.lmT 
~ 5.4 mT 

1.980 ::: 0.002 
54.0 :t 1mT 

5% 

1.980 ± 0.005 
46.25 ± 0.5mT 

6.9:t O.lmT 

1~ 

1. 980 ± o. 005 
38.0 ± O.5mT 
8.7 ±. O.lmT 

1.980 
18.0 !0.5mT 

0.21 ±. 0.04eV 
0.41 ± 0.04eV 
0.32:!: 0.04eV 

0.18± 0.05eV 

AgBr:Cr3+ 

1.990 ± 0.003 
155.5 i 0.5mT 

22 :t 1rrtr 

1.990 :t 0.003 
102.5 ± 0.2mT 

1~ 

1.990 ± 0.003 
158 ± ImT 
103 ± 1mT 

1~ 

1.990 ± 0.003 
137 ± lmT 
15 ± ImT 

1.990 
120.5 ± 0.5mT 

0.35 ± 0.03eV 

0.20 ±. 0.05eV 
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substitutional ion, the changes in binding energy between different 

possible arrangements are small. Estimates of the binding energies for 

the various centres observed in AgCl and AgBr show only small differences 

The T.D.C. curves for the trivalent ions Ti3+, Cr3+, V3+ (12b) increase 

in complexity in that order, again suggesting that there are a number of 

centres inVolved. 

The principal and subsidiary centres present at 95K are thought to 

be the same in both lattices. The main spectrum is interpreted with the 

Kunze and Muller model for both AgCl and AgBr. Although the absolute 

magnitudes of the zero field splittings are different, the ratios of 

~ in each case are si~milar enough for the same explanation to apply to 

both. Smaller percentages of tetragonal and orthorhombic centres are 

observed in both matrices. Also, on warming, a new centre appears which 

can be interpreted as a single N.N.C. vacancy associated with the Cr3+ 

ion. This centre can be more clearly seen in AgBr:Cr3+ because of the 

larger field splittings. It might be thought that the nearest cation (N.C.) 

vacancy would be more tightly bound to the impurity ion and would, 

therefore, constitute the single vacancy centre seen at temperatures near 

320K. However, dielectric, conductivity and other E.P.R. measurements 

show'that the jump frequency for any associated vacancy will be high at 

these temperatures. A N.C. vacancy can jump around the impurity ion by 

means of the N.N.C. sites with the result that mobile N.N.C. and N.C. 

vacancies cannot be distinguished at these temperatures. The appearance 

of the tetragonal symmetry spectrum shows that the vacancy spends longer 

in the N.N.C. site than in the N.C. site. The activation energy for 

jumping of the tetragonal centre (two N.N.C. vacancies) in AgCl is higher 

than that for the subsidiary orthorhombic centre (two N.C. vacancies). 

(Table 4.1). 
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4.8.2 Line widths and g-values 

Table 4.2 gives a list of previous E.P.R. and optical results 

obtained for impurity ions in both AgCl and AgBr. A list of relevant 

parameters for the two lattices is included. 'rhe spectra of C02+, Ni2+ 

and Fe
3

+ have been studied in both lattices and, in general, show that 

the spectrajn AgBr have two or three times larger line widths than in 

AgCl, and are harder to detect. The Cr3+ lines have widths 1.2nff. and 

5mT in AgCl andAgBr respectively in agreement with the usual trend. The 

low temperature line width is almost certainly due to unresolved ligand 

hyperfine structure. The over-lap of metal and ligand orbitals, or 

covalency, is greater in AgBr than in AgCl, as would be expected from the 

relative positions of bromine and chlorine in the periodic table. 

The difference in g-values for the two matrices is also due to 

i~creased covalency in the AgBr lattice. The g-value of,cr3+ is expected 

to be related to the free spin value by 

g = 2 _ 8A 
6. (16) 

where Ais the spin-orbit coupling parameter, and L1 is the cubic field 

spli tting. 6. = lODq in the usual terminology of optical absorption 

measurements. 3+ -1 The free ion value of A for Cr is 91cm , and using the 

L1 values of Ulrici(ll) this gives expected g-values of 1.95 and 1.94 for 

AgCl,and AgBr respectively. 

The reduction in g-val~es quoted above arises when the coupling of 
4: 4 

the ground state A2 to the first excited state T2 via spin-orbit coupling 

and the external magnetic field is taken into account. The effect of 

covalent overlap of impurity and ligand orbitals is to reduce the spin-orbit 
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Table 4.2 

E.P.R. measurements" 

Ion AgCl AgBr Ref-
erence ----

Ni2+ g-value 2.281 2.20 (axial centre) 6,7 
(4.2K) Line width 10mT 18rrtr (cubic line) 

Zero field 
-2.96cm -1 

-2.92cm -1 (axial centre) splitting 

Co2+ g-values gil = 5.88 (axial centre) 5 
(4.2K) g.L = 3.87 

Line width 1.5mT 3mT 

Fe3+ g-value 2.0156 2.045 
(77K) Line width 0.5mT 1.4mT 3 

Cubic field -4 -1 
splitting 75 x 10 em 

-4 -1 -4 -1 'A' value 3.3 x 10 em 16.2 x 10 em 

Optical absorption measurements 

Ion AgCl AgBr Reference 

Ti3+ 2.r2-72E upper level 12740em -1 11290em -1 11 
(20K) 

Cr3+ Dq -1 1310 em 1202 em -1 11 
(20K) 

v'2-+ -1 -1 11 Dq 815 em_1 737 em_l 
(20K) B 605 em 565 em 

Lattice parameters AgC~ : 2.77R, AgBr : 2.88R 

Ionic radii 
+" Q _ 0 _ 0 

Ag : 1.26A, Cl : 1.8IA, Br 1.95A, 

Cr3+ : 0.65R (24) 

PolarizabilH,u in an ionic - 6 -
;j Cl : 2.9. Br 

lattice 
4.16 (30) 



coupling parameter by mixing of ligand orbital i'lave-functions into the 

Cr3+ spin only ground state. The g-value may now be expressed as 

g = 

where (1 - ~)is the proportion of ligand 0' bonding present. This 

expression, and the measured g-values, leads to 

NC1"~ * 0.6 for AgCl 

NO" ~ 0.4 for AgBr. 

The increase in covalency in AgBr satisfactorily explains the 

g-value of AgBr:Cr3+ having a value closer to 2. 

4.8.3 Crystal field splittings . 

The D values observed in AgBr are generally four times as large as 

those in AgCl. The optical results show that, in general, the cubic 

field splitting decreases from AgCl to AgBr and indeed this is the trend 

usually observed as the ligand ion chang8s(25). The only crystal field 

splitting measured in the two lattices is that for Ni2+ where the two 

results are very similar. However, the processes by which the crystal field 

will act upon the Ni2+(S = 1) ion will be different to those acting in 

Cr3+, and in addition Ni2+ has only ~ne excess positive charge. 

An increase in the covalent overlap of orbitals in AgBr could 

explain an increase in D. However, since the cubic field splitting of 

Cr3+ in AgBr is less than that in AgCl, any covalent effect must be small 

and would not give the observed large numerical change in the crystal 

field splittings. 
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A striking difference between the Br- and CI ions is the greater 

polarizability of the Br- ion (table 4.2). The small Cr3+ ion with double 

excess charge over the lattice will certainly cause a local relaxation 

and reduction of the separation of the Cr3+ and the halide ions. This 

movement reduces the 'a' value to be used in the ~rystal field calculation. 

Polarization of the ligand ions will correspond to a further decrease in 

a and the value appropriate to AgBr:c~ may be sufficiently smaller than 

that for AgCI:Cr3+ to explain the increase in all the observed\D\values. 

IDjandlElfor the principal centre in AgCI:Cr3+ increase on warming 

from 95K to 300K, whereas IDI andlE\for AgBr:Cr3+ decrease. If the lattice 

expands on warming a simple point charge model predicts a decrease in the 

crystal field splittings. In AgCI the ions surrounding the Cr3+ ion must 

in some way be able to relax inwards towards the trivalent ion as the 

temperature rises. 

4.8.4 The 'L' lines 

The similar temperature dependence of these lines in the two lattices 

suggests that they arise from the same source. The single line observed 

in AgBr suggests an S = ! centre, and it might be possible to explain the 

three lines in AgCI as an S = ! centre with the magnetic field parallel 

to X, Y and Z. However, the relative intensity of the three lines in 

AgCI'(3:4:3) rules out this possibility. 

The possibility of the; lines arising from interstitial Cr3+ is 

also ruled out because of the way in which the lines disappear. If 

interstitial Cr3+ were seen at 95K due to an increased spin-lattice 
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relaxation time following a reduction in lattice phonons, then on warming 

the lines would be expected to broaden abruptly and disappear, probably 

at quite low temperatures. 

The manner in which the lines disappear can best be explained by a 

centre whi~h is abruptly destroyed as the temperature rises above a value 

where the activation energy of the necessary process is of the order of kT. 

Neither the AgCl lines nor the AgBr line are cubic and it seems, 

therefore, that the centre present will only give a detectable spectrum 

with the magnetic field parallel to one axis. Possibly it is a planar 

centre involving large ligand overlap so that the lines are broadened 

and cannot be seen expept when the external magnetic field is perpendicular 

to the plane. The S = ~ line" observed in AgBr might then be a single 

transition observed because of the very large zero field splitting. 

4.8.5 The lattice site 

The only other trivalent ion studied directly in AgCl is Fe3+. 

This is incorporated interstitially with four silver ion vacancies at low 

temperatUl~es. The Goldschmidt radii of Cr3+ and Fe3+ are O.65~ and o.67R 

respectively(24). It is, therefore, certainly possible for the Cr3+ ion 

to fit into the interstitial space. The reason why it does not do so is 

clear if the orbital levels of the 3d3 (Cr3+) ion are compared with the 

3d5 (Fe3+) ion. 'Griffith(26) gives a table of ligand field stabilization 

energies of the dn ions in octahedral field. 
. n 

In the free ion the d energy 

levels are degenerate. In a ligand field the dt2 and de orbits split 

resulting in an overall lowering of the energy of the ion over the free ion 

according to the filling of the energy levels. 
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For C? in an octahedral field the reduction in energy is _~~. 

where ~ is the optical level splitting. This is the largest stabilization 

energy in ~he 3d series. Fe3+ is an S-state ion with zero orbital angular 

momentum and, therefore, the energy levels are not affected, to first 

order, by the lig~nd field. The stabilization energy is zero. Rado and 

Suhl(27) also calculate site preference energies for the iron transition 

series, taking into account the Madelun~, polarization and ligand field 

energies. The values for octahedral site preference energies are 

7~Dq for.C~ and zero for Fe3+. 

It is probable that for small ions the lattice energy is lowest for 

interstitial incorporation in AgCI and AgBr. However, the hi~l preference 

of Cr3+ for octahedral coordination forces it into the sUbstitutional site. 
\ 

The lattice strain in this position will be large and .. li11 account for the 

2+ .11. and ~ values observed, which are larger than for NaCI: 1\1n ., and for the 

large line widths at all angles away from Bt<lOO>. Low and Suss note a 

similar effect with small radius ions in CaO(28). 
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Chapter Five: The E.P.R. of ytterbium, erbium and dysprosium 
in AgCl 

5.1 Introduction 

Some rare earth metals (cerium, praseodymium, neodymium, samarium 

and europium) were added to the silver halides by f.1oser, Nail and Urbach 

in 1959(1) but were found to produce no strikir~ effect on the optical or 

photochemical properties of the halide. More recently, Cheema and 

Smith(2,3) investigated the E.P.R. of europium and gadolinium in silver 

chloride. They found that europium in silver chloride, after annealing 

under a non-oxidising atmosphere, considerably increased the amount of 

silver colloid produced on exposure to light. E.P.R. showed that the 

Eu
2
+ ion was incorporated substitutionally in the lattice and was 

associated with a silver ion vacancy in the nearest-cation position. On 

exposure to light the Eu2+ acted as a trap for photoproduced holes and 

was converted to Eu3+. 

In this work the rare earths other than europium and gadolinium 

we~e studied in silver chloride. This chapter describes the E.P.R. 

results for those ions (Yb3+, Er3+, Dy3+) for which resonances were 

observed, and the conclusions which could be made about the incorporation, 

site symmetry, and vacancy association of these ions in AgCl. 

The ions studied by Cheema and Smith (Eu2+, Gd3+) both have half

filled 4f shells. The ground.state of the free. ions is 8S7/ 2 with zero 

orbital angular momentum. These ions are only coupled to the crystal 

field by second order and higher terms, and resonance can be observed at 

room temperature since the spin-lattice relaxation times are long. The 
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other rare earth ions have finite orbital angular momentum and temperatures 

of 20K or less are required for the observation of resonances. 

The samples were doped as described in Chapter Three using the 

appropriate rare earth metal. E.P.R. traces were recorded at 77 and 

4.2K after annealing the samples in chlorine or nitrogen atmospheres. 

For dysprosium~ erbium and ytterbium E.P.R. observed after the two 

anneals was the same. The only changes observed were slight increases 

in the overall intensity of the spectrum after annealing in chlorine. 

These are believed to arise because the chlorine anneal encourages 

precipitates of the impurity to diffuse into the crystal. Altering 

the rate of cooling of the samples after annealing and changing the 

concentration of the impurity ion did not affect the structure of the 

spectra. Changes in the optical spectra of AgCl:Au as a result of heat 

~reatment were observed by Edmonds(26). The rare earth doped samples were 

irradiated at room temperature~ 77K and 4.2K after annealing in nitrogen 

and no appreciable chapges were observed in the spectra at 4.2K by com

parison with a coke specimen attached to the sample. 

5.2 Ytterbium 

5.2.1 Ytterbium spectra 

Ytterbium ions diffused readily into AgCl and samples containing 

up to 0.5% of ytterbium were easily prepared. The grown crystals were 

clear with a very slight yellow colour. The E.P.R. signals were 

observed at 4.2K and the signal intensity was usually high. Typical 
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line widths were 0.8mr and the line shapes were Gaussian at 4.2K. The 

resonance signals decreased sharply in intenSity by broadening as the 

temperature rose above 25K. With low doped samples (500ppm of Yb) care 

had to be taken to avoid saturation broadening of the lines which occurred 

at only moderate mi,'rowave power levels (about lmW). 

E.P.R. spectra were recorded as the sample was rotated in the 

tlOO} and tllO} planes. The spectra obtained with the magnetic field 

parallel to the <100> and <110) axes are shown in figs. 5.1 and 5.2. 

Fig. 5.3 shows the angular dependence of the spectrum as the magnetic field 

is rotated in the {100} plane. Fig. 5.4 shows the spectrum at low field 

with Bj<lOO> on an expanded field scale. The hyperfine structure of two 

lines due to the odd isotope Yb171 (14.3% abundant) and of six lines due 

to Yb173 (16.1% abundant) can be clearly identified. The resonance lines 

broaden as they move to fields above 0.3T near to B§<lOO>. Broadening 

probably occurs because the line position changes very quickly withe 

over this range. o A misalignment of 0.5 in th~ microcrystal grain~. or 

local strains causing distortions in the crystal fields of this order. 

will give line widths of about 0.5mT for most of the low field lines and 

of 2mr above 0.3T. 

5.2.2 Analysis of the principal spectrum 

The movement of the lines as the sample is rotated in the {100} 

and tllO) planes shows that the principal lines arise from a centre of 

tetragonal symmetry. They are interpreted using the axial spin Hamiltonian 

where 

H = g P.B S + gJ.A.(B S + B Sy) 
jiZZ t~ xx y 

1 
S = 2' 

(1) 
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Fig. 5.1. The E.P.R. of Yb3+ in AgOl at 4.2K with B 11<100). 

The line positions calculated using the spin Hamiltonian 

parameters given in the text are shown for the principal tetragonal 

centre (T) and the orthorhombic centre (0) • The isotropic line 

is labelled C • 
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Fig. 5.2. The E.P.R. of Yb3+ in Agel at 4.2K with B //.(.110>. 

The line positions calculated using the spin Hamiltonian 

parameters given in the text are shown for the principal tetragonal 

centre (P.T.) and the subsidiary orthorhombic centre (S.O.) • 
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Fig. 5.3. The angular dependence' in the {100 J plane of the principal 

tetragonal spectrum (P.T.), the subsidiary orthorhombic sp8ctrum (S.O.) 

and the isotropic line (C) of Agel: Yb3+ • The full lines ind.ica te the 

theoretical values and the circles the experimental ones • 
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Fig. 5.4 •. Th~ E.P.R. of Yb3+ in Agel at 4.2K with B II <100> ~ 

The fil:;-ure shows the low field region of the principal tetragonal 

spectrum and the hyperfine structure from the isotopes Yb171 ~~d 

Yb173 can be seen. 
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Resonance occurs when 

e is the angle between the external field and the z axis of the centre 

which is a <100> crystal direction. 

Tile g-values were calculated from the spectrum with BU<lOO> in 

which the line at 0.2091' is from centres with the z axis at 900 to B, 

and the line at 0.441T is from centres with z parallel to the external 

magnetic field. The values obtained are ~ = 1.501 ± 0.007 and 

g~ = 3.162 ± 0.005. These values are used to calculate the resonant 

o 0 fields for e = 45 and 55 (0.268T and 0.243T respectively) and the 

values agree well with those obtained experimentally. The tetragonal 

centre accounts for approximately 65% of the total intensity present. 

5.2.3 Analysis of the subsidiary spectra 

The angular dependence of the resonant lines of smaller intensity 

than those of the tetragonal centre shows that there is an orthorhombic 

centre present with intensity about 28% Qf the total. This centre is 

interpreted using the orthorhombic spin Hamiltonian 

H = A (g B S + g B S + g B S ) 
r-' zzz yyy xxx 

where S = !. 

Transitions are observed at 

hv 2 
g 

(2) 

where 1, m, n are the direction cosines of the external magnetic field, B, 
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with the Z. Y and X axes respectively. The axes used to interpret the 

spectrum are Z as <110>. Y as<llO) and X as <001). With B/!<'llO> two 

llnes are seen to reach minimum fields as the sample is rotated in the 

ll1O} plane. These lines arise. from centres with B//Z and B,'Y and are used 

to calculate g and g. With Bq<IOO)a broad line is seen to reach an z y 

extreme position at high field. This line arises from centres with 

B/fX and is used to determine an approximate value for g. The calculated 
x 

g-values are 

gz = 3.57 j; .02 

gy 3.34 + .02 

gx 1.27 -+ .04 

The field positions for the other lines observed at Bi7'(100) with 

212 1 2 1 2 121 2 1 = 4' m = 4 and n = 2 and at BH'(llO) with 1 = 2. m = 2. n = O. 

were calculated as a check on the interpretation and agree well with the 

experimental values. 

There is also a line at B = 0.254T which does not move as the 

sample is rotated in either a {110] or a LIOO] plane. This resonance, 

which accounts for about 4% of the total intensity, arises from a cubic 

centre with a g-value of 2.603 ± .005. There are also some lines of lower 

intensity from centres whose symmetry could not be determined. 

Approximately 3% of the total intensity is not accounted for by the centres 

described above. 

5.2.4 Hyperfine structure 

The hyperfine structure in the principal spectrum due to the odd 

isotopes of ytterbium is analysed using the Hamiltonian given in 



equation (1) with the additional terms 

A;,'1S I + A I (S I + S I ) zz -'- xx yy 

where I = ~ for Yb17l (14.3% abundant) 

and I = ~ for Yb173 (16.1% abundant). 

The position of the transition E ~ E is found using the M,m M-l,m 

expression 

where K 2 

M is the Z 

2 
g 

given by Bleaney(4) 

A.L A/; + K 2 2 [2 2 
= g,BB + Km + 4B -2-J[I(I + 1) - mJ 

. g~ 0 K 

2 2 
AI/gil 2 
-2- cos G + 

g 

component of S, 

A2 2 . 2G 
~gJ.snl 

2 g 

andm 

, 

is the Z 

and B 
o 

component of I, 

(4) 

Those terms which are zero for M = ~ and G = 00 or 900 have been omitted. 

For the isotope Witll I = ~ and for G = 00, transitions occur at 

AI/ A1 
B +---

4(g,yJ3)~0 0 2g-'l'~ 

(5) 

All Ai 
B - 2gl/Ji!> - 4(g~f3)~0 0 

o For e =90 transitions occur at 

AJ.. 
2 2 

AI! + AJ.. 
B +---

8(g..1.)3)~0 o 2g)3 

(6) 

Ai-
2' 2 

Ap + A_,_ 
B 

,/ 

0 - 2gJfo - 8(g..L?»~ 0 

In these expressions Aq and A-Lare in energy units. 
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The separation of the Yb17l hyperfine lines at 9 = 00 and 900 

was used to calculate AI/ and A.J... • The shift of the central posj.tion of 

the two lines from the I = 0 line (Bl + B - 2B ) Has calculated and 2 0 

compared with the experimental value. The hyperfine separation was 

about 0.06T for e = 00 
and 90

0 
and the calculated values of A~ and A.J... were 

I AI! I = 1240 ± 20 MH z 

= 2580 ± 20 MH z 

The experimental values of (Bl + B2 - 2Bo) agree with the calculated 

values to within the experimental error. 

The six hyperfine lines from Yb173 are analysed using equations 

(1) and (3) with I = 2. Expressions similar to equations (5) and (6) 
2 

f d Th t " f th . f 1· ·th + 5 + 3 are oun. e separa ~on 0 e pa~rs 0 ~nes w~ m = - .~? m = - '2 

and m = ±~ is not affected by the second order terms and so these 

separations were used to find A.J.... Unfortunately, the Yb173 hyperfine 

lines for centres with ·S = 00 are not clearly distinguished in the 

spectra and so A#was calculated from the second order terms at 9 90
0

• 

The value of A~ is, consequently, less accurate than the value of AL. 

The results give 

= 720 ± 10 MHz = 

and 400 ± 50 MH z 

-4 -1 (240 ± 3) x 10 cm 

--4 -1 
(133:!:. 17) x 10 cm 



5.2.5 Ground states and g-values 

The resonances in AgCl:Yb are attributed to the Y~+ ion. The 

only other valence attained by ytterbium is Yb2+ which has a filled 4f 

shell and is not expected to be paramagnetic(5). Yb3+ (4fl 3) is a 

Kramers ion with a ~7/2 ground state. The calculations of Lea, Leask 

and Wolf (L.L.W.)(6) show that a ~6 doublet level is expected to lie 

lowest in an octahedral field. The ~6 configuration occurs only once in 

the decomposition of the J = ~ level and so the eigenvectors of the ground 

state in an octahedral field are not a function of the ratio of the 

fourth and sixth order terms in the crystal field expression (fig. 5.5). 

The ground state given by L.L.W. for octahedral symmetry is 

0.6455 I±~> + 0.7638 I+~> 

with a theoretical g-value of 2.667. 

The experimental g-value for the isotropic line from Yb3+ in 

AgCl is 2.603 ± .005. The decreased g-value may be accounted for by 

assuming a degree of covalent bonding between the Yb3+ and the ligand 

Cl- ions. The covalency reduces the orbital magnetic moment contribution 

to the g-value as described by Low and RUbins(7). For ~ in a general 

cubic field there can be no mixing of the ~5/2 level with the ground 

state since J = ~ does not contain a state With~6 ~ymmetry(6) (The 

~6 g~ound state differs in this respect from the F7 doublet discussed by 

Lowther and Killingbeck(8) since ~5/2 does contain a state withJ'7 

symmetry.) The wavefunction may, therefore, be taken as exactly that 

given above which has a theor~tical g-value of ~g~ . 
I The. Lande g-factor, 

gJ' is reduced to g~ by an orbital reduction factor k. For a ground 

state of spin S and angular momentum L the expression for g~ is(7) : 



'\ . 

- I 
if 

For Yb3+ in an octahedral environment x is negative • 

For &3+ in an octahedral enviromment x isposi tive 

For riy3+ in an octahedral environment x is negative 

Fig. 5.5. The energy levels for J=7/2 and J= 15/ 2 from Lea, 

Leask and Wolf • 
.. 

.. 
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J(J + 1) - S(S + 1) + L(L + 1) 

2J(J + 1) 

J = L + S in the second half of the rare earth series and for Yb3+, 

equation (7) becomes 

8 
7 

.§ (1 - k) 
7 since gJ ~ for Yb3+ (6) 

The value of (1 - k) required to fit the observed g-value is 

(1 - k) ~ 0.032 since 

g (theoretical) - g (experimental) 2(1 - k) 

The value for (1 - k) calculated by Low and Rubins(7) for Yb3+ 

in an octahedral environment in CaO was 0.041. A value of (1 - k) = 0.009 

was obtained for the isoelectronic ion Tm2+ in CaF
2

(7). The relative 

values show that the covalent effect in AgCl is less than that in CaO 

but greater than that in CaF2, as expect.ed. The double excess charge 

present in AgCl:Yb3+ will attract the ligands more strongly tm'1ards the 

Yb3+ ion than in the other lattices and probably accounts for the covalent 

parameter being relatively close to the value for CaO. Lowther and 

Killingbeck(8) have estimated the covalency parameter k expected from 

overlap of the Yb3+(4f) and S-- orbitals in CdS and they obtain k > 0.997 

for pure 0' bonding. The space available for the Yb3+ io~ is greater 

in AgCl than in CdS and so the overlap is not expected to be much 

greater in spite of the double excess charge. However, it is usual for 

experimental k values to be smaller than those expected theoretically 

for both octahedral and tetrahedral sites. Some mixing of f-orbitals 

with the 5s and 5p outer orbitals may have to be invoked to explain the 

observed values. 
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Lewis and SabiSky(9) have shown that the average g-value 

- 1 l' g := '3(g// + 2g.1.) o.f a.r6 or a 7 doublet in an axial field should be 

equal to the g-value (g ) appropriate to the particular cubic field from 
c· 

which the axial field is derived. This relationship ,,'ill hold provided 

that the axial distortion is small compared to the cubic field so that 

the total perturbation energy (or shift of the dOUblet levels from their 

cubic field positions) is much less than the separation of the doublet 

from the nearest quartet (since an axial distortion c~~ only mix ar
8 

state with a 16 or a ~7 state). From fig. 5.5 it can be seen that this 

condition should hold well for Yb3+, and g for the tetragonal centre is 

2.608 ± .006 which is the same as the isotropic g-value within the 

experimental error. 

Elliott and Stevens(lO) have shown that there is a relation 

between the g-values and hyperfine constants of an axial centre provided 

that the ground state is accurately represented by a single value of J. 

If this is so then 

1 (8) 

~ (11) 3+ 
Optical measurements show that the ground state of Yb in crystals 

-1 5 is usually 10,000 cm below the J = 2 excited state. There should be 

little mixing of J states even when an axial field is present. The 

AQg.L 
value of --:= 1. 01 ± .03 

A.1.gij' 
for Yb171 in tetragonal symmetry in Agel and 

is unity within the experimental accuracy, confirming that the ground 

state is a pure J = ~ state. 

The wavefunctions of the 16 ground state of the tetragonal centre 

should then be of the form given by L.L.W.: 
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where a and b are constants to be determined and a2 + b2 = 1 from the 

normalisation condition. The g-values for a general axial field are 

given by(12) 

and = g y 

where J is the total momentum operator and J = J + iJ is the . + x y 
; / 

raising operator. The reduced Lande g-factor gJ is used with k = 0.032. 

It follows that 

gl,l g~(7a2 _ b2 ) • 

g.j.. = gl 4b2 
J 

and 1.115 

The observed axial g-values may be fitted with a = 0.545. b = 0.845. 

2 2 
and. as a + b = 1.011. the normalisation condition is satisfied. 

The average g-value of the orthorhombic centre is 

The ground state of this centre is 

clearly a ~6 state since the alternative ~7 state has a theoretical g

value of 3.429. However. the average g-value is rather higher than the 

other g-values obtained. This may be due to the low symmetry of the site 

mixing part of the excited J state into the ground state. The anisotropy 

of the g-value is slightly larger than that observed for the tetragonal 

centre. which indicates that the departure from ootahedral symmetry is 

greater for this centre. Lowther and Killingbeck(8) have discussed in 

detail the effects of a small rhombic distortion and a large trigonal 

distortion on the ~7 ground state of Yb3+ in a tetrahedral environment. 

-For the small rhombic distortion they show that g = gc. The same 

derivation should apply to the ~6 ground state. For the case where the 
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trigonal distortion is large compared to the separation of the cubic 

energy levels, they derive expressions for g,f' and g..L for both the 

16 and 17 states. 

~6 state it will be 

g 7 2 
38J(m 

7 
= 3gJ(1 

The average g-value is not equal to g and for 
c 

3 2 
+ 71 

8 . 
- ~2 _ "7 ]3ln) 

!i12 10 2 8 2 2 _ 12 -Tn - - DIn) since m I - n 7 7 

(10) 

The trigonal field mixes some of the ~7 and rs states into the 

~6 state so that the new eigenstate is 

where m > l,n since in the notation of reference (8) : 

1({.(E4')+> is the cubic field state derived # 
['7 from E ='" , 

IC:(E/ )+> is the cubic field state 
/ 

derived from E ~ 16 and 

Icl(u/ )+) is one of the cubic field states from U/=: ~8(l) . 

The g-value in a field with a large orthorhombic distortion should 

also not be equal to gc since the orthorhombic symmetry may be expressed 

as a sum of trigonal and tetragonal components. For Yb3+ in octahedral 

symmetry, 1 is expected to be greater than n since ~7 is closer to the 

ground state than f S' However, equation (10) will give a value for g 

which is less than g whatever the values of 1, m and n. The observed 
c 

increase ·in g over gc may arise as a result of the effects of the actual 

symmetry present. The majority of reported results give g~.gc' 

although a spectrum was observed for Dy3+ in natural Zircon(13) for 

which g - g = + 0.257. c 
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It is not obvious whether the axial distortion present in AgCI is 

expected to be 'large' in this context for a rare earth ion or not. 

However, the asymmetry of the g-values (gz - gx) observed here is 2.3. 

The value is comparable in ma.gnitude, although smaller than the values 

for Yb3+: znS (g~ - g# = 3.20) and Yb3+:CdS (3.25) for which Lowther and 

Killingbeck use the large trigonal field analysis. The values of g - gc 

for AgCl:Yb3+ (0.06) are correspondingly slightly smaller than those 

for znS and CdS (0.08). The axial distortions found in Agel may, 

therefore, be taken as large relative to the separations of the energy 

levels in a general cubic field. 

5.2.6 Lattice site and vacancy association 

The majority of the Yb3+ ions are most probably incorporated 

substitutionally. The anisotropic centres observed are derived from a 

~6 state which is expected to lie lowest for Yb3+ in all six co-ordinated 

sites. The centres of· tetragonal and orthorhombic symmetry can be 

explained by choosing appropriate pOSitions for the two charge compensating 

silver cation vacancies. The isotropic resonance observed is from a16 

state and may arise from Yb3+ ions in substitutional sites which are not 

associated with silver cation vacancies, or from precipitates of YbC1
3

• 

For Yb3+ in an interstitial site the crystal field parameter x, defined 

in section 2.7, is positive. A r6 state lies lowest if Ixl~0.2 (fig. 5.5). 

Ixl = 0.2 would imply a ratio of the 

terms of 5.25 for Yb3+ since B4 
B6 

fourth to sixth degree cubic field 

x 
1 - Ixl 

F(6) 
F(4) 

and F(6) 
F(4) 

21. 

B 
This is an extremely unusual 'value since the ratio of ~ is usually 

B6 
of order 102 and, therefore, interstitial incorporation is considered a 

very unlikely explanation even for the isotropic resonance. 
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The tetragonal centre is most probably due to a substitutional Yb3+ 

ion associated with two next-nearest cation vacancies in the same < 100> 

line from the impurity ion. The vacancies are likely to lie on opposite 

sides of the trivalent ion because of their mutual repulsion. There are 

a number of possible explanations for a centre of orthorhombic s;}'1TJnetry 

with axes in < 110>, < 110), and <001> directions as shown in fig. 4.13 of 

Chapter Four. In this case the g..,values in the < 110) directions are 

similar in magnitude, while the g-value in the < 100) direction is 

considerably smaller. The arrangement of vacancies should then give a 

fairly symmetrical pattern in the [100) plane in which the Z and Y axes 

lie. Of the three orthorhombic centres listed in fig. 4.13, the most 

likely is that with two nearest cation vacancies at 90°. 

5.3 Erbium 

5.3.1 Erbium spectra 

The erbium-doped crystals were clear and colourless. E.P.R. was 

observed at 4.2K and the intensity of the spectrum was high with many 

narrow lines of width about 0.8mT. The resonant intensity became very 

small as the temperature of the sample rose above 20K. With the magnetic 

field at a general orientation to the crystal axes the spectrum consisted 

of very many overlapping lines in the magnetic field range 0.02 - 0.22T. 

Some simplification occurred with the magnetic field parallel to a 
( . 

<100> or a <110) crystal axis: (fig. 5.6 and 5.7). The pattern of the 

line positions at BII'(lOO> was quite different to that at BI/GIO>. A 

careful orientation in the {100) plane was made which enabled the movement 

of the more intense lines to be followed as the sample was rotated (fig. 5.8), 
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Fig. 5.6. The E.P.R. of &3+ in Agel at 4.2K with B II <100> • 

The lines from the principal orthorhombic centre, the trigonal 

centre and the possible subsidiary centre are labelled A,B and 

C respectively • 
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Fig. 5.7. The E.P.R. of Er3+ in Agel at 4.2K with B //<:110:>. 

The lines from the principal orthorhombic centre, the trigonal 

centre and the possible subsidiary centre are labelled A,E and 

C respectively • 
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Field (T) 
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Angle between B and the <100) axh: • 

Fig. ,5.8. The angular dependence in the t 100} pla..l1e of the principal 

orthorhombic spectrum (A) and the trigonal spectrum (B) in A6Cl: Er3+. 
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The angular variation shows that there are several independent centres 

present, and also that one of the main sets of lines (A) do not reach 

extreme fields at B//<lOO) or B//<llO,/. Crystals "lere oriented to rotate 

on a ilIO} plane and some lines could be seen to extreme at the 

B//<lll) and BII<1l2> positions although the orientations obtained were not 

good enough for the movement of the lines to be followed as the crystal 

was rotated. 

5.3.2 Analysis of the principal spectra 

One prominent set of lines (A) was analysed using the orthorhombic 

Hamiltonian 

H = A (g B S + g B S + g B S ) 
r zzz yyy xxx 

with the Z axis in a < 111) direction, the X axis along < 112'/ and the Y 

axis along < 110>. At a general orientation of the magnetic field in the 

[100} plane 'there are six non-equivalent orientations of this centre. 

With the magnetic field parallel to a <100> axis four of the centres have 

the same orientation with 12 121 = '2 n = '6 and the other two 

centres have , where the reson~~t positions and 

effective g-values are given in section 5.2.3. With Bfi<llO> the six non-

equi valent centres reduce to four. Two centres have 

12 2 2 1 2 I 
=5 m = '4 n = 12 ' 

two have 12 2 
0 m 1 2 :3 

='4 n ='4 , 

12 2 2 = 0 
2 1 

and there is one with = 3. m n =3 , 

12 = 0 
2 2 =0 and one with m 1 n 
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The g-values of the resonant lines are used to construct simultaneous 

equations for g , g and g. Since there are six equations and three . z y x 

unknowns the g-values are overdetermined, which provides a check on the 

interpretation used. The g-values which were found to give the best fit 

were 

gz 6.73 't 0.1 

gy = 9.36 ± 0.1 

gx 3.60 ± 0.4 

The values are less accurate than is usual because of the indirect method 

of determination. The X, Y and Z axes were assigned to the site axes in 

the way described above because of the interpretation of the centre to be 

made in 5.3.5. The calculated line positions at BIJ<lOO> and BF<llO> are 

shown in fig. 5.6 and 5.7, and the angular variation calculated for the 

lines is shown in fig. 5.8. This set of lines accounts for about 53% 

of the total spectrum. 

Another set of high intensity lines (B) in the erbium spectrum 

apparently arise from a centre with axial symmetry along the <Ill) axis. 

These are analysed using the Hamiltonian 

H = g'Ij~BS +g,S(BS +BS) 
/I zz '+-' xx yy 

h» . th 2 2 28 2. 28 and resonances are observed at B = g~ w~ g g4cos + g~s~n 

as before. At BII<lOO> Q = 550 for all the <Ill) axes and a Single 

resonance line is observed. At Bg<llO> two equally intense sets of lines 

00 , are expected with 8 = 35 and 8 = 90. The line position at B!<lOO> is 

midway between these two. The g-values cannot be unambiguously defined by 

these three field values alone since the 8 values of the two lines at 

EJJ<llO) can be interchanged. However, inspection of the resonances in 
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the {110} plane showed that the lines from this centre did not move to 

higher fields than the high field line observed at Bq<lOO>. This line 

is, therefore, assigned to e = 90
0 

and the calculation of ~,/ and g..L is 

made to give 

= 4.25 ± .05 g..L = 3.23 ± .01 

The calculated resonant fields are shovm in figs. 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8. 

Again, the g-values are not highly accurate because of the method of 

determination. The lines are slightly less intense in samples less 

heavily doped than the one used to obtain the resonance~ in figs. 5.6 and 

5.7. In this sample they account for about 24% of the Er3+ ions present, 

whereas in the least heavily doped samples ( 0.05% Er) the intensity of 

the < 111> centre lines was about 17% of the whole spectrum. 

·5.3.3 Analysis of the subsidiary spectra 

There are numerous other lines present with a total intensity less 

than 20% of the A and B centres. Some of these lines (C) may be fitted 

to an orthorhombic Hamiltonian with axes in the <110), <110) and (001) 

directions. The assignment of these lines is tentative since the angular 

dependence of the low intensity lines could not be followed with 

certainty where they intersected the principal lines. Fitting the line 

positions to the Hamiltonian at B//<lOO) and Bj<llO) as for t..he Yb3+ 

orthorhombic centre gives 

gz «110» 4.71 ± 0.1 

gy « 11O» 6.97 ± ~05 

gx (',001" ) 7.7 .:t 0.1 
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5.3.4 Hyperfine structure 

A hyperfine structure of eight lines due to the Er167 isotope 

(I =~, 22.8% abundant) is expected with an intelwity in each line of 

about 3% of the principal lines. Hyperfine structure is seen around the 

main lines of centres A and B but it is difficult to analyse because 

orientations with the magnetic field parallel to all the principal axes 

were not clearly obtained for these centres. Also, the number of over-

lapping lines made it difficult to distinguish all eight lines of the 

A~g..l. 
The relationship -A-- = 1 between the hyperfine 

~.Lgil 
hyperfine set. 

constants and the g-values implies that the hyperfine structure should 

have the same field splittings whatever the orientation of the axial 

centre to the magnetic field(9). The relationship was shown to hold 

well for Yb3+ in Agel. Optical data show that the first excited state 

(J = Ii.) of the Er3+ ion in crystals is usually about 6,000 cm-l above 

the ground state(ll). The separation of the two lowest J states can be 

expected to be less for Er3+ than for Yb3+ in Agel, but nevertheless the 

deviation of Allg.J.,. from unity should be small. 
Al.gl! 

The hyperfine lines which can be fairly clearly seen on the high 

field side of the <111> axial centre lines have the same separations as 

the sample is rotated. The hyperfine structure for Bn(llO) and 

perpendicular to the Z axis of this centre was used to derive an 

approximate value for A~, taking second order shifts into account. A~ 

A/i'lg_l. was then calculated assuming 1. The values obtained are 

650 ± 50 MH z 

500 :t 30 MH z 

AJ..&i' 

) X 10-4 cm-l (216 -.t 15 

(167 ± 10) x 10-4 cm-l 
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The hyperfine splittings of the main orthorhombic centre are 

considerably smaller in terms of field units (rv 8mr). However, 

assuming again that the structure is isotropi~. similar values to those 

obtained above are found for A , A and A . 
x Y z The value of 

1 3 (A# + 2A~) for the axial centre is similar to the values of A for 

E? in a general cubic environment tabulated on page 331 of reference 

(12) • 

5.3.5 Ground state and g-values 

The resonances observed a"re attributed to the Er3+ ion as erbium 

is not expected to attain any other valence. The free"Er3+ (4f11) ion 

4 
has a 115/2 ground state and in a cubic field this is expected to split 

into a 1'6' a ~7 and three ~8 levels. The calculations of L.L.W. show 

that, for Er3+ in an octahedral environment, x is expected to be 

positive and a ["'7 or a r8 level may lie lowest according to the value of 

x (fig. 5.5). The r7 ground state in an octahedral field is given by 

L.L.W. as 

0.6332 I ± ;»+ 0.5819 1 ±~> - 0.45071 + ~> - 0.23931 :; ~> 

and has a theoretical g-value of 6.772. If the parameter x of the 

field is larger than 0.58, a ~8 quartet is expected to be lowest. Since 

the ~8 level occurs more than once in the decomposition of J ; ~ in a 

general cubic field, the g-values are functions of x and of the crystal 

orientation. If an axial distortion is also acting on the 18 level, it 

is split into two doublets an~ a resonance may be observed Trom either 

or both of these. 
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The g-va1ues expected for the case of a tetragonal distortion 

greater than the Zeeman energy are given by Abragam and Bleaney(l2). 

For the I ± ~ > doublet 

gil = - 2P tl (p - 3Q)1 

and for t~e I ~ t) doublet 

2Q 

P and Q are defined in terms of the tetragonal crystal field potential 

V by z 

<'tlv I~> = Q z 

Er3+ has been studied in octahedral sites in CaO, SrO and MgO. In CaO 

and SrO tetragonal resonances are also seen(l4). The octahedral 

resonances are fitted to ther-a states given by L.L.W. and the corresponding 

values of x are found to be 0.732 for CaO and 0.744 for SrO. The average 

g-values of the tetragonal resonancen are 6.65 (CaO) and 6.63 (SrO). The 

g-values are in close agreement with the ~7 value if g~ is reduced by the 

same factor as it is for Er3+ in r~0(l5) 

(1 - k) 0.025 and -g 6.65 

In MgO the ~a resonances are explained with x = 0.72(15). An 

axial spectrum is also seen and is attributed to the l:t ~) doublet 

derived fr~m the 1a state. Resonance from the l:tt > doublet is not 

not detected. If the values of P ~nd Q given by Descamps and D'AUbigne(15) 

for MgO:Er3+ are used to predict the g-values of the I !.~ > transition 

in tetragonal symnetry then 

4.62 and g = .L 7.70. 

g = 6.67 which is again in agreement with the value for the ~7 state. 
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It appears, therefore, that if an axial distortion small Nith 

respect to the cubic term but large with respect to the Zeeman energy is 

present, then it is not possible to distinguish between a ~7 ground state 

with x<o.58 or a doublet derived from a ['8 state. The observed 

symmetry of the main orthorhombic centre seen in Er3+: AgCl can be 

explained most simply if the Er3+ ion is substitutional •. The average 

g-value of this centre is g 1 
= -(g + g + g ) 3 x y z = 6.56 ± 0.2. The 

resonant doublet is almost certainly a ["'7 state since the alternative 

f6 state has a theoretical g-value of 6.0. The value of g is lower than 

the g-value (6.62) calculated for the ["'7 wave function \'lith an orbital 

reduction factor k = 0.97 as for AgCl:Yb3+. The effect of tetragonal 

and lower symmetry fields on Er3+ has not been investigated theoretically. 

However, the same general conclusions discussed for Yb3+ should still 

apply. The value (0.06) of g - g is probably due to the low symmetry c 

field mixing in a proportion of the ['8 wavefunctions since the 18 and 

~7 levels are not widely separated in Er3+ (fig. 5.5). 

It is quite reasonable to propose that the ratio of fourth to 

sixth order terms in the crystal field of AgCl is smaller than that in 

CaO~ as will be discussed in 5.5.1. Resonances from ions of the iron 

transition series in AgCl do not usually show axial distortions large 

compared with the Zeeman energy. unlike the distortions for these ions in 

oxide lattices(16~17). Thus. it seems most likely that the main 

orthorhombic resonance is associated with the~7 ground state of 

substitutional Er3+ with a small axial distortion on a cubic field with 

x < 0.58. 

The value of g for the axial centre with a < 111 > distortion is 

3.57, which does not fit with any of the expected ground states of Er3+. 
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The intensity of the resonance is also too large for it to be from an 

exci ted state. The< Ill'> symmetry can be explaLl1ed most simply if the 

Er3+ is in an interstitial site. For this site the co-ordination is 

tetrahedral and a 1'7 or 1"'6 state is expected to be lowest. However, 

if the x-value for this site is close to -0.45 where thel~6 andI'7 

~ -1 levels cross and where the~8 level may be only a few cm higher in 

energy, then the axial field may produce a very mixed ground-state with 

unknown g-values. A trigonal resonance from Er3+ in a tetrahedral 

environment in Ca.F2 for which g I- gc was observed by Vleberand 

Bierig(18) but no explanation '\IlaS proposed. They reported values of 

g~ = 2.14 t 0.04 -and g = 3.53. The temperature 

dependence of the resonal1ce indicated that there was an excited state 

-1 at rv50 cm above the resonant level. The average g-value is close to 

that observed here for the trigonal spectrum in AgCl. The deviation of 

g from g has been analysed rigorously for the case of Er3+ in axial 
c 

<: 111) symmetry by ThoriJ19). The deviation, of oP~y 2.5%', was fitted to 

-0.355 ~ x ~ -0.335. The deviation observed in AgCl could only be 

explained if x were very much closer to -0.45. 

The average g-value of the possible orthorhombic centre with 

< 110), <liO) and <001> axes is 6.46:t 0.2 which indicates that the 

centre also has a~7 ground state. 

The g-values for axial symmetry are not sufficient to determine 

the eigenstate of the E~+ ground level since the r7 and ~6 states are 

made up of four I J > states and there are four unknown constants. An z . 
axial centre gives th~ee g-values and with the normalisation condition 

this gives four equations for four unknmms. Hovlever, the calculation 

of the eigenstates would be lengthy and not Very informative. 
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5.3.6 Lattice site and vacancy association 

The ground-state of the Er3+ ion does not determine the nature 

of the lattice site directly since the ~7 ground state can occur for 

both positive and negative x. However, the symmetry of both the 

orthorhombic centres Cru1 be explained for a substitutional site. The 

centre with < 111), < 110> and < i12 ) axes could arise if the Er3+ \tlere 

associated with two nearest cation vacancies in the tlll} plane, and 

if the lines joining the vacancies to the trivalent ion ~de an angle of 

120
0

• The Z axis is, therefore, chosen as the < 111) direction and the Y 

axis as the < 110> direction to one of the vacancies. Tne X axis is then 

the direction at right-angles to Y and Z in the plru~e of the two 

vacancies. The centre bears some resemblance to that seen for Cr3+ in 

AgCl, except that the two vacancies are in the f lOa} plane in 

AgCl:Cr3+ instead of the {lll} plane. 

The orthorhombic centre with <110>, <110) and <.001) axes can be 

explained by one of the orthorhombic centres listed for substitutional 

chromium in fig. 4.13. The g-values for the two < 110> axes of this 

centre are not similar, unlike the orthorhombic centre found in 

.3+ AgC1.Yb • In AgCl:Er3+ g and g , where X and Yare < 001) and < lio> x y 

directions, are close in value which suggests that the centre is either 

that with one nearest cation vacancy and one next nearest cation vacancy 

making 900 at the Er3+ ion, or that with two nearest cation vacancies 

along the same < 110> axis through the Er3+ ion. In tb.e latter case the 

g value would correspond to an orientation with the magnetic field 
z 

parallel to the line joining the two vacancies. 
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A simple explanation for the < 111'> axial centre cannot be fOQ.'1.d 1'0:' 

a sUbstitutional impurity ion. The only centre which might give this 

symmetry if Er3+ were in a silver ion position would be an arran~Eor:;ent 0:' 

three nearest cation vacancies in a {Ill} plane such that the lines joinin.; 

the Er3+ to the vacancies made angles of 1200
• This is a some,'That artific L ... 

centre since only two silver ion vacancies are needed to completely com-

pens ate for the excess charge present. Also, this model does not help to 

B 
explain the unusual g-values observed unless the ratio of --.i of this site :'..E 

B6 
such that the 17 and~8 energy levels are close to their intersection. 

A more probable explanation is that the Er3+ ion is interstitial 

in this case. Three silver ion vacancies are then required for charge 

compensation since the E~+ is not replacing a Ag+ ion. The site symmetry 

will be trigonal if the three vacancies are at three of the four corners' 

. - + 
of the tetrahedron of Ag ions surrounding the interstitial erbium. 

A centre of this kind has been observed-for Fe3+ in Agel when 

Fe3+ is formed at low temperatures by irradiation of the Fe2+ ion(20). 

A further possibility is that precipitates of ErG1
3 

form in the crystal 

and give rise to a trigonal site for the erbium ion. 

5.4 Dysprosium 

5.4.1 Dysprosium spectra 

Dysprosium did not diffuse easily into silver chloride. The poly-

crystalline samples were cloudy Vlhite and brittle IThen heavily doped &r.j. 

the grown crystals were usually clear and colourless. The resonances in 
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fig. 5.9 were observed at 4.2K. The spectrum was ahmys of-low intensity 

even in heavily doped samples. The line widths were quite narrow (lmT) 

with the magnetic field parallel to < 100) or <1l0) directions, but 

increased slightly in width as the crystal was rotated. The microwave 

level and 100 KHz amplifier gain had to be increased to observe the 

spectra. .The increased microwave level did not cause saturation broadening 

of the lines, but the increased gain settings resulted in a considerable 

level of background signal, presumably arising from the modulation coils, 

which increased as the magnetic field increased. This made the resonance 

lines difficult to observe and a background level. proportional to the 
... -. . 

external magnetic field has been subtracted from the spectra to give the. 

traces in fig. 5.9. The dysprosium spectrum disappeared rapidly as the 

sample temperature rose above 18K. 

5.4.2 Analysis of the spectrum 

The dysprosium resonance consisted of only a few lines unlike the 

spectra of ytterbium and erbium. As a result, although the quality of 

the E.P.R. traces was poor, the angular variation of the line positions 

could be quite easily followed. Fig. 5.10 shows the characteristic angular 

dependence of an orthorhombic centre with axes in the < 1l0), < 110) and 

<001) directions. The spectrum was analysed using the orthorhombic 

Hamiltonian already described for similar centres in AgCl:Yb3+ and 

AgCl :Er3+ • Wi th the magnetic field parallel to a < 110> axis two lines 

reach minima and arise from centres with BIIY and BI/Z. gz and gy are 

calculated from.these line po~itions. At BU<lOO> the line seen clearly 

o at low field arises from centres \,li th the magn.etic field at 45 to Z BT!d 

Y and 900 to X. There should also be a line from a centre with B//X. 
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Several attempts were made to follow the lines moving to hi@l fields as 

the magnetic field was rotated away from the < 110> axis. However, the 

line width observed on the oscilloscope display increased greatly as the 

sample was rotated and eventually made the lines impossible to detect. 

The g -value was, therefore, calculated from the line positions obtained x 
o . 0 

with the field at 55 and 70 to < 100>. 

The resonant lines from centres wi th BIN and B!/Z are at 10i'1 fields 

where the proton resonance device for measuring the magnetic field cannot 

be used. This region below 0.2I' was calibrated with a Hall probe. A 

correction was then made for the residual field at zero magnet current 

which affected the linear field sweep of the integrating magnetometer. 

The g-values obtained are 

= . 11.0 ± 0.2 

= 8.66 ± 0.1 

gx = 2.2 ± 0.2 

The g value is less accurate than g and g because of the indirect x z y 

calculation. The solid lines in fig. 5.10 represent the theoretical 

resonant field positions as the sample is rotated in a t llO} plane. 

Dy162 has a zero nuclear magnetic moment but the isotopes of 

161 16) 5 8 % d dysprosium Dy and Dy have I ="2 and are 1 .7 and 251" abundant 

respectively. Each of the isotopes should give a hyperfine structure of 

six lines and of intensity about 3% and 4% of the central line. The 

structure was observed on the: clearer resonant spectra (for example with 

BII<lOO» and could be most easily distinguished from the noise level at 

small angles away from <100) where the splitting of the lines made them 
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readily identifiable (fig. 5.9). Approximate values for A were obtained, 

as in the case of Er3+, by assuming the hyperfine splittings to be 

isotropic. This assumption is reasonable since optical spectra show 

the excited J = ~ level of ny3+ usually l:i.esabout 3,500 cm-l above 

ground state. The average A values for the isotopes, taking A = 

1 
-3 (A + A + A ), are x y z 

I A I = 

I A I 

600 ± 50 MH 
.z 

900:t 50 MH z 

(200 ~ 20) x 10-4 cm-l 

5.4.3 Ground stat~and vacancy association 

3+ ' 
Dy resonances have not been sepn in as large a number of 

that 

the 

different host materials as Yb3+ and Er3+. Dysprosium is not expected to 

attain other valent states under normal conditions, although resonances 

from excited states of Dy2+ in CaF
2 

have been observed after reduction of 

the Dy3+ by annealing in calcium vapour. The resonance observed in AgCl 

is not affected by annealing in nitrogen or chlorine and it is assigned 

to Dy3+ (4f9 ) with a 6H15/
2 

ground state. For Dy3+ in an octahedral 

environment the x parameter of the field is expected to be negative. The 

ground state may then be a~6 state with a theoretical g-value of 6.67 if 

Ixl>0.45, or a l'7 state with a g-value of 7.55 if I xl<0.45. Assuming 

a covalent correction to the Land' g-factor of the same magnitude as that 

assigned .to Yb3+ (k 0.97), the theoretical g-values become 6.56 and 7.43. 

The observed centre has an average g-value of 7.3± 0.2. Assuming, 

as before, that g for the low syrrmletry centres should be only slightly 

less than the cubic g-value, the centre has a ground level derived from 
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the cubic f'7 ground state. The symmetry of the site is best explained by 

assuming a substitutional site in association with two nearest cation 
7. . 

vacancies such that the lines joining the pyJ+ ion to the vacancies mate 

an angle of 90
0

• The relative similarity of the g-values for the t\'1O 

<110) axes compared to the g-value for the < 001> axis makes this 

orthorhombic centre the most likely. It is the same centre as the 

subsidiary centre in AgCl:Yb3+. The deviation of g from g in AgCl:~ 
c 

is larger than in AgCl:Yb3+, and slightly larger than g - g for the 
c 

orthorhombic centre in AgCl:Er3+. However, the g-values of the centre in 

AgCl:Dy3-1- show great asymmetry and the axial distortion of the field is 

probably larger than in AgCl:Yb3+ or AgCl:Er3+. 

The 17 ground state could occur for D? in an interstitial site 

(fig. 5.5) but the symmetry of the resonance would then be hard to explain. 

In CaO the octahedral surroundings give rise to a ~6 ground state for 

ny3+ (7) and the ratio of B4 must be lower « 190) in AgCl than in CaO 
B6 

since a ~7 state is lowest. 

5.5 Discussion 

5.5.1 Lattice site 

The vast majority of E.P.R. measurements reported for the rare 

earths, other than the S-state ions, have involved sites of cubic or axial 

symmetry. The rare earths are often found in crystals of lmv symmetry 

(for example, the ethyl sulphates and double nitrates), but the envi.ro,..::-.e,.-: 

of the paramagnetic ions is usually of at least tetragonal or trigonal 
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symmetry. Few E.P.R. measurements have been made on trivalent ions 

in simple monovalent cubic lattices. Yb3+ has been studied in KCl and 

NaCl (21) and a broad line l'lith g = 3. 5 was seen at 77'.t\.. IVJeasurel:lsnts 

were not made at 4.2K and no inference was made as to the site s~~~metry 

or lattice site. Extensive optical studies on Sm2+, 

alkali halides have been made by Wagner and Bron(22) 

v 2+ d y,2+. th ....,u an 0 In e 

and others. Eu2+ 

has also been studied by E.P.R. in KCI, NaCI and KBr(23) and the sit~ 

symmetry was shol'm to be orthorhombic. All t~~ee divalent ions are 

believed to be substitutional in the alkali halides and associated with 

a single nearest cation vacancy(22). 

The E.P.R. results for Yb3+, Er3+ and ~3+ in AgCl sho", that 

the majority of the ions in each case are in substitutional sites. The 

radii of the rare earth ions are relatively large compared to those of 

the iron transition series and interstitial sites would not be expected 

to be favoured. The radii are 

Dy3+:0.9l~ (5) 

The crystal (Goldschmidt) radius of Ag+ is 1.13R and the interstitial 
o 

site is expected to have a radius of about I.OA. The interstitial site 

possibly observed for a proportion of the Er3+ ions is unusual. There 

is slight evidence that the number of these trigonal sites increases as 

the total impurity concentration increases. It may be that Yb3+ or 

Dy3+ can be found in interstitial sites but the resonances were not 

detected either because the impurity concentration was too low, or the 

relaxation time was too short. 
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5.5.2 The octahedral crystal field 

The ny3+ and E~ results suggest that the ratio of B4 for the 
B6 

AgCl octahedral sites is less than 200 and is smaller than foy' the 

octahedral cubic sites in CaO, MgO and SrO which are the only lattices for 

which the trivalent rare earths have been studied in octa~edral fields(14,15). 

Values of Ix I for the oxide lattices are of the order of 0.7, whi~h 

corresponds tol :~I:::::=: 540. Comparison of the fields in AgCl and CaO may be 

mad~ by considering the E.P.R. results reported for Eu2+ in these 

1 tt ' (2,24) Th· 1 2+ , \ BII I a lces • e resu ts for Eu ln CaO give --~: = 320 and those for 
B6 i 

Eu
2
+ in AgCl give \ :~ I = 248, for the ions in an octahedral field at room 

temperature. The mechanism by which the cubic field affects the S-state 

Eu2+ ion is not the same as that which applies to the other 4f ions and 

B 
the absolute magnitudes of ~ are not important. However, the relative 

B6 

values give some indication of the change expected in going from a CaO to 

an AgCl matrix. For AgCl a reduction about 3 over CaO is indicated for 

Eu2+ at room temperature. The other rare earth measurements are made at 

4.2K and the contraction of the two lattices at the low temperatures may 

B 
alter the magnitude of ~ although not necessarily by the same amount in 

B6 

the two lattices since the misfit of the impurity ion and its excess 

charge are not the same in CaO as in AgCl. In the case of Eu
2
+ in CaO 

the ratio decreases at 77K and then increases again at 4.2K. However, the 

accuracy of the measurement of B6 by Shuskins is low and these variations 

are not very Significant. The double excess positive charge or the low 

temperature must cause the oc~ahedral field to alter so that the ratios 

of B4 in AgCl:Dy3+ and AgCl:Er3+ at 1~.2K are about 0.4 of the values 
B6 

found in the oxide lattices. 
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5.5.3 g-values 

The g-values obtained are used to establish the ground states of 

the impurity ions. The assumption is made that the average g-value of an 

asymmetric centre should be only slightly less than the g-value of the 

particular cubic state from which the new state is derived. The covalent 

reduction factor can only be estimated for Yb3+ since an isotropic 

resonance is only observed in this. case. 

Ranon and Low(25) have shown that the relative sizes of gij' and g.l

for an axial centre can be related to the charge of the ion producing 

the axial distortion. The axial field can be taken as a single extra 

term in the expansion of the general cubic field in terms of the usual 

operator equivalents. The general cubic field Bamiltonian is 

H 

and the axial field adds an additional term B~ O~. O~ is the operator 

given by Elliott and stevens(lO) as <JI!O(IIJ>[J; - 5J(J + l)J where 

<JIIcx.IIJ> is a factor relating the crystal field operators to the origjnal 

potential functions and values of < J IlctllJ > are given in ref. (10). The 

sign of B~ may be found by a simple point charge calculation to determine 

the effect of the vacancy. which is equivalent to a negative charge in 

place of an Ag+ ion. In Appendix II the tetragonal part of the crystal 

field potential (D or B~) is calculated and for a next-nearest cation 

vacancy the sign of D is predicted as negative. D is positive for a 

nearest cation vacancy. R~on and Low(25) argue that, for positive B~ 

and positive <JlIlXIIJ>. the coe'fficients of the cubic field eigenfunctions 

of smallest IJ > values will be increased by the axial distortion. Since 
z 

the total eigenfunction must remain normalised, the coefficients of the 
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wavefunctions of large IJz> are reduced. The g~ of an axial centre is 

given by g~ = 2gf'f*IJz II{> and ''1i11 be reduced from the cubic field 

value gc' If (g# + 

product B~ < J!lodIJ) 

1 
2g L )-3 = g , then g, < g < g • - c ~ c ~ 

is negative, g~> gc> g..!... 

The spectrum of Dy3+ in Agel is not axial. 

Conversely, if the 

However, since the two 

vacancies are believed to lie along the Z and Y axes of the centre, the 

effective g~ of the centre may be taken as ~(g + g). The value of g, 
z y '"'-

is gx since X is the <001> direction perpendicular to the plane of the t,'lO 

vacancies. Hence for Dy3+ g# = 9.83. g~ = 2.2 and the above analysis 

implies that B~ < J 110( IIJ > is negative since ~# > gc> g.L' For D?, 

<JIl o<../lJ> is negative and so B~ should be positive vvhich fits with two 

nearest cation vacancies. 

For the principal Er3+ centre, gz = g.L since the Z «111») 

direction is perpendicular to the plane of the vacancies. It follovlS that 

g~ = ~(gy + gx) which gives g~ = 6.46, g.L = 6.73. For the ~7 state 

gc = 6.65 when corrected for k = 0.975. For Er3+ < J1I cx..IlJ> is positive and 

gQ<gc< g~ implies that B~ is also positive, which agrees with the 

nearest cation vacancy model. 

The main Yb3+ centre is axial with g,f < gc < g J. and <. J 110( IlJ > 
positive. The g-values imply, therefore, that B~ is positive. The simple 

crystal field calculation shows that BO is negative for a next nearest _ 2 

cation vacancy and two such vacancies can be shown to double the size of 

B~ but not to alter its sign. ~1e proposed centre does not, therefore, 

fit with the g-values. A possible explanation is that the two vacancies 

are not in a straight line but make an angle of 90
0 

at the Yb3+ ion. A 

simple crystal field calculation shows that this centre is approximately 
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axial~ and that g~ given above will apply to the direction at right 

angles to the plane. of the two vacancies. Thus, in order to apply the 

above argument relating to the g-value, gf and g~_ must be interchanged 

so that gQ:> gc:> g...L and B~ is negative as expected for a next. nearest cation 

vacancy. 

5.5.4 Vacancy association 

The complexity of the Yb3+ and Er3+ spectra is not unusual for 

rare earth ions. Er3+ in CaF2 is found in cubic, trigonal and tetragonal 

sites (18). There are numerous possible arrangement$ of t,'lO vacancies 

within the nearest and next-nearest cation shells about the impurity ion. 

The dielectric loss spectra of the trivalent ions of the iron transition 

series are complex and indicate that several cent~es are often present 

when a double excess charge is compensated. There are probably other 

centres present in AgCl:Dy3+~ since the intensity of the spectrum is low 

in comparison to the doping levels. Short relaxation times may account 

for the difficulty of seeip~ the other spectra in AgCl ~nd the fact that 

3+ E.P.R. from Dy has not been seen in as large a number of lattices as 

Er3+ and Yb3+. 

There appears to be a change in the vacancy association pattern 

observed as the 4f series progresses. The radius of the rare earth ions 

decr~ases as the number of 4f electrons increases (lanthanide contraction), 

as reflected in the radii quoted above. The overall energy levels of the 

rare-earth ions are not great~y affected by th~ symmetry of the 

surrounding field since the outer shells (5s and 5p) e.re ~losed si:ells 

and they shield the inner 4f shell. The vacancy association and lattice 
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site are likely to be determined mainly by size factors, in contrast to 

the iron transition series. 

The coulombic binding energy of vacancy to impurity will increase 

as the distance between the two decreases. The energy of the complex is 

expected, therefore, to be lowest when the vacancy is as near as possible 

to the impurity ion. There are two factors which mitigate against the 

vacancies alwaY$ being in the nearest cation shell. If the impurity 

ion is smaller than the Ag+ ion, as is frequently the case, then the Cl
ions will reLax inwards Gnd tl--.e .n.eJ.shbou..r,~ A~+ 
ions will also move slightly inwards since they are attracted by the Cl-

ions. As a consequence the average anion-cation distance in the cube 

next to the impurity ion will decrease, the ionic orbitals will overlap 

more and the Ag + ions will be more tightly held in the first cation 

shell. Thus the smaller the impurity ion the less likely a nearest 

cation vacancy. The second factor which may encourage the vacancies to 

stay further away from the impurity ion is their mutual repulsion. 

However, this factor does not seem to be very important except that it 

prevents the vacancies being in adjacent silver ion positions. 

Thus 65% of the smallest rare earth ion, Yb3+, are associated with 

two next nearest cation vacancies at either 180
0 

or 90
0 

and only 28% with 

nearest cation vacancies. About 70% of the erbium ions are substitutional 

with nearest cation vacancies, and the majority of the dysprosium ions 

., . E 2+ f are associ~ted with nearest cation vacancies. The larger lon, u , 0 
, 

radius 1.09R, is also entirely associated with a single nearest cation 

vacancy in AgCl(2). 

It is not easy to explain the change in the probable arranger;,ent 

of the vacancies in going from Er3+ to Dy3+, In the former case the two 
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vacancies make an angle of 120
0 

at the erbium ion, whereas in the latter 

case they are believed to make an angle of 900 at the dysprosium ion. 

It may be that the vacancies can in some ,'lay lower their energy by being 

relatively close together, and that the larger impurity ion makes this 

possible. The three g-values for the orthorhombic centre in 

AgCl:Dy3+.differ by quite large amounts as compared to the orthorhombic 

centre in AgCl:Er3+. The spread of the g-values in AgCl:Dy3+ indicates 

a larger asymmetry in the crystal field it/hich is probably a result of 

the greater ionic radius of Dy3+ as compared to E~. 
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Chapter Six Review of the E.P.R. and optical properties of 

4f, 4d and 5d ions in silver chloride 

6.1 E.P.R. of the rare earths 

6.1.1 Introduction 

The rare earth metals europium and gadolinium were studied in 

silver chloride by Cheema and Smith(13). E.P.R. was detected at room 

temperature from Eu
2
+ and Gd3+ which have half-filled 4f shells. llie 

seven 4f electrons have an 8S7/ 2 
ground state and the spin-lattice relaxa

tion times are long. Eu2+ was found to sensitize AgCI on exposure to 

light. The other rare earths, and some members of the 4d and 5d series, 

are reviewed in this chapter. E.P.R. studies were made to investigate 

the ground states and environments of the ions. Optical studies were 

carried out to determine whether the ions sensitized AgCl for silver 

colloid formation. All the rare earths except promethium, which is not a 

naturally occurring element, were added to silver chloride by metallic or 

chloride doping. E.P.R. was searched for at 4.2K after armealing the 

samples in nitrogen and chlorine atmospheres. 

6.1.2 The second half of the 4f series 

. ~ ~ ~ 
E.P.R. was only detected from the ions Yb , Er and Dy . llie 

results are given in Chapter Five and the other ions with more than seven 

4f electrons will be discussed here. The trivalent state will be 

considered first as it is the most common valent state of all the rare 

earths. 
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No E.P.R. was detected from the non-Kramers ions Tm3+, Ho3+ and 

Tb3+. A general cubic crystal field can split TJbe J -states of a non-

Kramers ion into singlet levels (rl , ['2)' non-Kramers doublets (f
3

) and 

triplet states (llt, 15) which ca~ be represented by an effective spin 

S = 1. The tables of Lea, Leask and Wolf(l) show the relative energy 

levels of .the states for each J value in general cubic fields. The 

energy parameter W, defined in Chapter Tt'10, is negative for these three 

ions and the energy level diagrams of L.L.W. must be reversed. The 

singlet states can give no resonance. The 13 doublet has no first-order 

Zeeman interaction in a general cubic field but caT'). be split by a 10i'< 

symmetry crystal field. Resonance can be observed provided that the 

splitting is smaller than the microwave quantum. The triplet states will 

give resonance in general cubic fields but can be split into singlets by 

low symmetry fields. In AgC1 at 4.2K the majority of the trivalent ions 

present are expected to be associated wj.th two silver ion vacancies at 

sites of low sYlnmetry. The lowest J-Ieve1 can be expected to be split 

into singlet levels and the resonance will be described by a spin

Hamiltonian(2) 

. 2 2 1-
~= (~ +~)2 describes either the static crystal field splitting or a 

Jahn-Te11er splitting where the crystal field symmetry leaves an orbital 

doublet lowest. 

Resonances from Tm3+ (4f12, 3H6 ) have not been widely seen. 

Low(3) reported an axial spectrum in 

Weber and Bierig(4) show~d no·E.P.R. 

CaF but subsequent searches by 
2 . 

They cone luded that ['2 singlet was 

lowest in an 8-coordinated cubic field, and that the x parameter, defined 

in Chapter Ti'10, was equal to 0.6. In an octah",dra1 field L.L.W. show 

that ar, or 1? level is lowest and no E.P.R. is expected. 
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3+ 10 5 ( ) Ho (4f, IS) has been observed in trigonal sites. Kirton 5 

reported an axial spectrum in CaW04 with gil = 13.691, g...l.. = 0 and a Jahn

Teller splitting 6. = 0.05 em -1 resulting in asymmetric line shapes. 

Broad lines were observed when the magnetic field "JaS not parallel to the 

crystal C axis. All the Ho3+ ions have I = 1 and 
2 a large hyperfine 

-1 splitting parameter A = 0.299 em was observed. In CaF
2 no E.P.R. ''las 

seen and a .r; singlet level is taken to be lowest in S-coordinated fields 

(4) 
(x = -0.5) • In an octahedral field a 13 doublet is expected lowest 

B 
provided that x < O.S and .J:. < 924 which is reasonable in view of the 

B6 

values discussed in Chapter Five. A resonance is expected from this 

state but it seems likely that the crystal field splitting in a low 

symmetry site will be large and a higher microwave frequency will be 

needed for observation of the resonance. Also, the large A value and large 

g anisotropy expected (since g~ = 0 for the doublet states before the 

crystal field mixes in small amounts of higher states) may make the 

resonant intensity in each line low and the line widths large. 

Tb3+ (4fS• 7F6 ) has been studied in axial sites in several lattices. 

Forrester and Hempstead(6) saw resonances in CaW04 and CaF2 from a ground 

state doublet (J = ± 6) of Tb3+ in tetragonal and trigonal sites. Weber 
z 

and Bierig estimated x"" O.S in CaF2 • A I'3 doublet is lowest and is 

split by the axial fields in CaF2 giving values of g = 17.77, ~= 5.134 

GHz and g = 17.2S.~ = 31.67 GHz. for the two sites. Frequencies of 4-50 

GHz were used to observe the resonanees(6). In octahedral symmetry L.L.W. 

giver
l 

or I'2 states lowest and a resonance is not expected. 

. (4) 
Several divalent rare earths have been seen ~n CaF2 ' 

- .~ 

d 
~ 2+ 

ELn DU 

and Sm2+ have been studied in the alkali halides. Those ions in thm part 
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of the series, which become Kramers ions after reduction, are most likely 

to be detected in AgCl if they can be reduced. H02+ and Tm2+ are iso

electronic with Yb3+ and Er3+ and have been seen in CaF
2

(4). Isotropic 

spectra are most commonly seen and are fairly simple except for the large 

hyperfine constant of holmium which introduces f0rbidden transitions, 

particularly at X-band. 

6.1.3 The first half of the 4f series 

Although all the elements in the first half of the 4f series were 

added to AgCl in both nitrogen and chlorine atmospheres, no E.P.R. was 

detected. Three of these ions are Kramers ions (Sm3+, Nd3+, ce3+) and 

numerous resonances have been reported from them in 8-coordinated cubic 

and trigonal sites although none have been reported in octahedral sites. 

Sm3+ (4f5, 6H5/
2

) has a~8 quartet lowest for both types of cubic field. 

The quartet is split by axial or lower syn~etry fields and tlle g-values 

usually observed are low since gJ for Snl3+ iS~. In CaF2 Low has seen 

. (7) 
an axial spectrum with gb = 0.907, g~ = 0.544 and another axial 

(8) spectrum with gu = 0, g~ = 0.823 has been reported. Similar g-values 

would be expected for charge-compensated sites in AgCI. At X-band 

frequencies fields of 0.7T to 15.T or higher are needed to observe these 

resonances. The magnet used gave fields up to 1.2T, but it seems 

probable that Sm3+ was not observed because of the experimental difficulty 

in detecting resonances at high fields, and the large anisotropy of 

g-values which is expected. 

Nd3+ (4f3, 419/2) resonances have been seen in many lattices in 

cubic and low symmetry sites. Rhombic resonances were seen in several 
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garnets by Wolf et a1(9) with g-values in the region 1 7 8 . - 3. . In CaF
2 

a ['8 state is lowest for all x values and the g-values will depend on the 
B 

ratio B 4 • Low reported an axial spectrum with gIl =: 4.412, g..l.. =: 1.301 (3) 
6 

McLaughlan(lO) has seen an orthorhombic spectrum with g =: 5.1)6, 
x 

gy = 1.201 and gz = 0.596 in Cap 2' In an oc tahedral fie Id a r 8 s ta te 

will lie 10\flest for x < 0.8 and, if x > 0.8, a ['6 state is lowest \.~ith 

cubic g-value g = 1.33. 
c 

B 
A value of x < 0.8 corresponds to 4 < 168 

, B6 

which is possible and in axial or lower symmetry the g-values would be 

similar to those quoted above and E.P.R. is expected to be detectable in 

AgCl. 

Ce3+ (4fl, ~5/2) resonances have been reported in many lattices 

and, as for Sm3+, a r8 level is lowest for all x in 8-coordinated of 

octahedral fields. In tetragonal fields in CaF
2 

values of gu =: 3.038 

and g~ = 1.396 have been reported(ll) and similar values would be 

expected in AgCl. 

There would seem to be no paramagnetic property of these last two 

ions, particularly of Nd3+, which would make resonance hard to detect in 

AgCl. It is probable that sufficiently high impurity concentrations were 

not obtained. Ce3+ and Nd3+ are the largest of the rare earth ions with 

radii 1.02~ and 0.99~ as compared to Eu3+ (0.96R) and Yb3+ (0.85~). The 

E.P.R. obtained in AgCl suggests ~hat dysprosium is harder to incorporate 

in large concentrations than ytterbium. It is difficult to maintain high 

concentrations of europium in either the di- or trivalent state in AgCl. 

Europium precipitates out of ~he lattice in a few hours if the samples 

are not carefully annealed(13). AgCl was doped with cerium and 

neodymium using both the metal and the metal chloride. Crystals were 

grown W1der chlorine. Parts of the crystals were cloudy and brittle 
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indicating that impurities were certainly present but, even after careful 

annealing and cooling, a large proportion of the impurity ions were 

probably present in precipi~ate form. The largest ion which has been 

+ (' 0 added to Agel is Au radlus 1·37A) and, although this is a special case 

because of the similarity of the gold and silver ions, precipitation of 

the impurity can be detected(14). ~1e spin sensitivity of the low 

temperature system corresponds to 5 - lOppm of impurity in the small 

samples provided that all the spins give a single resonance line. 

The other ion studied in this part of the series was Pr3+ 

(4f2,3a
4

). This is again a large ion but in any case a r l 
singlet 

state is expected to be lowest in an octahedral field. 

6.2 Optical studies of the rare earth ions 

6.2.1 Photosensitivity 

In addition to the E.P.R. measurements experiments were carried 

out to determine if any of the rare earths sensitized Agel to, light in 

the same way as europium and to detect any absorption at visible or 

infra-red wavelengths which would confirm the presence of or suggest the 

site symmetry of the impurity. Europium is believed to sensitize Agel 

after a non-oxidising anneal because the Eu
2+ formed is a trap for 

photoproduced holes. The photoproduced electrons are then able to form 

Ago atoms and subsequently stable silver colloid. This work was carried 

out, therefore, to see if any of the other rare earths acted in a 

similar way. 
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The silver chloride containing the rare earth impurity was reduced 

for several hours by vacuum or nitrogen anneal, usually in the presence 

of metallic silver. The samples were then cleaned and exposed to blue 

light of peak wavelength 434nm using a mercury light and filter. At 

intervals of about 30s measurements of the optical absorption in the 

range 700 - 450 nm were made in the Perkin-Elmer spectrophotometer and 

were compared with corresponding measurements on pure samples. In clear 

samples none of the rare earth dopants made a significant change in the 

photolytic darkening over the pure samples. In heavily doped and 

brittle samples a slight increase of darkening was sometimes observed 

which could be accounted for by the internal strains and precipitates in 

these samples. The high doping levels increased the number of 

dislocations and grain boundaries in the samples which could act as 

hole traps or as sites for the build up of silver coIIOid(15). In the 

most heavily doped and cloudy samples dark lines could be clearly seen 

along grain boundaries after prolonged exposure. 

The problem of the apparent sensitivity of the heavily doped 

samples does not commonly arise in studying the photosensitivity of the 

iron transition series ions. A number of the ions studied do not 

sensitize AgCI (Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Co, Ni). These ions are all fairly 

readily incorporated in the halide lattice and the colour (Ti, V, Cr) 

and fairly readily observed E.P.R. (V, Cr, Cu, Fe) of the specimens can 

be used to detect the presence of the ions at medium concentrations. In 

addition .. a number of these ions (V, Cr, Ni) all attain two different 

valent states and are believed to act as recombination centres for 

electrons and holes. In heavIly doped and in sensitized samples these 

ions will help to recombine photo produced electrons and holes and \'lill 

reduce the sensitivity of the material over that expected from the 
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presence of any sensitizing impurities(13). By contrast, the rare earths 

other than 'europium are thought to play a neutral role with regard to 

electron or hole trapping when dispersed in the halide lattice. 

6.2.2 Divalent state formation 

The E.P.R. and the optical spectra of the rare earth ions 

studied here are not significantly altered by annealing in chlorine or 

in nitrogen. This, and the lack of photosensitivity, suggest that the 

lanthanides other than europium do not attain the divalent state in AgCl 

to a significant extent. A divalent ion concentration of Ippm 

corresponding to a reduction of about 0.5% of the ions present in the 

samples used would cause significant photolytiC darkening if the divalent 

ion were to act as a hole trap. The divalent rare earths, except for 

Yb2+, Eu2+ and Ce2+, are expected to give strong absorption at visible 

wavelengths and they produce colouration in CaF
2

(16). No colours were 

observed in the rare earth doped silver chloride after annealing in a 

reducing atmosphere. The surface was cleaned as it was sometimes grey or 

pink coloured from reduced silver. 

The chemical properties of the 4f series show that the reduction 

of the rare earths to the divalent state in AgCl is unlikely. Reduction 

to Sm2+, H02+, Er2+, Tm2+ and Yb2+ in CaF
2 

has been achieved by annealing 

in calcium vapour, by electrolytic reduction and by irradiation with 

X-rays, U.V. light and~_rays(4,16,17). However, exposures to reduce 

the trivalent rare-earths in CdF by annealing in cadmium vapour failed , 2 
2+ 

to produce concentrations of divalent rare earths, other than Eu , that 

could be detected optically or by E.P.R. (18). Weller and Scardefield 



argued that the chemical oxidation potentials of the elements can be 

used to determine if reduction will take place(19). The conversion of 

the rare earth from the trivalent to the divalent state does not take 

place to a measurable extent in CdF2 or AgCl because Ag+ and Cd+ are 

more easily reduced to the metal than the rare earths are to the divalent 

state. The oxidation potentials of several relevant reactions given by 

Latimer(20) are shown in Table 1. Values are included for the reduction 

of the trivalent rare earth where these are known. The potentials are 

measured in acidic solution by comparison with a standard hydrogen 

electrode. A positive value indicates that the reaction is favoured as 

written. 

Reaction 

2+ Ca ~ Ca + 2e 

Cr2+~ C~ + e 

2+ Cd ~ Cd + e 

Ti2+~ Ti3+ + e 

V2~ V3+ + e 

Table 1 

Potential 
(Volts) 

+ 2.87 

+ 0.41 

+ 0.403 

+ 0.37 

+ 0.255 

Reaction 

+ 
Ag~Ag +e 

Eu2+~ Eu3t e 

Yb2+~ Yb3+ + e 

Sm2+~ S? + e 

Potential 
(Volts) 

- 0.799 

+ 0.43 

+ 0.578 

In a reducing atmosphere or in vacuo chlorine ions leave the 

Cl 1 l and electrons diffuse into the surface of the crystal as 2 mo ecu es 

crystal which is effectively conducting at these temperatures (just 

below the melting point) 

where (S) represents the surface, 

(g) the gas phase and (C) a cation position. 
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The electron can be trapped at a silver ion or an impurity ion site. By 

reversing the equations given in Table 1, it can be seen that the reaction 

+ 0 ( Ag + e -~Ag E = + O.799V) is more li,kely to occur than any of the 

other reductions listed. However, optical and E.P.R. measurements show 

that the reduction of V3+ to y2+, for example, does take place(13). The 

absolute values of the potentials quoted cannot be applied directly to 

the AgCl system since they are measured in solution. Some values of 

oxidation potentials for elements in fused salts are available ap~, in 

general, the elements occupy the same relative positions. There is 

"- evidence that an element in contact with its own salt has a more positive 

, (21) 
electrode potential • It follows that silver will be more likely to 

remain ionic when in contact with silver chloride than when'it is in 

acidic solution, but that the other elements in AgCl should remain in 

j the relative positions of Table 1. 'Phe .figures indicate that it will be 

harder to convert Cr3+ to Cr2+ than V3+ to V2+ and indeed prolonged 

annealing in vacuo in·contact with metallic silver is needed to produce 

2+ (21) complete conversion to Cr 2+ Eu can be formed, and is well known 

chemically, in the divalent state since Eu3+ achieves a half-filled 4f 

shell by gaining an electron. However, dielectric loss experiments 

suggest that complete conversion of Eu3+ to Eu2+ in AgCl does not take 

place. The E.P.R. of AgCl:Yb3+ after annealing in vacuum does show a 

reduction in intensity of 10.% or less over the samples annealed in 

chlorine and this may be due to a reduction of a proportion of the ions 

~ & 4 to Yb • E.P.R. is not expected from Yb since it has a filled f 

shell. The reduction of Sm and all the other rare earths is expected to 

be less well favoured than for Yb and they are not expected to attain 

divalent states in AgCl. 
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Although the chemical theory supports the experimental observations, 

the oxidatfon potentials cannot be used, a priori, to dismiss the 

possiblli ty of the reduction since there are a nwnber of unknovm 

factors in the incorporation of the ions in P~Cl. Indeed, on the figures 

alone, the conversion of Eu3+ to Eu2+ is not expected whereas the 

reduction .of Ti3+ to Ti
2
+ might be thought more likely but it is not 

observed (probably because the divalent state of titanium is unstable at 

temperatures above 700K). 

6.2.3 Gadolinium 

The previous argument implies that the formation of Gd2+ in P~Cl 

is very unlikAly. Gd2+ is unknovm chemically and has not been formed in 

CaF2, Gd3+ has the stable configuration of a half-filled 4f shell. 

The question arises as to how gadolinium can sensitize AgCI as suggested 

by S.U. Cheema(13). A single crystal of gadolinium doped AgCl was 

prepared and cut into three slices. The impurity concentration was 

expected to vary between the slices owing to the zone-refining action of 

crystal growth. Experiments were carried out to see if doping with 

gadolinium increased the sensitivity of the material, if there was a 

relationship between sensitivity and dopant concentration and if the 

E.P.R. was affected by annealing in chlorine or nitrogen. Quantitative 

measurements were difficult because the sample had to be removed from the 

single crystal mount for annealing and very slight changes in the 

orientation of the sample could cause marked changes in the relative 

intensities of the resonant lines. Furthermore, the large number of 

intense lines made identification of iron or copper impurity levels 

uncertain. 
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The top slice of the crystals gave a slight increase in photolytic 

darkening, but the sensitivities of the second and third slices were 

negligible although the gadolinium concentration was reduced by less 

than 10%. No variation in the pattern of the spectrum which could not 

be accounted for by slight changes in the orientation of the sample and 

the external field was observed after annealing in nitrogen and chlorine 

or after irradiation. 

The experiments are not conclusive but certainly suggest that the 

2+ photo-effects of gadolinium are much less than those of Eu and may 

arise from residual impurities introduced with the gadolinium. These 

may include europium since the two ions are neighbours in the rare earth 

series and are, therefore, hard to separate. 

6.2.4 Optical spectra of erbium, holmium and dysprosium 

The absorption spectra of the rare earths in Agel \'lere studied in 

the visible and infra-red. For the majority of the ions no strong 

absorption lines were seen. ytterbium gave a yellow colouration 

apparently due to the tail of an absorption band at wavelengths just 

below the Agel band edge. Dysprosium, holmium and erbium gave a few 

absorption lines of low intensity. The strongly allowed transitions are 

those from the 4fn to higher configurations (for example 4f to 50). For 

the trivalent rare earths 

and is separated from 4f
n 

the configuration nearest to 4f
n 

is 4f
n

-
1

5O
l 

4 -1 by at least 5 x 10 cm • These transitions 

will lie in the U.V. and far U.V. where they cannot be seen because of 

the lattice absorption of Agel which is strong at wavelengths beloH 4l0nm. 

Transitions in the visible and I.R. will be between different states 
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within the 4f
n con~iguration and will only be allowed when elements of 

odd parity are present in the crystal field and will usually have 

oscillator strengths of the order of 10-8 (23). At t t ~ room empera ure tlle 

lines observed are often broad because of vibrations of the crystal 

lattice and temperatures of 4.2K are needed to resolve the structure. 

Cooling to 77K or 4.2K also reduces the intensity of transitions from 

states higher than the ground J-state and helps to analyse the spectrum. 

The spectrophotometer used does not have the very high resolution 

usually needed for rare earth work and no Zeeman apparatus was available 

to establish the symmetry of the site giving rise to the lines. The 

spectra were investigated mainly as evidence for the presence of the 

impurity and the effect, if any, of annealing in chlorine or reducing 

atmospheres. 

The spectrum observed for Er3+ (fig. 6.1) consisted of a small 

group of low intensity lines near 525nm superimposed on a steadily 

rising background due in part to reflections from the sample. No other 

lines could be distinguished and the relative intensities and widths of 

the lines were not affected by cooling to 90K. The lines are probably 

due to transitions from the ground J-state of Er3+ to higher states in 

a low symmetry field. The general pattern of lines for a given rare 

earth is expected to remain the same as the surrounding lattice changes, 

since the crystal field effects on the rare earths are small. However, 

the relative intensities of the lines will alter markedly as the precise 

site symmetry varies. Comparison with the tables of Dieke(23) for Er3+ 

-1 
in various lattices shows that a group of lines near 525nm (19050cm ) 

4 2 
could arise from transitions "from the ground level 115/2 to Hll/ 2 · 

Er3+ spectra from approximately orthorhombic sites in YC1
3 

show a strong 

-1 -1 (24) d set of lines between 19,018 em and 19,185 cm Rakestraw an 
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Fig. 6.1. The optical absorption" of Ac,crCl :Ho a..."1d Ae;;;l: Er • 
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Dieke comment that the crystal field splittings in YCI are larger than 
3 

those in La'C13 , but that the centre of gravity of each excited level is 

lowered with respect to the mean of the lowest J level. Both lattices 

provide approximately octahedral sites and the average cation to Cl 

bond distance in LaC1
3 

is 3,Ol~ and in YC1
3 

it is 2,63~ which accounts 

for the lowering of the levels in YC1
3

(24), In AgCl the cation-anion 

bond distance is 2,773~ and the centre of gravity of the excited J states 

should lie between the values in LaC1
3 

and YC1
3

, If the observed lines 

are assumed to span the F(~11/2) level, the mean energy is 18,950! 10 cm- l 

lying between the value for YC1
3 

(18,91f9 cm- l ) and the probably value 

for LaC1
3 

(19,040 ± 20 cm-l ), In CaF2:Er3+ lines are observed for Er3+ 

in tetragonal sites and the 2}Ill/ 2 lines are seen in the region 19,231 

to 19,300 cm-l (25) but are not so markedly more intense than the other 

lines in the visible as compared to the orthorhombic YC1
3

:Er3+ case, 

The cation to anion distance in CaF2 is smaller than in the lattices 

considered above, but the erbium ion is 8-coordinated to the fluorine 

ions which may account ,for the higher ~11/2 level, 

At room temperature the holmium spectra consists of two broad lines 

at 451 and 461 nm and on cooling to 90K the intensity of the 461 line is 

reduced. By cooling to 20K the line at 461 is lost and lines at 451, 

453 and 457 nm are clearly resolved (fig, 6,1). Two low intensity lines 

are also present at 468 and 421 nm at 20K, The 461nm line is probably 

from an excited J state and the group of lines near lj.53nm (22,170; 22,080; 

21,880 em-I) probably correspond to transitions from the 518 ground level 
-1 

to the 5G6 level which give a strong set of lines between 22,290 em 

-1 
and 22,064 em in LaC1

3
, 

-1 
As expected, the AgCl level lies 100 em or 

so below the level in LaC1
3

, Again by comparison with the spectrum 

observed in LaC1
3

:Ho3+ tabulated in Dieke(23 ), the 468nm (21,370 em-I) 
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line may arise from transitions from 5IS to 3KS and the line at 42lnm 
. 1 5 5 

(23J750 cm- ) may be IS to G
5 

transitions. 

The only line seen in the dysprosium spectrum was a broad low intensity 

line in the infra-red at 1.30 ± .0J;uwith a possible smaller line at 

1.27 ~ .OljA. Measurements in the infra-red were not made at low temperatures 

These lines would correspond to energies of 7,690 cm- l and 7,870 cm-l 

3+ 6 6 respectively. By comparison with LaC1
3

:Dy they may be Hl5/2 to F
ll

/
2 

transitions but the fit is not as clear as in the Ho3+ and Er3+ cases. 

It is surprising that no other lines were seen and that the lines 

which were observed did not become clearer at low temperatures. However, 

as the oscillator strengths of these optical transitions are expected to 

be low even in the low symmetry fields, a study using larger samples might 

reveal other lines. Yb3+ (26) and Dy3+ (27) have been studied in NaCl 

and KCl and in neither case was any optical absorption observed in the 

visible. Local random strains in the lattice may prevent the lines in 

AgCl from becoming narrower at 4.2K. A very much more lengthy study of 

the optical absorption and luminescence would be needed to establish the 

energy levels and crystal fields of the ions, but the results given here 

do produce confirmation of the presence of H;3+ in AgCl and suggest that 

an E.P.R. search at Q-band and at 4.2K or below would be worthwhile. 

6.3 The palladium and platinum transition groups 

Transition series ions with unfilled inner electron shells are 

expected to give E.P.R. in certain valent states and, since these ions 

are known chemically to have variable valencies, they are ions which 
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could take some part in electron or hole trapp~ng in the silver-halide 

lattice. The 4d arid 5d series ions have not be<:?n studied in AgCl 

previously. Their parama~~etic properties are similar to the iso-

electronic members of the 3d series. The main difference between the 

two series is that the 4d ~~d 5d ions tend to form strong covalent bonds 

with the surrounding ligands and are usually in a strong crystal field 

configUration(27). Hund's rules no longer apply and the spin states of 

the d
4

, d5, d
6 

andd7 ions are altered. d5 and d7 will both have S =! 
whereas in weak fields spins of S = 2 fu~d S 3 are expected using Hund's 2 =2 

rules. The 4d and 5d ions have generally been incorporated in complex 

covalent matrices ~~d few results are reported for simple ionic lattices. 

A number of these ions were added to AgCl by the methods described in 

Chapter Three, and optical sensitivity tests \-lere made by eye and in the 

spectrophotmeter. E.P.R.was looked for in most of the samples and single 

crystals wer~ grown in some cases. The series will be discussed in 

order of increasing numbers of d electrons in the atoms. 

Samples doped with yttrium metal were clear or pale yellow and 

brittle. They were not affected by aP~ealing in chlorine or nitrogen 

atmospheres and no E.P .R. Vias detected at temperatures from 300K to 4.2K 

in polycrystalline samples. Lanthanum is a very unstable metal and 

doping was not attempted. y2+ (4d l ) is paramagnetic and resonance was 

1 . d . t . f C l1' y3+ (29) The seen in CaF 2 at 20K after e ectron l.rra l.a l.on 0 at 2: . 

chem~cally stable state of yttrium is trivalent fu1d the divalent form is 

unlikely to occur in AgCl. O'Connor and Chen(30 ) discuss the colouration 

3+ 
of CaF

2
:y3+ by ionising radi~tion and observe that the presence of Sm 

prevents this colouration because Sm3+ traps the electrons in preference 

to y3+. It has alre'ady been shown that Sm3+ will not reduce to Sm
2
+ 

to AgCl and, from the evidence of CaF
2

, y2+ is even less likely to form. 
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Zirconium and hafnium in metal form were added to AgCl and 

appeared to be incorporated in the crystals but gave no colouration nor 

any increase in photosensitivity. A single crystal containing zirconi~~ 

gave no detectable E.P.R. at temperatures from }OOK to 4.2K. The stable 

4+ valent state of zirconium is Zr although divalent and t,rivalent 

halides are known(31 ). Little is known about the chemistry of hafnium. 

2+ 2+ . 2+ 
Ha and Zr are ll.kely to be harder to form than Ti since ti taniu!ll 

is the first member of this subgroup and the valence of these ions in 

AgCl is probably 3+ or 4+. No E.P.R. has been definitely reported for 

hafnium or zirconium although Zr3+ (4dl ) is suggested to explain one of 

the resonance lines observed inZirconia(32 ). 

Niobium and tantalum metal appeared to dissolve in AgCl and gave 

cloudy white or colourless samples. No changes were observed on annealing 

the samples in chlorine or nitrogen atmospheres and no E.P.R. was 

detected from AgCl:Nb polycrystals at )OOK and 77K, or from a single 

crystal of AgCl:Ta at )OOK, 77K or 4.2K. The most common valent states 

of these ions are 3+ and 5+ and the trivalent state is thought most likely 

to form in AgCl and is not expected to be 

Niobium dihalides are not known and TaC12 

. (4d2, 5d2). paramagnetlc 

is unstable(31 ) and conversion 

to the divalent state in AgCl would not be expected. E.P.R. has been 

observed from Nb4+ (4fl) and Ta4+ (5fl) in Ti02 at 4.2K(33). The 

tetravalent state forms naturally in Ti02:Ta and after oxidation of 

Ti0
2

!Nb samples. The 4+ states may not be formed in AgCl because of 

their triple excess charge in a monovalent lattice. 

Molybdenum and tungsten metal appeared to dissolve in AgCl and 

gave clear or pale yellow samples which were not affected by annealing 

in chlorine or nitrogen. No E.P.R. was detected in polycrystalline 



samples and a slight optical sensitivity in tungsten doped 

be accounted for by the height of the Fe3+ impurity E.P.R. 

samples could 

slgnal. 

Molybdenum forms complex dihalides and trihalides and WeI is kno~m but 
2 

is very easily oxidised. No ~imple ionic compounds are lulOwn (31). 

Molybdenum and tungsten are found in 3+, 4+ and 5+ states but the 

trivalent.state is thought most likely to be stable in Agel. E.P.R. has 

been observed from Mo3+ (4d3 ) in K
3
InCl

j
.2H

2
0 (34) at 90K and 20K with 

8 =~ and a zero-field splitting of more than 1 cm-l If this state is 

formed in AgCl a single crystal would be needed to observe a resonance. 

As the number of d electrons in the atom increases, higher valent 

states become more common. Technetium was not used as it is radioactive. 

Rhenium metal was added to Agel and, as colourless samples, sometimes 

with visible black specks of metal were produced the rhenium metal may not 

dissolve in AgCl. No photosensitivity was found nor was any E.P.R. 

detected at 300K and 77K. The lowest valent state of rhenium is Re3+ and 

this is probably the stable valence in AgCl. E.P.R. is not expected from 

Re3+ (5d4) but has possibly been seen from Re4+ in K
2
PtCl6 at 4oK(35). 

Ruthenium and Osmium metal were added to Agel and gave colourless 

samples often with black specks of the metal or metal chloride. RUC13 

is stable and black and Ru3+ would be expected to be formed in AgCl since 

Ru2+ does not usually occur. E.P.R. has been seen from Ru3+ (4d5 ) in 

2.430(36) and in other compounds(34) 

and is always in the strong field (8 = ~) configuration. No E.P.R. was 

observed in a polycrystalline sample at 300K or 4.2K and it was thought 

that the ruthenium had not been successfully dissolved in the lattice 

since the samples were fairly soft to cut and colourless. No photo-

sensitivity was observed from " the ruthenium or osmium doped samples. No 
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E.P.R. has been reported from osmium and none was seen' AgCl 0 ln : s. Osmiu!TI 

is usually found in 4+ or higher valent states. 

Rhodium has been studied in AgCl by Wilkens et al (37) "Iho report 

no photosensitization and attribute a single line spectrum to Rho (4d9 ) 

and a broad background line to Rh + (l.J.d8). Iridium metal added to AgCl 

gave a pale yellow colour to the samples and the optical absorption in the 

visible showed some structure (fig. 6.2). The chief valent state of 

iridium is Ir3+ (5d
6

) which is not paramagnetic, althou~h Ir4+ (5d5) is 

often formed. 4-1-There are many reports of E.P.R. from Ir at 20K Nhich 

usually shows clear ligand hyperfine structure(34}. HOi'lever, s inee no 

E.P.R. was seen in AgCl, the iridium is probably present in the trivalent 

state. The energy levels of the excited states of an (IrC16 )3-

have been measured by Jprgensen and are quoted by Griffith(38). 

complex 

They 

bands at 16,300 and 17,900 cm-l above 1 the ground state ( Al ) give two 3Tl 
1 

and a Tl 4 -1 band at 2 ,100 cm The observed bands overlap and the peak 

positions are not clear. However, the absorption may be approxima+,ely 

resolved into two bands superimposed on the AgCl lattice absorption 

(fig .6.2b) • 
-1 

The peak wavelengths are 55e ± 10nm (18,100 ± 300 cm ) and 

415 ± 10nm (24,000 ± 500 cm- l ) which are compatible with the transitions 

quoted above. 

Palladium and platinum were added to the silver chloride USLDg the 

metal form. A current had to be used to dissolve platinum in the molten 

halide. Palladium doped samples were red when heavily doped and orange 

when lightly doped. The colour was often slightly paler after annealing 

in nitrogen and precipitation or a change in valent state may be taking 

place. Palladium can form 2+, 3+ and 4+ states. PdC12 exists as red 

crystals and is fairly stable up to 900K. Trivalent compounds are known 
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but are not very stable, and both 3 and 4 valent states are strong 

oxidising agents and convert easily to the divalent state or the metal. 

Pd
2
+ is thought to be the stable state in AgCl, and reduction to the 

metal may take place when the samples are annealed in nitrogen. Palladium 

gave no enhanced photosensitivity to the material and no E.P.R. was 

observed in a polycrystalline sample at )OOK, 77K or 4.2K. E.P.R. from 

pt3+ (4d
7 ) in a strong crystal field has been reported in A1

2
0
3

(39) from 

77K to 4.2K and a single isotropic line with g = 2.163 is observed. The 

E.P.R. and optical absorption of Pd2+ in KCl and Kl has been reported(40). 

The optical absorption and conductivity of the samples shm'i that Pd2+ is 

present but the interpretation of the E.P.R. is not certain. The 

resonance is a single, isotropic, broad line (half-width 50rrlI') with 

g = 1.995 at 300K and 77K, with a superimposed hyperfine structure of 

separation about 8rr1I'. Pd2+ (4d6 ) is isoelectronic with Ni2+ and the 

theoretical behaviour of the resonance is not well known. However, an 

anisotropic spectrum would be expected for both interstitial and 

sUbstit.utional incorpo:):"ation. The line observed in (40) may be due to 

some precipitated or separate phase of Pdo or Pd2+ and the six line 

hyperfine structure could be due to manganese. In KI:Pd only the six 

hyperfine lines are seen at room temperature(4l). The optical 

absorption spectrum of AgCl:Pd shows no structure in the visible (fig. 

6.2a) and it is probably the long wavelength tail of absorption bands 

hidden in the lattice absorption below 4l0nm, similar to those seen in 

KCl:Pd(40) • 

Platinum doped samples were orange in colour when prepared in a 

chlorine atmosphere. Single crystals grown in vacuo were pale yellow and 

reverted to an orange colour after annealing in chlorine. A prolonged 

anneal in vacuo in contact with metallic silver was then needed to remove 
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the orange colour. No E.P.R. was detected in a single crystal at 300K or 

4.2K. No increase in photolytic darkening was observed on exposure of a 

sample annealed in nitrogen~ but a slight increase in the orange colour, 

particularly on the surface and grain boundaries, could be seen by eye. 

PtCl2 can be made and is brown green in colour. PtCl
3 

is thought to 

exist over. a very limited temperature range (637-64Th) and is green. 

PtCl4 forms as reddish brown crystals(31). The Pt4+ state is usually 

considered to be the most stable valent state of platinum and the orange 

colour seen in AgCI may be due to this state. It is possible that Pt2+ 

is formed after prolonged reductiqn. A resonance from pt3+ (5d7 ) has been 

seen below 120K in yttrium aluminium garnet(42) in orthorhombic sites. A 

resonance in A120
3 

which showed a static Jahn-Teller distortion at 4.2K 

and a dynamic splitting at 77K was assigned to Ptl + (5d9) or to Pt3+ (36). 

Resonance from the divalent or tetravalent states has not been reported. 

Although none of the 4d and 5d group ions considered were found to 

give an increase in silver colloid production on exposure to blue light, 

some of the systems might be worthy of further investigation. AgCl:Ru 

should give E.P.R. from Ru3+ if sufficient concentration of ruthenium can 

h . t R 2+ be incorporated, although photosensitization by ole trapp~ng a u or 

Ru3+ is not thought likely. The AgCI:Pd and AgCI:Pt systems can be 

studied optically since they give visible colouration to the specimens. 

Pd and Pt are adjacent to Ag and Au respectively in the transition series 

and have some similarities in chemical bclhaviour to the noble metals, 

although their ionic radii are much smaller. Further experiments on 
(14) 

these systems in the light of the recent work on AgCl:Au might be 

valuable. 
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Chapter Seven Conclusions 

The E.P.R. results presented in this thesis have established the 

lattice site of Dy>+-, Er3+ and Yb3+ in AgCl and of Cr3+ in AgCl and AgBr. 

The symmetry of the resonances has been used to derive the probable 

arrangement of charge compensating silver cation vacancies at low 

temperatures. Tables 7.1 and 7.2 give the results obtained so far for 

the iron and rare earth transition series ions in silver chloride. There 

are very few results for the ions in silver bromide and these are not 

given in the tables. The lattice sites and symmetries found hitherto in 

AgBr are the same as those in AgCl. To make the comparisons more valid 

all the ionic radii are taken from the same source(13) and they are the 

radii appropriate to,these ions in ionic lattices. 

The information available on the behaviour of the 3d and 4f 

transition series in AgCl enables some general trends to be followed. 

The simple Coulombic binding energy of an impurity-vacancy complex will 

2 
have the form e (14) 

4m:r 

where e is the effective charge of impurity and vacancy, E is the 

permittivity of the crystal, and r is the impurity-vacancy separation. 

The binding energy will be greatest for the least distance of approach. 

In Chapter Five it is argued that the vacancy will form in the nearest 

cation shell when possible but that the relaxation of the lattice around 

a small impurity ion will make the formation of a vacancy in the nearest 

cation shell more difficult. 

Bassani and Fumi(15) have made a quantitative estimate of the 

2+ 2+ 2+ t t· . binding energies of Cd ,Ca and Sr to a neares ca ~on vacancy ~ 
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NaCl and KCl. They use the Born and Mayer model for the ionic lattice 

and include the effect of electronic and displacement polarisation of the 

lattice about the centre. Tosi and Airoldi(16) have calculated binding 

energies for a next nearest cation vacancy. They show that polarisation 

of the halide ion between the impurity and the vacancy considerably 

increases the binding energy of this complex over its coulombic value. The 

1 
(15,16) 2+ . 

resu ts of the two papers for Sr may be summarised as follows: 

Vacancy position Binding -energy (eV) 

KCl NaCl 

Nearest cation 0.38 0.43 

Next nearest ~ti~ 0.49 0.41 

Ionic radii (~) Sr2+ : 1.12 ~: 1.33 Na+ 0.97 

The binding energies indicate that in KC1, where Sr
2
+ may be considered 

to be a small ion, ~next nearest cation (N.N.C.) vacancy is expected. 

In NaCl, where Sr2+ is a comparatively large ion, the nearest cation 

. (N.C.) vacancy is favoured. These deductions are confirmed by experiment 

and agree with the qualitative conclusions of Chapter Five. 

The largest divalent ion in table 7.1 (Eu
2
+) is associated with a 

N.C. vacancy as expected. The iron series ions are all smaller and are 

associated with N.N.C. vacancies. Cu2+ is the only ion seen by E.P.R. to 

be partly associated with-a N.C. vacancy which does not fit with the 

suggested pattern as Cu2+ is a relatively small divalent ion. E.P.R. 

results for the transition metal impurities in the alkali halides have 

A 1 (17) Only the spectra for ~+, Cr
2
+ 

been reviewed by Sootha and garwa • 

andMn2+ in NaCl have been analysed. 
. + 0 

The radius of Na is 0.97A as 

compared to 1.27 for Ag+ and so V2+, Cr2+ and I1n2+ will be relatively 

lar.ge in NaCl. Nearest vacancy association is observed for all three 

ions in NaCl. 
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All the trivalent ions in AgCl give more complex spectra than the 

divalent ions. The" special case of iron, which is incorporated in an 

interstitial position, is discussed in section 4.8.5. Thermal depolarisation 

currents (T.D.C.) and E.P.R. results suggest that the substitutional ions 

are present in several different centres. There are numerous possible 

arrangements of two vacancies within the first two cation shells and these 

are listed in fig. 4.13. The binding energies of some of these arrangements 

must be comparativ~ly close in value. A difference of only 0.02eV will 

result in populations in the ratio 104:1 at 95K. An increase in the 

probability of a nearest cation vacancy association with increasing ionic 

radius was rioted for the rare earths. Although there are fewer results 

available for the trivalent 3d ions the pattern may again be present 

within this series and would predict two N.C. vacancies as the likely 

arrangement for Ti3+, As shown below, this is compatible with the 

dielectric loss measurements, which also suggest two N.C. vacancies for EU3+' 

The values in tables 7.1 and 7.2 for the activation energy for 

jumping of the vacancy around the impurity (Ea) and the binding energy 

of the cooplex (E
b

) are restricted to those obtained from E.P.R. 

measurements. Vacancy association models and values for Ea may be obtained 

from T.D.C.(3) and dielectric 10ss(18,19) experiments. The T.D.C. peak 

temperatures and related ~a values are given in table 7·3 with the values 

dielectric loss measurements. Watkins (20) for Ea and Eb obtained from 

has shown for Mn2+ in NaCl that the E.P.R. and electrical results are in 

agreement and Edmonds(19) has discussed the relation between the different 

measurements in the silver halides. 

The analysiS of electrically active relaxation modes is relatively 

simple for the divalent impurities associated with a single vacancy. The 
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reorientations affecting the electrical measurements are taken to be those 

which preserve the symmetry of the site. F 1 or ~<amp e, a N.N.C. vacancy 

jumping to a N.C. site and then to a new N.N.C. site. An E.P.R. fine 

structure line may be broadened by any vacancy jump which temporarily or 

permanently alters the local crystal field. The temperatures at which 

line broadening is observed in AgCl (typically 250-350K) are higher than 

the temperatures involved in T.n.C. and dielectric loss. There may be 

considerable jumping of the vacancies to more distant cation shells at the 

higher temperatures. 

. 0 39 V(21) 

The activation energy for motion of an unassociated 

vacancy ~s • e • Motion of the vacancy around the impurity is 

usually found to have a lower activation energy and is assumed to be the 

predominant line broadening mechanism. 

The measurements of Kunze and Muller(3) in table 7.3 show that a 

N.C. vacancy is expected to have a valua for E of 0.30 ~ 0.05eV and a a 

N.N.C. vacancy a value of 0.35 ~ 0.05eV. The N.N.C. vacancy has the higher 

activation energy as it can only jump via an intermediate N.C. or more 

distant cation position. The T.n.C. results are in reasonable agreement 

with the E.P.R. values for the divalent ions. 
2+ 

The E results for Cu a 

2+ 2+ . t t ·t and Eu are unusually low. The Cu value ~s no accura e as ~ was 

determined from a single line width and temperature correlation. Ea for 

Eu2+ found from a plot of rex cess line width against temperature has an 

error quoted and the low value is probably due to the relatively large 

ionic radius. 

Analysis of the vacancy jumps for the t~ivalent ions associated 

with two vacancies is difficult. Kunze and Muller have discussed their 
'3+ 3+ 3+ d C 3+ in AgCI and predict the Cr centre 

results for Ti I V an r 
3+ 

described in Chapter Four. The subsidiary orthorhombic AgCI:Cr centre 



has Ea = 0.32 t 0.04eV which is reasonable for a centre involving two 

N.C. vacancies. A similar value (0.33eV) is found for Eu3+ (19) by 

dielectric loss measurements and suggests that Eu3+ is associated with 

two N.C. vacancies. The single T.D.C. peak obtained for Ti3+ is at a 

temperature typical for a N.C. vacancy jump. It is suggested that this 

ion also associated with two N.C. vacancies which are arranged in a line 

thus giving the Single reorientation peak. 

The low Ea value for the principal Cr3+ centre found in E.P.R. 

and dielectric loss is almost certainly caused by motion of the N.C. 

"'..... d th 1 . '" C 3+ h vac~~cy aroun e ~ne Jo~n~ng r to t e N.N.C. vacancy. The presence 

of the second vacancy evidently makes this movement easier than for a 

single N.C. vacancy. The high E value (0.41 ± 0.04eV) found for the . a 

tetragonal centre is similar to the valu~ found for the smaller dielectric 

loss peak(19). This peak is thought to be due to simultaneous motion of 

both of the vacancies of the principal centre(3). It may be that the 

energy barrier is dominated by the movement of the N.N.C. vacancy, which 

will also be involved in broadening of the tetragonal centre lines. 

The dielectric loss curves(19) show two peaks for AgBr:Cr3+, with 

Ea = 0.34 and 0.25eV, but with slightly different relative sizes as 

compared to the AgCl:cr3+ peaks. Edmonds(19) has suggested that the 

principal centre present in AgBr:Cr3+ is not the same as that in AgCl:cr3+. 

The E.P.R. spectra of cr3+ in the two halides show the same symmetry, 

but the relative sizes of D and E are very different. The analysis of 

Tosi and Air91di(16) shows that a N.N.C. vacancy will have a greater 

binding energy in AgBr than in AgCl because of the greater polarisability 

of the Br- ion. It is possible that in AgBr both vacancies 'are in the 

N. N. C. shell. However, the low symmetry of the E. P. R. and the two 
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dielectric loss peaks can only be explained if the two . vacanc~es are not 

exactly in the true cation sites. 

Few measurements of Eb are available from E.P.R. studies. Eb 

is difficult to estimate as measurements of line intensities over a range 

of temperatures, where line broadening may also be taking place, are 

involved. Eb may also be estimated f~omconductivity results provided 

that an activation energy for vacancy motion in the lattice is assumed. 

It can be noted that Eb for Cr3+ to the first vacancy is unusually low. 

Ulrici(2) has commented that the remaining vacancy must effectively , 

compensate for more than one excess charge on the Cr3+ ion. The conductivity 

value of Eb for AgCl:Eu probably applies 'to Eu3+. The Eu2+ spectrum(9) 

shows relatively few as~ociated ions at room temperature which indicates a 

value of Eb close to O.20eV as in AgCl:cu
2
+. 

None of the ions studied in detail in the thesis significantly 

enhanced the photosensitivity of AgCl or AgBr. The chemical properties 

of the rare earths are used to show that only europium will be present in 

the divalent state in AgCI. The oxidation potentials of europium also 

show that Eu2+ will readily accept a positive hole, and that Eu3+, once 

formed, will be reluctant to trap an electron. The low activation energy 

for jumping of the vacancy at room temperature may be significant in more 

effectively neutralising the excess positive charge so that a hole 
2+ 

approaching from any direction can be trapped at the Eu ion. 

Of the 3d ions Cu+ increases the silver colloid formation markedly 

and Fe2+ is a less effective sensitizer. The chemical properties of the 

elements will not, on their own, explain why these two ions act as 

sensitizers. In contrast to the rare earths the iron series form numerous 
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valent states. Titanium, manganese and cobalt are only found in one valent 

state in the silver·halides (Ti3+. Mn2+, Co2+) and , probably do not take 

part in the photographic process. Nickel is believed to form Ni+ after 

irradiation at low temperatures(22) but Ni2+ is chemically the usual 

valent state and at room temperature nickel probably remains divalent 

on exposur~. Chromium and vanadium, however, readily form divalent and 

trivalent states and are thought to act as centres for recombination of 

electrons and holes on exposure to light(12). The photosensitivity of 

+ 2+ ( ) Cu and Fe cannot be explained on the basis of oxidation potentials 22 

as these show that Cu2+ and Fe3+ are less likely to form than V3+ and 

3+ _2+ 2+ 
Cr • V- and Cr are, therefore, expected to be the better hole traps. 

An explanation pr~bably lies in the relative abilities of the 

higher valent states to trap an electron and return to the original 

valent state. In this respect Fe3+ is unusual as it jumps into an inter-

stitial site associated with four silver ion vacancies at room temperature. 

This complex is probably very stable and the number and distribution of 

negative vacancies surrounding the ion make electron trapping unlikely. 

The stability of cu2+ with respect to electron trapping is harder to 

explain. However, copper is the last member of the transitions series and 

can be considered as a noble metal. Copper may, therefore, have slightly 

unusual chemical properties as compared to the remainder of the series. 

It forms a stable monovalent state, unlike the other 3d ions, and the 

divalent state produced after trapping a hole has only to be compensated by 

one cation vacancy.· The relatively low activation energy of the associated 
2+ 

vacancy may result in fast vacancy motion around the Cu ion at room 

temperature and effective neutralisation of the cupric ion to the approach 

of an electron. 
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The properties of some 4d and 5d ions in silver chloride are also 

discussed. None 0f these ions are observed to sensitize the halide to 

the formation of sllver collold. Some impurities gave optical absorption 

in the visible (Pt~ Pd~ Ir) and some changes in valent state were thought 

to be taking place. 
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Table 7.1 

Divalent impurities in AgCl 

Lattice Cation vacancy E (eV) Eb(eV) Ionic Ion af?sociation at a 
Radiils site 

low temperatures (E.P.R.) (E.P.R. ) References 
(R) 

~+ s N.N.C. 0.30"10.05 0.88 1 

Cr2+ Sa b N.N.C. 0.89 2.3 

Mn2+ S N.N.C. 0.29!: 0.05 0.42:':: 0.05 0.80 4 

Fe 2+ S N.N.C. 0·35 0.74 5 

Co2+ S N.N.C. 0.72 6 

Ni2+ S c N.N.C. 0.69 7 

'2+ 
S 70% N.N.C. 0.18 -, eu 0.20 0.72 8 

15% N.C. 

Eu2+ S N.C. 0.22 ± 0.05 1.09 9 

Radius of Ag+ 1 .. 26~. 

,Ea represents the activation energy for reorientation of the impurity-
vacancy dipole. 

Eb represents the impurity-vacancy binding energy. 

S substitutional lattice site. 

I: interstitial lattice site. 

a: inferred from optical absorption curves. 

b inferred from T.D.C. measurements. 

c: isotropic spectra from unassociated ions are also seen. 



Table 7.2 

Trivalent impurities in Agel 

Lattice Cation vacancy E (eV) Eb(eV) Ionic 
Ion association at a Radius References site (E.P.R. ) (E.P.R.) low temperatures (~) 

Ti3+ Sa Two N.N.C. b or 
Two N.C. in a 0.76 2,3 
line 

V3+ Sa N.N.C. & N.C. b 
0.74 2,3 

Cr3+ S 80%: N.N.C. & 
N.C. at 1350 0.21! 0.04 0.18"! 0.05 0.63 2,3,10 

10%: Two N. C. 
at 900 or 1800 0.32 ± 0.04 

5% : Two N. N. C. 
at 1800 0.41"! 0.04 

'Fe3+ I (FeC14 f 0.64 11 
complex 

003+ S Complex 0.94 12 

ny3+ S Two N.C. at 90
0 

0.91 10 
or 1800 

E~ S 7a%: Two N.C. 0.88 10 
at 1200 

Yb3+ $ 65%: Two N.N.C. 
0.86 10 at 900 or 

or 1800c 
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Table 7.3 

Electrical measurements(1.9) 

AgCl: Ea (dielectric loss) (eV) Eb (conductivity) (eV) 

Cr2+ 

Cr3+ 

Eu2+ 

Eu3+ 

~: 

Cr2+ 

Cr3+ 

Ion 

v'2+ 
Cr2+ 

Mn2+ 

Fe2+ 

C02+ 

Ni2+ 

Ti3+ 

) 
) 
) 

'c 

0.30 ± 0.02 

0.34 j: 0.02 
0.25 ± 0.02 

0.30 ± 0.02 

0.34 :t 0.02 

0.34"± 0.02 
0.25 ± 0.02 

0.28 0.08 

0.41 0.08 

0.38 0.08 

0.26 

0·32 

Thermal depolarisation currents(3) 

Temperature of Ea Temperature of 
principal maximum(K) (eV) subsidiary maxima 

113·2 0.34 101.8 

113.2 0.34 106.5 

111.0 0.31 105.1 

111.4 0.34 103.6 

113.2 0.35 101.8 

113·1 0.34 

103.5 

v3+ peaks at 99'.5." 109.0, 117.5 with intensity ratio 1:2:1. 

C~ peaks at 99.0 and 117.5 with intensity ratio 2:1. 

E a 
(eV) 

0.29 

0.30 

0.29 

0.27 

0.29 
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Appendix I 

A calculation of the matrix elements and the relative energy 

levels of an S=3/2 ion with the spin Hamiltonian : 

+ K(S S + S S ) x y y x 

The calculation will use the operators S+ ,S_ where 

S = S +is + x y and S = S - is x y 

Therefore 

and S =-[/2 (S - S ) 
Y +-

The Hamiltonian will have off diagonal elements of g~~.2 if the 

usual base states 13/2,3/2), /3/2,1/2>, 13/2,-1/2), /3/2 ,-3/2 ) t 

are used.The Hamiltonian may be made diagonal in g~.2 by rotating 

the axes so that Z is parallel to the external magnetic field but is 

not parallel to the crystal field Z axis.(1) 

Perturbation theory may then be used if D,E« B and then o 

H = H + H1 s 0 
where H = g~.S 

o --

where ~ are the usual base states • 

The eigenvalues ,correct to second order, are 

o 1 
'R=E +E + -n n n 

where E1 are the diagonal matrix elements of H1 • 
n 
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(1). The external magnetic field in the (zy) plane. 

+~ > 

The transformation of the Hamiltonian from the crystal field axes Z~y~x~ 

to the new axes Z,Y,X, is made using t~~ following sUbstitutions 

S 1= S 
X x 

S ,= S cosQ + S sinG 
y y z 

S , = S cos9 - S sin9 z z Y 

The Hamiltonian becomes 

i 7. 

+ DrS2sin
2
9+ S2COS2g - (S s + S 8 )sinGcos91- :!!3 S(S + 1) ~y z yz zy ~ 

+ E[_S2COS2g - S2sin29 -(S S' ~ S S )sin9cosG + 82] 
Y z. zy yz x 

+ K [(S S + S S )cos9 + (8 S + S S )sin9] x y y x x z z x 

The following matrix is obtained using the usual base states. 

2.g~ 
2 
D 2 ) "*2 (3cos g - 1 

3
E . 2g 

-2 8m 

J'3i{D + E)singcosg 

-J3i(D + E)sin9cos9 

+J3K sinG 

1 '2 g,BB 

l-i> 

-J3¥ sin
2
9 

/7E 2 +J3'2 (1 + cos g) 

+J3iK cosg 

o 

1) +J3K sing 
"*2 

D 2 ) 2" (3cos g - 1 

';tE . 2" 

o -.0¥ sin
2
g 

E 2 
+""'2 sm ., +13'2 (1 + cos g) 

+l3iK cosg 

-J3~ 8in
2
g 

1 2" gj3J3 )3i(D + E)singcosg 

+J3~ (1 + C08
2

Q) 
D 2 1) -13K sinQ i> 0 - (3cos Q -2 
3E . 2g -fiiK cosg +'2 Sl.Il 

J3D . 29 -J3i(D + E)sin9cosQ J gf3B - '2 s~n 2 

+J3~ (1 + col9) -13K sinQ D 2 1) "*2 (3cos Q -

i> 0 -J3iK cosQ 
3E . 2Q - '2 s~n 



, 
The separations between the energy levels, correct to second order, are 

= g~ _ 6[(D + E)2sin
2
ecos2e + K2sin2eJ 

gj3B 

+ 3 [[-Dsin
2
e + E(1 + cos2e)}2 + 4K2cos2el 

4g,8B 

2 6 [CD E) 2 . 2e 2 2. 2 1 1) + 3Esin e + + s~n cos e + K s~n eJ 
g)3B 

Spin resonance transitions will take place when .6.E = h -v where V is 

the microwave frequency used. The substitution B = h~ is used in 
o g!3 

which g ~ is the spin magnetic moment of the ion.For D,E« B the o 

transition field B appearing in the denominator of the second order term 

can be replaced by Bo correct to second order of ~. The resonant fields 

obtained are given in section 4.4.1. 

These expressions may be compared with those given 

by Codling and Henderson from calculations of Low(2) .For the external 

magnetic field confined to the (ZY) plane the angles e' and ~ used by (2) 

are related to e by 

e' = e and 

If I = 0 and K is zero these expressions agree with those of reference (2). 

(2) For the magnetic field in the (ZX) plane the transformations are 
7! 

S , = S cose + S sinQ x x z 

S ' = S 
Y Y X'---*"-

S I =-S sine + S cose z x z 

and the angles for comparison with x 

reference 
, v 0 

(2) are Q = Q and 0= 0 .The calculation proceeds as 

above to give the resonant fields quoted in section 4.4.1. 
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(3) For the magnetic field in the (XY) plane the transformations are 

s , = -s sine + S cosQ x x z. 

S , = S cosQ + S sinQ y x z 

Sz' = Sy 
)( 

and the angles for comparison with ---------4~~------~y' 

reference (2) are 

I z 
X 

The calculation proceeds as before to give the resonant fields quoted 

in section 4.4.1. 
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Appendix II 

A calculation of the crystal field potential for a centre in which 

a trivalent impurity ion is associated with a next nearest catTon V:Oi\.cancy 

and a nearest cation vacancy. The lines joining the vacancies to the '" , 

impuri ty ion are at an angle of 1350
• 

(1)The cubic field potential. 

The origin of the coordinates is taken as the 

impurity ion. 'The potential at a general point (x,y,z) due to the 
y 

nearest neighbopr halogen 

VA :: 2 
(r + 

where r2 2 2 :: x + y 

e 
2 a 

2 
+ z 

-

ion, A , of charge e is 1 
Q. 

1 :I 
2ax)2 ,,-CL---, 

A 

The other halogen ions will give similar expressions in -x,.:t y, ± z. 

A binomial expansion of V in powers of i is made and, is valid for 

x«a. For 3d ions only the terms up to 4th order in x are needed. 

(2)The effect of a next nearest cation vacancy. 

The potential due to the halide ion A which 

is displaced by 6 towards the impurity y 

ion is given by 

e A 

~x 

VA = 2 2 i 
(r + b - 2bx) ----~--~4---~----,~~>x 

where b = a - d 

The potential due to A,and due to the 

~ons ~h~c'n are assumed to be undisplaced, is expanded in other halide ... " ... 

f a and E. • The term~ quadratic in x are not present in the powers 0 x x 
, 2, th S' 

t t 'al and give rise to terms 1n S 1n e p1n cubic field po en 1 ~ 

Hamiltonian. 
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The tetragonal potential due to the displacement of 

2 2 
3e(3x - r )4 

2a' 
where J'l. = ~ 

The potential due to the effective negative charge of the vacancy is 

2 2 4 (r + 4a - 4ax)~ 
Vo= 

e 

Expanding and collecting quadratic terms gives 

Vo = ~ (x2 1 r2 ) 
3 - 3 16a 

(3)The effect of a nearest cation vacancy. 

The two halide ions nearest to the vacancy are 

displaced by J . The potential due to A is given by 

e 

V A= [(a _ x) 2 + (y + d) 2 + z 2 ] :; 

The ion B will give a similar expression and 

o 

• 

after expanding the quadratic part of the potential due to A and B is 

The potential due to the negative charge of the vacancy gives a 

quadratic contribution 

- 2 2J 
V = ~ [-!:4 + i (x + y) 
o J2a3 
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(4)The combined effect of the two vacancies. 

The potentials given in (2) and (3) are written 

in the form suitable to the positions of the vacancies shown in 

the diagram. A combination of the 

quadratic potentials gives 

2 2 
V =e (3 + 72 1[)(x - £3 ) 

16a3 

o 

• 

't 

• 

The potential can be expressed in the form of the spin Hamiltonian 

2 
'2 r I 2 2) '() V = D(z - ~ ) + E (x - y + K xy 

and then D'= -r~3 + ~ 3 (3 + 72SO] 
laJ2a 32a 

E' = ~3 (3 + 72J() 
32a .. 

, 
K = 

{ 
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